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Chapter One: Introduction to the Dying Kingdoms
Dying Kingdoms is a live-action fantasy
game—a game in which you take on the role
of your character for a day or weekend of
play, and experience all the intrigues of a
fantastical world. In the guise of your
character, you’ll encounter everything from
swordfights to spell battles as you live
through the adventures.
The Dying Kingdoms are places of wonder
in a world in decline. Humanity spread
civilization across the continent, but this
civilization has become debauched and
corrupt. The borders of culture contract with
each passing year, leaving barbarity and
monsters in their wake. Eventually, the
holdings of man will perish once more, until
a new civilization rises in some later age. In
the present of the Dying Kingdoms, though,
it is an exciting time to live. Many great
discoveries have come and gone, and the
high culture of the many ancient
civilizations still flourishes in some of the
heartland cities. Meanwhile, on the borders,
adventurers and explorers have much to do,
both in defending the provinces that are left
to their own devices, and in daring the ruins
and monsters that lurk just beyond the reach
of the sovereign domains.

How to Participate in the Adventure
Since the Dying Kingdoms game emulates
the genre of low fantasy, characters in the
game are often scoundrels and cunning
heroes. Some may be magicians or adepts;
others may be mightily-thewed barbarians or
clever rogues. All of them live in a roughand-tumble world of con men, villainous
cultists, wicked sorcerers, and hideous
monsters, but there are also riches, fame,
and heroic adventures to be had. To best
participate in a Dying Kingdoms game, a
character should emulate the feel of the
heroes from a gritty frontier fantasy world:
sword at the hip, spells and enchantments
ready, a clever plan already formulated. Like
the charming rogues of these stories, though,
players’ characters also have strong bonds of
camaraderie with other heroes. Together
they face a world of peril.

Important Terms and Information
Learning about the Dying Kingdoms means
absorbing a lot of information at once. Each
chapter covers a different topic, and
depending upon how you choose to pursue
your character design or your approach to
the game, you might want to start in a
specific area. Here’s what you’ll find:
Chapter One: Introduction to the Dying
Kingdoms provides this basic overview, so
you know where in the book to look for
information.
Chapter Two: Characters covers the basics
of making a character. This chapter explains
some of the roles and questions that you
should consider when you think about your
character.
Chapter Three: Races explains the various
human cultures and the nonhuman character
types that you can play. This covers their

What to Do in Dying Kingdoms
Players in the Dying Kingdoms game take
on the roles of various characters in the
setting. Much like a participant in a
theatrical production or a protagonist in a
novel, each character is a distinct fictional
entity. The player decides what motivates
his character, and how that character reacts
to the world around him. The Marshals and
staff for the game, conversely, provide the
backdrop, the setting, and the monsters and
people that populate the world.
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powers, their featured abilities, and some
brief overviews of their culture.
Chapter Four: Traits explains core traits or
characteristics, which are features that rely
on your character’s basic, innate strength
rather than learned skills or magical powers.
Every character has at least one trait, so
you’ll want to read this to pick yours.
Chapter Five: Skills explains skills in detail.
Skills are learned capabilities that your
character uses to make items, fight, sneak, or
learn useful information.
Chapter Six: Magic delves into the magical
arts. If you want to play a character who
casts spells or who has special innate
abilities, read this section.
Chapter Seven: Production explains the use
of production skills to create items, whether
these are weapons, armor, or alchemical
formulae.
Chapter Eight: Influence, Land, and
Warfare covers the details of affecting the
scope of the world through the game, by
using influence to change the course of
countries or by using warfare for defense or

conquest. This chapter also explains a bit
about land ownership for characters.
Chapter Nine: The World of the Dying
Kingdoms takes a turn to explain a bit about
the history and culture of each of the
kingdoms, as well as some important terms,
language, and a bit about money and the
relative value of labor in the setting. Start
here if you want detailed information about
the cultures and background before you
make your character. This chapter also gives
a brief description of some of the monsters
and hazards that your character may face.
Chapter Ten: Adventure and Battle covers
the important rules for safety, how to checkin, bonuses for helping the staff, retirement,
volunteer work, and how to respond to
different important call-outs. This is a very
important chapter to read because it explains
what call-outs you should be aware of, and
helps you to prepare for your events with a
checklist of useful things to bring!
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Chapter Two: Characters
Your character in Dying Kingdoms is,
essentially, who you pretend to be. In this
land of despair and danger, you have a
chance to experience the excitement of the
Dying Kingdoms’ churning age. Your
character springs from this background,
guided by your choices of story and
construction.

Where am I from? Read through the world
in chapter one again, and decide what sort of
place your character grew up in. A clansman
from Culberon has a very different
background and education than a scion of
Albeira. If it helps, you can think of a
culture that is familiar from the real world,
and try to figure out how it would fit in with
the Dying Kingdoms. Then, figure out
where your character experienced early life,
where he’s traveled, and what places he
knows, loves, and hates.
What was my most important formative
experience? Most characters specialize in a
particular career or skill set. That choice
often comes from a powerful early
experience—growing up training with a
father-figure who was a warrior, discovering
a talent for magic while living among the
elves, or learning from the school of hard
knocks on the streets of Verrakis. Try to
figure out the beginning and the end of this
experience, and how it related to your
character’s choice of lifepath. Perhaps it all
began when you were sold into slavery in
Albeira, and ended when you were released
after your masters’ death, complete with
your training as a master craftsman. Or
maybe you grew up in the backwoods of
Culberon, mastering the bow for hunting,
and you had to travel to a big city to find a
new market for your pelts, furs, and meat.
What were my parents like? Your
character presumably had a father and a
mother. Try to figure out what they were
like, even if your character had no contact
with them. After all, your character inherits
their traits. Your parents’ attitudes likely
inform your own. If your mother derided all
Culberrans as “ignorant louts,” for instance,
then you may feel the same way—or feel
strongly the opposite, having learned the
hard way that she was wrong!

Quick Character Checklist









Decide on a name
Decide on a role and history
Choose a characteristic
Choose a race (Human, Elf, Sauren,
Troll)
Note racial favored skill and weapon
Purchase advantages and skills:
Humans have 12 CP; half-breeds
have 11 CP; elves, sauren, and trolls
have 10 CP
Spend starting money (1 gold
solarum, unless you have the Wealth
advantage
or
the
Poverty
disadvantage)

Character Roles
The first task in making a character is to
visualize the role you want to explore. You
might wish to play an armored warrior who
hails from a still-mighty city, or a sage from
a hoary library, or even an exotic Sauren
away from the native swamps. Whatever
your choice, the more you can visualize
details of the character, the more you can
fulfill the role—and the more satisfaction
you’ll gain from it.
Answer the following questions as you build
your character’s story:
What is my name? Your character needs a
name. Even if you don’t have or know one,
you probably have a nickname at the least,
or some sort of self-indicator.
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What is my current goal? Everyone has a
goal, even if it’s just to make a living from
day to day. Your character may have a very
specific goal (learn a particular spell) or a
very general one (earn a couple of solarum
today). Your character’s immediate reaction
to situations may well depend on this goal;
you probably won’t dive into things that
would hinder your immediate goal.
What is my long-term goal? Some
characters lack long-term motivations, but
the real leaders have a driving vision.
Summarize what your character wants to
accomplish before dying or retiring. Then
set about figuring out the path to take, be it
looking down a specific skill path or
calculating the sorts of allies you’ll need.
Conflicts between long-term and short-term
goals can lead to some unlikely choices!
What kinds of friends and enemies do I
have? Who does your character like? Who
does he hate? Who would you want to hang
out with? Who would you want to kill?
Often, this will relate to your goals and
upbringing, but surprises do happen. Maybe
you hate all elves, because you think they’re
elitist. Or you’re fascinated with sauren. Or
you just find the Culberon accent irresistible
in women, but annoying in men.
If I could only keep one thing, what would
it be? What item is most important to your
character? What would he die to keep?
Perhaps it’s not material, like “honor” or
“family name.” It might be an old heirloom,
or just “whatever I have managed to steal
today so that I can eat.”
How far will I go to accomplish my goals?
Many characters have a sense of justice,
duty, or at least fair play, but this isn’t
always true. What would you do to achieve
success? Would you lie? Steal? Murder? Or
would you go spiraling into infamy by
adhering to your beliefs (perhaps hinting
that “sticking to your principles” is your
highest goal)?

What are my feelings about magic?
Whether you are a magician or not, magic is
all around in the Dying Kingdoms, and it
seems that everyone has an opinion. The
ignorant often fear it; the educated
sometimes deride it as a crutch. Warriors
and wizards respect command of magic.
Perhaps you have a specific form of magic
that you like or dislike.
What are my feelings about wealth? Poor
characters may strive for wealth, or despise
the wealthy. Wealthy characters may be
greedy, or they may be generous. Wealth
can be hard to come by on the adventurous
frontiers, but fortunes can be made and lost
in an instant. Will your character grasp for
every candlepenny found, or give freely and
instead seek worldly experiences?
What is my sense of mortality? Every
character must face retirement at some
point. Adventurers eventually suffer too
much age, or too many wounds, to continue;
even elves must retreat from the intensity of
the world after too long. Do you fear death?
Await it stoically? Do you hope to retire, or
die gloriously in battle?

Strong Concepts
Building a character is an exercise in
concept. By answering the previous
questions, you’ll help to establish a strong
character identity. Identity isn’t enough,
though—you need a character whose
capabilities match up to your intended goals.
A strong character concept is one that gives
you reasons to adventure, to interact with
other players, to seek improvement, and to
take stands and hold opinions on important
game issues like the politics of the game
world.
A weak concept generally avoids
confrontation, doesn’t socialize, has
unreasonable goals (or no goals), has no
opinions on anything, and always considers
survival more important than taking risks.
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Your character won’t be any fun unless you
decide to get involved in the game. If you
don’t talk to anyone, or you alienate
everyone by being a murderer or thief, your
character won’t be invited to do anything!
Similarly, if you are too scared of losing
your character, you will refuse to become
involved in anything risky, and you won’t
have any adventures.
Good concepts include:
• A woodsman who comes to town to trade,
catch up on gossip, and who argues often
with elves over the need to preserve
woodlands versus the need for human
building and progress.
• A necromancer who tries to uphold the
tenets of “good” magic but finds himself
backsliding from time to time, but still offers
his skills as a healer to everyone.
• A warrior skilled in many weapons, who
often tries different ones to see how they
work in different situations, and who is
eager to fight monsters and test his theories.
• A rogue who has skill with many traps and
locks, but who consistently runs afoul of the
law due to breaking into peoples’ houses for
fun.
Difficult concepts include:
• A woodsman who comes into town and
then avoids talking to anyone and lurks in
corners being “mysterious”—you should
make a character who can interact with
others.
• A necromancer who uses his powers to
threaten people and try to make them fear
him—you should gain respect for your
ability to contribute to the game, not by
threatening to ruin it for other players by
killing their characters.
• A warrior who avoids fighting because
he’s too scared of getting into combat—you
shouldn’t play a warrior archetype if you’re
not going to enter combat.
• A rogue who mugs and steals from other
players—there are plenty of ways to earn
money without earning the enmity of the

other players and making it easier for
monsters to prey on the townspeople.

Morals and Ethics
In the Dying Kingdoms, no great churches or
religious organizations tell people how to
live; no sterling philosophers have penned
treatises on morality; no deities intervene in
the day-to-day affairs of the living. How a
person chooses to get by is a matter between
the individual and his or her conscience
(and, possibly, the local law).
That said, players’ characters in the Dying
Kingdoms game are heroes or scoundrels,
not villains. While a character’s methods or
motives may be somewhat suspect from
time to time, the players’ characters should
be protagonists. Broadly, this means that
most characters will fall into one of two
archetypes as far as morality and ethics are
concerned:
Heroes are characters who strive to live up
to high standards, to do what’s right, to help
other people, and to make a positive change
in the world. Heroic characters might well
be flawed, but they commit themselves to an
ideal of behavior. Pursuit of this ideal means
that heroes will spurn actions that are
harmful to others or of dubious intent.
Though heroes can and do slip from their
standards from time to time, they honestly
try to remain loyal, truthful, and committed
to the welfare of others. Some heroes may
be reluctant, or may not realize that they
have a part to play, but in the end a heroic
character stands for what’s right. If a hero
chooses to do something that is evil or
convenient over what is right, it’s generally
because the hero has made a mistake, or is
so sorely pressed that he or she believes that
“just this once” the ends may justify the
means—often with calamitous results.
Heroic characters have a conscience. This
means that the hero’s central conflicts are
between what’s right and what’s expedient.
Heroes choose the high ground, even though
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this can cost them dearly; a hero stands firm
in commitment to principle. The reward for
this behavior is acclaim, loyalty from friends
and respect from enemies, and a clear
conscience. Grateful people sometimes
shower heroes with gifts and titles, as well.
Scoundrels are characters who are looking to
make a living, often on the fringes of what’s
considered socially acceptable. A scoundrel
usually has a murky sense of right and
wrong, and shies away from extremely
destructive or malicious behavior—at the
very least, it’s bad for business—but may
deal with questionable folks or engage in
some shady practices. Scoundrels are often
motivated by greed, desire, or fear, rather
than the high-minded ideals of heroes, but
they also tend to be very efficient at getting
results, simply because a scoundrel will do
what a hero won’t. There are still lines that a
scoundrel won’t cross. While a scoundrel
might steal from a wealthy household,
poison a legion of enemy soldiers, or traffic
in illegitimate goods, even one of these
shady operators balks at mass murder,
torture, enslavement, and similarly dark and
dangerous activities. Ultimately, a scoundrel
is pragmatic to the core, but this pragmatism
is tempered with a realization that at the end
of the day the scoundrel still has to get along
at least reasonably well with the rest of
society or risk having nobody to trade with,
bilk, or share in entertainments.
Scoundrels are practical, which means that
they aren’t often bothered by the dictates of
conscience, the way that heroes are. While
this means that scoundrels will sometimes
indulge in rather wicked behavior, the price
is infamy. As a scoundrel gains a reputation,
other people start to associate him with
criminal
enterprises
and
forbidden
knowledge. Though these assets can help the
scoundrel to achieve his or her goals, they
also mean that the scoundrel must often
question the loyalty of his or her allies, and

will rarely receive the acclaim and adoration
that is showered upon a true hero.
Last, villains are characters who are driven
by their base malice, lust, drive for power,
or overwhelming greed, to such an extent
that they have no compunctions about using
whatever tools may come to hand in order to
achieve their schemes. Some villains will
have a code of honor, and many will base
their behaviors upon their own personal past
experiences, but in the end a villain believes
that his or her course of action is the correct
or most expedient one, and thus will stop at
nothing to achieve his or her aims. In the
end, the villain has no regard for anyone
who might stand in the way; other people
are either tools or victims, with only a rare
few in the villain’s inner circle of confidants
and allies.
Villains are not suitable as players’
characters in the Dying Kingdoms. Players
should be working together to fight villains,
rather than portraying roles whose
satisfaction comes from wrecking the story
for other players. Villains are therefore the
province of the Story Team. A character
who strays too far into villainy may be
retired by the Story Team and turned into a
villain. If the Story Team warns you that
your character is becoming a villain, take
time to work with the Story Team to reexamine your character’s motivations.

Character Rules
The building block for a character is the
character point (CP). A character point is,
essentially, a bit of potential. As you flesh
out your character, you’ll spend your CP,
turning unused potential into actualized
capability. Of course, CP aren’t the only
way for a character to develop; no amount of
CP can represent the knowledge gained by
surviving fights with monsters, exploring the
world, establishing character history and
motivations, and figuring out the secret past
of the Dying Kingdoms.
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A typical human character enters play with
12 CP. You spend these CP to acquire skills,
magical aptitudes, advantages, and similar
benefits. You can also earn a few extra CP
by taking flaws, but watch out—flaws can
dangerously hinder your character’s
survival.
Your choice of CP expenditure is as flexible
as you desire. No rule prohibits you from
taking combinations of abilities like casting
spells and wearing armor, or disarming traps
and swinging a greatsword. Similarly, all
skills are equally easy (or hard) for everyone
to learn. You don’t have a harder time
figuring out herbalism just because you
carry a crossbow.
One important trait doesn’t cost you any CP:
your character’s race. Each race (be it a
human subtype, or a nonhuman type) gives
you
some
minor
advantages
and
disadvantages. Choose carefully, because
once set, your race will be with you for the
rest of your character’s life.

Certain items can never be part of a starting
character’s monetary package. These items
include magic items, ships, slaves, land, and
buildings. The Story Team may restrict
other items as well, at its discretion.
The list included here shows the starting
monetary price for various weapons, armor,
and items that you might choose for your
character.
100 candlepennies (100 p.) = 10
oildraughts or guilders (10 d.) = 1
solarum (1 s.)

Starting Gear
A new character typically enters play with
gear and money totaling one solarum in
value, unless the character has the Wealth
advantage or the Poverty disadvantage. You
can start with any item that your character
can use, be it a dagger, an ingested
concoction (since anyone can drink those),
trade goods, or a suit of armor if you have
the skill to wear it. In addition, if you have
the Alchemy skill, you can purchase applied
concoctions, such as Bladethirst, since you
have the skill to use them. Similarly, if you
have a weapon skill, you can purchase one
of those weapons with your starting money.
Characters with production skills may also
need tool sets; each tool set costs one silver
coin (that is, an oildraught, or 1 d.), and each
craft skill (in Chapter Five: Skills) lists its
appropriate tool set. Make sure to bring a
tool set for your skills, because you can’t
practice the skill without it.
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Weapon
Axe (short)
Axe (long)
Axe (great)
Bow
Blowgun
Crossbow
Cudgel (short)
Cudgel (large)
Dagger
Flail (short)
Flail (large)
Maul
Pick
Pole arm
Spear
Staff
Sword (short)
Sword (long)
Sword (great)
Thrown Weapon

Price
2 p.
8 p.
3 d. 6 p.
8 p.
2 p.
1 d. 8 p.
2 p.
8 p.
2 p.
2 p.
8 p.
3 d. 6 p.
8 p.
5 d.
8 p.
2 p.
8 p.
1 d. 8 p.
5 d.
2 p.

Armor
Buckler
Brigandine (4 pt.)
Large shield
Leather (2 pt.)
Mail armor (3 pt.)
Padded (1 pt.)
Plate (5 pt.)
Small shield

Price
2 p.
8 d.
1 d. 8 p.
1 d.
4 d. 5 p.
5 p.
1 s. 5 d.
8 p.

Other Items
Alchemical item
chap. 7)
Gem, topaz
Gem, tourmaline
Gem, amethyst
Gem, emerald
Gem, sapphire

Price
Cost to make (see

Gem, ruby
Gem, diamond
Herb (any)
Ore, gold
Ore, iron
Ore, silver
Tool set

2 p.
4 p.
7 p.
2 d.
3 d.
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5 d.
1 s.
2 p.
1 d.
2 p.
5 p.
1 d.

Chapter Three: Races
Before you can design your character
concept and flesh out your CP expenditures,
you need to pick your character’s race. This
provides an overall guide to your character’s
habits, personality, place of birth, and even
(perhaps) nonhuman characteristics.
Players can choose from a wide variety of
races: Humans (from Aswahi, Bechan,
Circadian, Culberran, Illumin, Ikhten,
Parthian, or Verrakan lineage), elves,
sauren, or trolls. Each race has its own
distinct personality and physiology traits.
Each race template follows this format:
Race: The name of the race, followed by a
brief description.
Appearance: A general “look” for members
of the race, including make-up requirements
for nonhumans. You must meet the primary
appearance requirement and at least one
secondary appearance requirement.
Innate Powers: Special abilities available to
the race. Generally, any given innate power
is usable once, and refreshes with rest. You
can spend CP to gain additional uses. In
general, only nonhuman races have innate
powers. Humans simply have extra starting
CP.
Favored Skill: A skill common to the race
and culture. This is a skill often associated
with the race, practiced and passed on from
generation to generation. At any time during
or after character creation, you may buy
your favored skill (or the first level of it, if it
is a multi-leveled skill) for 1 CP less than
normal. If the skill normally costs 1 CP, you
get it for free! You don’t have to start with
the favored skill to earn the discount; you
can learn the skill later.
Favored Weapon: The race’s most
commonly used weapon. At any time during
or after character creation, you may buy
your favored weapon skill for 1 CP less than
normal. If the weapon normally costs 1 CP,
you get skill with it for free! You don’t have

to start with the favored weapon to earn the
discount; you can learn the skill later.

Humans
Humans are a young race by the span of the
world, but already they have risen and fallen
through great trials. First taught civilization
by the elves (or so the legends say), humans
quickly came to prominence as the elf-lords
retreated from the world. Expanding rapidly,
humans created many families and empires.
Their mortality and their ambition led to fear
and Taint, though, and as often as they
birthed great heroes, they also gave rise to
terrible tragedy.
Because humans come from a diverse array
of cultures across many different habitats,
their special abilities vary by their
upbringing.
You can find more information about the
state of various human cultures in the
History section, in Chapter Nine.
Appearance:
Varies
by
ethnicity.
Intermarriage and the diaspora of the Ikhten
and Illumin has led to a broad range of
phenotypes, regardless of locale. This means
that you don’t need to worry about looking
like a particular ethnic type to play a specific
culture—how you behave, what you believe,
and how you dress is more telling than your
physical appearance.
Aswahi: A large variety of
subcultures ranging from tribes to complex
city-states, usually jungle or desert; favor
simple, light clothing, arm bands, tattoos.
Bechan: Industrious city-dwellers;
favor functional and drab clothing, minimal
jewelry, heavy boots, gloves.
Circadian:
Town-living
philosophers, herdsmen, and soldiers; favor
togas, breezy chitons, sandals, and silver or
copper necklaces and earrings.
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Culberran: Clans, hill-dwellers;
favor trousers or kilts, wool clothes, torcs,
earrings, plaids and stripes.
Ikhten: Nomads and desert-dwellers;
favor loose, light clothing, occasional
tattoos,
elaborate
neckpieces
and
headdresses, eye liner.
Illumin: Decadent city-dwellers;
favor layered, multi-colored clothing,
glittering jewelry, decorative overshifts and
accents.
Parthian: Tribal pastoralists; wear
long robes with colorful split overcoats and
belts, or durable and pragmatic leather pants
with chaps and coats for horseback riding.
Men and women wear similar styles.
Verrakan: Savvy city-dwellers; favor
colorful, festive clothing, many pouches,
simple accents, hats.
Outlanders: Outlanders hail from a
dizzying variety of different cultures, and as
such often have their own styles. Some
outlanders dress in very drab, nondescript
clothes; others favor wildly outlandish garb
and outrageous accessories.

identities, but in colonial fashion the people
of the northern areas do not often make
distinctions. Aswahi culture tends to be
dominated by their hunting and survival.
Due to the lack of useful metal deposits and
the oppressive heat and humidity of their
jungle homes, Aswahi favor spears and
bows and rarely use armor. Most Aswahi do
not practice marriage, so their families and
kinships are convoluted at best.
Bechan: The Stoic Bechans live in
rugged plains and badlands, but they have
excellent farmland and sterling mineral
resources. Nevertheless, their land is also
ripe for warfare. Bechans are naturally
suspicious of strangers, and many train from
a young age in the arts of war. Their families
are close-knit and their nobles practice
feudalism.
Circadian:
Hailing
from
an
archipelago of craggy, mountainous desert
islands, the Circadians build farms and herd
goats in small river valleys among their
isles. They also study philosophy and
mathematics and pride themselves on their
keen understanding of the world. Some
Circadians also have a militaristic culture,
with a focus on phalanx warfare and
gladiatorial combat.
Culberran: The hearty Culberrans
are highland dwellers in a rainy, foggy land
of many crags and forests. They tend to have
a passionate outlook on life, and are quick to
fight and equally quick to forgive.
Culberrans have a clannish social structure,
with different territories split along familial
lines.
Ikhten: The desert-dwelling Ikhten
once had a sprawling empire ruled by
necromancer-kings, but it has long since
declined into little more than trading towns
centered around ancient tombs and leftover
statues of their earlier magnificence. Ikhten
have a very philosophical attitude toward
death, feeling that it is an inevitable state
that should be embraced, not shunned. As a

A Group of Humans
Culture: Each human kingdom or province
has its own culture and mores.
Aswahi: The term “Aswahi” is a
broad label applied by the Western Empires
to describe the many cultures and city-states
of the Aswahi continent. In reality, these
come in a large variety, with different levels
of technology and different cultural
11

result, they have elaborate funerary rituals
and customs that seem rather cold to
outsiders. In spite of this, they are generally
a cheery and sociable folk, though slow to
admit others into their circles of family.
Illumin: The Illumin Empire has
many provinces, thanks to its rapid
expansion over the last two centuries.
Culture can vary widely from province to
province. Almost every Illumin commoner
is literate, thanks to a rigorous program of
formal education (in universities for nobles,
and at home for commoners). Nobles
practice stylized dueling rituals, have intrafamily marriages to cement lineages, and
throw decadent and lavish parties.
Commoners are a bit more down-to-earth,
but anyone can become a full citizen
through military service, so the ranks of the
Empire’s soldiery are nearly always
burgeoning (though in some provinces, these
soldiers are more loyal to a local
commander than to the Empire itself).
Parthian: Isolated in hidden valleys
and islands near Tugha lands and Circadia,
many rumors and misapprehensions
circulate about Parthian society. The
Parthians combine an appreciation for fine
martial prowess and equestrian skill with
elements of Circadian scholasticism, heavily
informed by their historical stories of the
foundation of their country by a warrior
queen. As a result the Parthians are also a
notably egalitarian people who reject or
upend notions of gender roles, which has
given them a (rather exaggerated) reputation
as a society of warrior women.
Verrakan: The Verrakans are a
savvy people, reflecting their position as
merchants and freemen balanced on the edge
of a civil blade. Verrakans often have a
quirky sense of humor, and they are usually
quick-witted, sociable, and always looking
for opportunities. While the Verrakans
practice marriage and have modest families
like the Illumin, their loyalties can also be to

careers as well as lineages, and some
Verrakans eschew having children so that
they can pursue a trade and teach worthy
apprentices. Verrakans like to consider
themselves cosmopolitan, so they readily
accept and adapt to other cultures, although
of course they consider themselves superior.
Outlanders: Outlanders come from a
wide range of unorganized territories. Some
are little more than uncontacted hamlets;
others come from small towns, hamlets, or
independent cities that survive far from
contact with other kingdoms. Outlander
cultures can be friendly or hostile, cultic or
idealistic, technically sophisticated or rustic,
depending
upon
their
individiaul
circumstances. Outlanders showcase the
wondrous variety of humanity, for every
outland village has its own customs, dress,
and mores.
Innate Powers: To reflect their widely
diverse backgrounds, human characters have
+2 CP. Thus, most human characters enter
play with 12 CP. This allows them to have a
better variety of skills, magic, or advantages.
Favored Skill: Human skills vary by
ethnicity.
Aswahi: Survival.
Bechan: Armorsmith.
Circadian: Lore (choose one).
Culberran: Weaponsmith.
Ikhten: Heal.
Illumin: Literacy.
Parthian: Leadership.
Verrakan: Appraise.
Outlander: Profession (choose one).
Favored Weapon: Human favored weapons
vary by ethnicity.
Aswahi: Spears.
Bechan: Cudgels.
Circadian: Spears.
Culberran: Great Swords.
Ikhten: Swords.
Illumin: Swords.
Parthian: Spears.
Verrakan: Thrown Weapons.
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Outlander: Staff.

that is likely to soon withdraw from the
world forever.
Thanks to their heritage as a magical race,
almost all elves dabble in some sort of spellcraft. As they retire from the material world
to their fey woods, though, elves become a
less and less common sight. Separated as
they are from the world of men and the
turning of the seasons, many elves are
consumed with a great ennui and few events
can ever move them to rage or sorrow any
longer.
Appearance: Elves have pointed ears and
often evidence a slight glow or glittery
sheen. Most elves are slight of build, but
elves growing up in human towns (so-called
“city elves”) sometimes have human-like
builds. Most elves have light hair and
complexions, though exceptions do occur.
Primary feature: Small pointed ears.
Secondary features: Glitter skin and hair
highlights; slight build (5’ 9”, 160 lbs. or
less); blond hair.

Cultural Correspondences
The various cultures in The Dying Kingdoms
correspond roughly to:
Aswahi: A combination of Mesoamerican
and African tribal culture.
Bechan: High Gothic period Germanic,
complete with plate armor and dour attitudes.
Circadian: Classical Greeks with an
emphasis on philosophy, sea travel, and
phalanx warfare.
Culberran: The fantastical, popular vision of
Scots, Irish, and Welsh.
Ikhten: Egyptian and Middle Eastern.
Illumin: Commoners and military men are
Romanesque. Nobles and citizens are
romance French, complete with dueling and
courtly grace. Nobles also have Melnibonean
overtones.
Parthian: A mix of Armenian/Scythian horse
tribes with Grecian influences, with an
Amazonian emphasis on community,
strength, and competence as being more
important than gender.
Verrakan: Savvy city-dwellers like the
people of Lankhmar, or Renaissance Italy.
Important:
These
connections
are
“shorthands” so that it’s easy to grasp what a
culture may be like. The cultures in DK are
not exact historical analogs and there will be
differences—this is just a starting reference
hook.

Elves

A Bright Elf from Syrrelin

In an earlier age, the elves dominated the
world, living in harmony with its natural
cycles and creating great works. Instead of
the monuments and towers associated with
humanity, elves crafted items of great
beauty, designed to last for the eternity of
their existences. Over time, though, the fire
faded from their immortal souls, and they
wearied of the cares of the world. Even
young elves now come of age in a culture

Culture: Elves are a peaceful, nature-loving
culture. According to their own stories, the
elves hail from a time of elf-kings and
queens who were not only immortal but
beautiful, passionate, and magically gifted.
Because the ancients among elves have
become disenchanted with the mortal world,
though, sightings of the ancients are
increasingly rare. The elves who move
among humans in today’s world are usually
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from the most recent generation, no more
than fifty years old, too young to be
completely withdrawn from society. Elves
do have family lines, and they trace heritage
matrilineally. Even those elves who forge
strong ties with humans know that they will
outlive mortals, so they rarely take positions
of authority; human society will change
every generation, after all. Elves save their
appreciation for beautiful things that will
last as long as they do—magic, craftwork,
jewelry, and so on.
Innate Powers: Sense Enchantments: By
touch, you can judge an item or person and
determine whether it is enchanted with any
magic (but not necessarily what technique or
spell). This ability refreshes after ten
minutes of rest. Extra uses cost 2 CP each.
Favored Skill: Herbalism.
Favored Weapon: Bows.

patterns over the face and hands (painted or
prosthetic). Secondary features: Small
fangs; bald head; tail.

Sauren

A Sauren

The sauren live deep in swamps, away from
most human habitations. Because of their
reputations as man-eaters, they are as likely
to clash with humans as to avoid them.
Perhaps because of this, little is known of
their past; for their part, the sauren do not
seem to care. Indeed, they have little
motivation beyond survival in the present.
Dispassionate and alien, the sauren are a
dying race, eclipsed by the vitality of man.
Long years spent in the swamps have
evolved certain skills in the sauren, and they
excel at hiding and ambushes. They favor
the use of spears, and some tribes use bone
body armor or wooden shields as well.
Magic is the province of their shamans, who
usually focus on invocations dealing with
water spirits.
Appearance: As reptilian humanoids,
sauren usually have scaly skin and predatory
features. Very few have anything resembling
hair, as they are not mammals. Some tribes
even have tails, for balance. Primary
feature: Blue, green, and/or purple scale

Culture: The sauren have a savage culture,
dominated by tribal chiefs and shamans.
Individual sauren have warrior or hunter
skills, or else they are second-rate. Sauren
respect strength, whether it is strength at
arms or magical power. Sauren tribes rarely
have laws per se; rather, the chief and
shaman enforce their will on the tribe
brutally. The concept of human society,
where people do not directly and constantly
challenge for dominance, is foreign to most
sauren, though they do quickly adapt. As a
result, most humans consider the sauren
aggressive and barbaric. A sauren ally is
usually staunch and unwavering, though,
because he respects the strength of his
companions. Sauren can appreciate fine
craftwork but rarely practice such skills
themselves. Sauren families are extended
and the sauren often practice polygamy;
males and females alike can rise to positions
of authority and take multiple spouses.
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Innate Powers: Water Travel: You can
move freely in underwater scenarios. While
underwater, you can run, breathe, and use all
of your skills normally. This lasts for one
hour (after that, you have grown tired and
must surface). This ability refreshes after ten
minutes of rest out of the water. If you have
multiple uses of Water Travel, you may
activate them in succession to remain
underwater for an extended period of time.
Extra uses cost 2 CP each.
Favored Skill: Survival.
Favored Weapon: Spears.

Trolls
Renowned for their great strength and
toughness, trolls most often reside in the
hills and mountains. There, they blend with
the stone, waylaying animals or passers-by.
Although they have a reputation for being
big and dumb, some trolls are actually quite
cunning, and many trolls are credited with
mastery
of
shaping
magics
and
stoneworking. On rare occasions, trolls will
come down from the mountains and hire out
as mercenaries or laborers.
Trolls are often considered slow and simple,
but this isn’t always quite true. In fact, trolls
can be very deep thinkers, but they often
take a long time to decide on issues.
Furthermore, they are rather solitary by
nature, and rarely congregate in groups
larger than a single family or pack. Trolls
value functionality and practicality, so they
often
have
pragmatic
clothing,
straightforward weapons, and a disdain for
magic.
Appearance: Trolls have stony, pebbly
skin. They have swept-back ears (often large
and floppy), bushy eyebrows, and
sometimes beards or pot-bellies. Some trolls
have inch-long tusks that jut out from their
bottom teeth, over their lips. Primary
feature: Pebbly gray skin. Secondary
features: Large, swept-back floppy ears;
large build (6’, 200 lbs. or more); tusks.

A Troll
Culture: Trolls have a separatist culture.
That is, they rarely gather in groups larger
than a family unit. Though some trolls tell
stories of ancient cities and entire troll
kingdoms and armies, these are almost
certainly fanciful fabrications. The fact is,
trolls become uncomfortable in the company
of large groups. Single trolls usually wander
freely and settle down in a comfortable cave
or stone house, there to live out their stony
days without interruption. Trolls caught on a
good day can be quite hospitable, but on
some occasions they become degenerate or
insane and attack anyone who comes near
their territory. While trolls can appreciate
good company in small doses, they are also
partial to strong drink, good food, and
comfortable dwellings.
Innate Powers: Strength: You can exert
phenomenal strength, much like the Might
characteristic. You gain the effects of
Strength, just like the spell, allowing you to
lift a heavy object briefly, break certain
items, or add one hit to damage on a single
swing. Using your Strength takes no
preparation time; you simply call upon it
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when needed. This ability refreshes after ten
minutes of rest. Extra uses cost 2 CP each.
Favored Skill: Mining.
Favored Weapon: Cudgels.

Half-breeds also gain one bonus CP, as a
small gift of flexibility from their human
parentage. Thus, most half-breed characters
start play with 11 CP.
Favored Skill: Choose one favored skill
from either parent.
Favored Weapon: Choose one favored
weapon from either parent.

Half-Breeds
On rare occasions, human blood will mingle
with some other species. The result is
usually an infirm, imperfect mingling of the
two parents, typically with a thankfully short
lifespan, but sometimes an unhappy
reminder of the incompatibilities of
humanity with outsiders.
Half-breed characters lack many of the
strengths of their parents. Half-elves usually
arise from the tragic union of an elf and a
human with cursed love; half-trolls, from
less romantic circumstances. Sauren, being
reptiles, do not interbreed with other races.
To make a half-breed, specify the following:
Appearance: You must use any one
appearance feature from the nonhuman
parent. This counts as a primary feature for
you, so you must always use this makeup.
Culture: Half-breeds generally take on a
hybrid of cultural traits from their parents.
Innate Powers: Because of the uncertain
circumstances of a half-breed’s life, halfbreeds rarely have an opportunity to develop
the magical characteristics of their
nonhuman parents, or to experience the wide
variety of human upbringing. Many halfbreeds are outcasts in their home cultures.
Half-breeds have no innate powers; their
benefits stem from being able to choose
their course (and thus, their favored skills)
from the influences of both parents. The
favored skill and favored weapon must come
from opposite parents; thus, if you choose
the favored skill from the human side, the
favored weapon must come from the nonhuman side. Similarly, a half-breed may
only choose one cultural advantage from
each parent culture, at most.
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Finesse

Chapter Four: Traits

The characteristic of Finesse denotes
phenomenal reflexes and finely-honed
coordination. A character with Finesse may
immediately refresh a combat ability such as
a Mighty Blow or Disarm (assuming that the
character had such an ability in the first
place, and used it). This can allow you to
use more than the usual limit of three
attacks, defenses, and maneuvers in a single
engagement.
Finesse refreshes at sunrise.

Some characters have special traits that
help—or hinder!—in their adventures. Traits
typically aren’t learned; they are inherent
qualities or problems. Traits have a cost or
value, just like other character facets. To
take a trait, you spend the CP (or gain the
bonus CP) associated with it during
character creation. If you don’t start play
with a trait, you generally can’t pick it up
later, so choose carefully!

Toughness

Core Traits

The trait of Toughness denotes phenomenal
resilience in the face of injury. A character
with Toughness can absorb one extra hit of
damage on any location; this refreshes with
a rest period. Extra levels of Toughness
allow the character to absorb additional
damage.
Toughness refreshes when all of a
character’s injuries are healed, either due to
magic or resting. An uninjured character
refreshes used Toughness after ten minutes
of rest.

Each character has a core trait that shows the
character’s emphasis on a given talent. Such
a characteristic provides an immediate
benefit and helps determine the character’s
best area of skill development; skills that
work with the characteristic’s benefits will
tend to perform better.
Every character has one core trait
automatically. Additional traits or levels of
traits cost 5 CP each and cannot be taken at
character creation. No core trait can go
above three levels.

Reason

Might

A character with Reason has a strong grasp
of logic, perception, and interpretation,
coupled with an excellent memory. The
Reason core trait grants an extra downtime
action to the character. Additional levels
count for additional downtime actions.
Reason traits refresh in each downtime
cycle.

A characteristic of Might indicates a
character who is exceptionally strong. A
character with Might can exert a Strength
effect; this refreshes with a rest period. This
adds one to the damage done by a hand or
thrown weapon, or allows the user to
perform a feat of strength like holding a
door shut or breaking an unattended object.
Additional levels of Might allow extra uses
of this Strength effect. Other forms of
Strength, such as from magic, do not
increase the value of Might (they do not
stack in power); they simply allow extra
uses.
Might refreshes after ten minutes of rest.

Cunning
A character with Cunning has good intuition
and a quick and slippery mind. You can use
a leveled skill as if it’s one level higher than
your character actually knows—for instance,
if your character had Artifice 1, you could
use it at level 2 instead for one lock. This
does not give you extra codes, but would
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allow your character to pick a harder lock,
perform more production, or understand a
more complicated task. Extra levels of
Cunning grant extra daily improvements, but
they do not stack together. Cunning is usable
during downtime production between games
in order to make more or better items.
Cunning traits refresh daily.

ability refreshes with a rest period. Note that
if you purchase any amount of Disease
Resistance during character creation, you
may choose to purchase additional levels
later.

Fast Healing
Cost: 3.
Effect: You recover more rapidly than
normal from wounds. When stabilized from
injury with the Heal skill (or an equivalent
effect), your wounds heal completely in one
hour. Additional effects that speed healing
stack, to a minimum time of fifteen minutes.

Willpower
Great Willpower is the hallmark of
successful adventurers who let nothing stand
in their way. In spite of overwhelming urges
or compulsions, a character with strong
Willpower struggles on. A character with
Willpower can resist a mental effect, just
like using a Resist Mentalism spell.
Additional levels of Willpower grant extra
mental resists.
Willpower traits refresh with ten minutes of
rest.

Income
Cost: 1-5.
Effect: You garner money from a regular
business, stipend, or inheritance. At the start
of each game, you gain one draught per
level for Income 1-2, and two draughts per
level for Income 3-5. You may take up to
five levels in this advantage.

Advantages
Advantageous traits cost varying CPs,
depending on their benefits.

Advantage

Cost

Disease Resistance
2 each
Fast Healing
3
Income
1-5
Light Sleeper
1
Magical Talent
3 or 5
Medium
2
Mystery
1-3
Pain Tolerance
1
Sharp Sense
1 each
Slow Bleeder
1
Supernatural Heritage
2
Wealth
1-5

Income Levels

Total Income

1
2
3
4
5

1 d.
2 d.
6 d.
8 d.
1 s.

Light Sleeper
Cost: 1.
Effect: Make a note on your cabin that you
have the Light Sleeper advantage. If your
cabin is attacked at night, a Marshal will
awaken you before anyone enters.
Additionally, you are immune to any effect
that would cause you to fall asleep; call “no
effect.” Light Sleeper may also grant you
warning in scenarios that involve ambushes
and night attacks.

Disease Resistance
Cost: 2 each.
Effect: Your system tends to throw off
disease quickly and efficiently. You may
call “Resist” against a disease effect. This
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Magical Talent

might gain an unusual ability or special
talent that is otherwise unavailable.

Cost: 3 or 5.
Effect: If you wish to play a spellcaster, you
must take this ability during character
creation. Learning magic later in play is very
difficult and often requires exceptional luck
or use of the Mystery Advantage.
You have a link to some of the preternatural
energies of the world. You can learn magic
from one technique. Choose your technique
when you pick this advantage; it can’t be
changed later. You may learn multiple
techniques by paying the cost again. For 3
CP, you have an affinity, and you enter play
with 1 mana but no spells. For 5 CP, you are
an adept of the First Order of Mastery, and
you enter play with 5 mana, the technique’s
cantrips and one first order spell that you
choose from the starting spell list. See
Chapter Six: Magic.

Pain Tolerance
Cost: 1.
Effect: You remain conscious in spite of
injuries that would fell other people. Most
people fall unconscious after suffering a
torso wound or two limb wounds. With Pain
Tolerance, you only become incapacitated
after suffering a torso wound. You even
remain conscious with wounds to all four
limbs. Note that you still cannot use an
injured limb; limb wounds simply don’t
render you unconscious. You can still be
dying (but conscious and functional!) as a
result of taking two or more limb wounds,
though—this is a special exception to the
usual process of taking wounds (see Chapter
Ten: Adventuring and Battle).

Medium

Sharp Sense

Cost: 2.
Effect: Spirits of the dead are visible and
audible to you. When you encounter a ghost
(a character wearing a spirit shroud), you
can see and hear it normally.

Cost: 1 each.
Effect: One of your senses is finely honed.
Your sharp sense allows you to pick out
certain details that others would miss. Sharp
Hearing: You can hear a sneaking attacker
just in time to avoid any Sap maneuver and
call “no effect” when hit with one. Sharp
Sight: You are aware of disturbances caused
by hidden or invisible people or objects.
Although you cannot actually see them, you
become aware whenever someone is
invisible or hidden near you. You cannot tell
where the person is or discern any details
about the subject. Sharp Taste and Smell:
You can smell when a substance is
contaminated with some sort of poison or
mind-altering concoction. Although you
cannot determine the exact nature of the
contaminant, you are immediately aware
when a sample of food, drink, or some other
ingestible has a dangerous additive, and you
suffer no ill effects from testing it.

Mystery
Cost: 1-3.
Effect: An unknown background awaits
your discovery. After your character has
been in play for at least three game sessions,
you may “cash in” your Mystery advantage
points to gain a different advantage or
magical affinity. This could be an advantage
from the Player’s Guide, one that you have
seen in play, or one that you know about
thanks to Lore skills. This gives you some
flexibility that you would otherwise lack.
You can only “cash in” a Mystery after you
have been in play for at least six games. In
addition, at any time, a Marshal may “cash
in” your Mystery for you. In that case, you
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Slow Bleeder

Cultural Advantages

Cost: 1.
Effect: Your constitution is strong and it
takes a while for your body to shut down
when wounded. When dying, you take ten
minutes to bleed to death instead of five.

Each culture has its own history of wars,
discoveries, and legends. Stemming from
these ancient lessons, different cultures
emphasize certain traits or heroic qualities.
In addition to the culturally-specific skills
and weapons, then, each culture also has a
pair of advantages found only among its
people.
To choose a cultural advantage, you must
play a character of the appropriate culture.
Each cultural advantage costs 1 CP. Only a
basic description is given here for each
such advantage. You must take the
advantage in order to have access to the
complete rules.
Half-breed characters may choose any two
advantages, from either parent’s race and
culture.

Supernatural Heritage
Cost: 2.
Effect: You have inherited magical powers
from an ancient bloodline. You have the
ability to learn certain specific magical
abilities. Paying the cost for the heritage
simply grants you access to the heritage
powers; you must buy the powers
themselves separately. The costs for these
abilities, and their effects, are described in
Chapter Six: Magic.
You may purchase only one supernatural
heritage. The listed descriptions in Chapter
Six cover the most basic aspects of each
heritage; through study and practice, you
may be able to advance your abilities
beyond those listed.

Wealth
Cost: 1-5.
Effect: Whether due to inheritance, theft, or
windfall, you have more money and goods
than most people. At levels 1-2, you enter
play with an extra solarum of goods or
money for each level of Wealth; levels 3-5
each grant an extra 2 solarum. You may
purchase up to five levels of this advantage.

Wealth Levels

Total Starting Wealth

1
2
3
4
5

+1 s.
+2 s.
+6 s.
+8 s.
+10 s.
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Cultural Advantage

Benefit

Aswahi Ceremonial
Dagger
Aswahi Magical Tattoo

Enter play with a magically hidden
nonmetal dagger
Enter play with a special magic
tattoo
Enter play with high-quality metal
armor
Swear a vow that gives you
strength to resist certain magical
compulsions
Gain better defense when in light
armor
Perform two Lore research actions
with one downtime
Enter play with a high-quality
greatsword
Gain resistance to certain
deleterious concoctions
Gain hidden knowledge from trees
Sense nature dominions*
Inherit a minor noble title
Hold citizenship in the Empire
Sense necromancy dominions*
Enter a trance during which ghosts
may possess you
Work with a team in order to gain
special bonuses with that team
Draw mana from other willing
Parthians by proximity
Enter play with a magical crystal
Sense water dominions*

Bechan Ancestral Armor
Bechan Vow

Circadian Gladiator
Circadian Philosopher
Culberran Ancestral
Sword
Culberran Hard Drinker
Elf Tree Speaker
Elf Woodwise
Illumin Baronet
Illumin Citizen
Ikhten Sensitive
Ikhten Trance
Parthian Bond
Parthian
Sorceress/Sorcerer
Sauren Crystal Talisman
Sauren Water Weird
Troll Hide
Troll Stone Shaper
Verrakan Guild Member

Extra toughness
Sense earth dominions*
Gain benefits from a guild as a
downtime action
Verrakan Savvy
Cancel the Etiquette skill
* This advantage is redundant with attunement to a magical technique of the same type. That is,
if you have Water Invocations attunement, you already have all the benefits of Sauren Water
Weird. These advantages allow you to “buy in” to later magic ability at a low initial cost.
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Addiction

Disadvantages

Value: 1-3.
Effect: You require a regular dose of some
deleterious substance. Each morning, you
enter play fatigued until you ingest the
substance. You suffer the effects of the
substance regularly, which may cause
harmful or fatal problems!
For one point, you are addicted to intoxicant
or hallucinogen concoctions.
For two points, you are addicted to paranoia
or sleep concoctions.
For three points, you are addicted to poison
concoctions!
See the Alchemy skill in Chapter Seven:
Production for information regarding
various concoctions.

Disadvantages give you bonus CP in
exchange for specific drawbacks. You may
only take two disadvantages, and you
must have a character history on file with
the Story Team to do so.
You can remove disadvantages during the
course of play through strong role-playing
and finding a solution to your particular
problem. If your character is Mute, for
instance, and you find a special magical
cure, you could (re)gain speech; or, you
might find a way to pay off your Debt. You
must gain approval from the Story Team to
remove your disadvantage. The cost is equal
to the disadvantage’s CP value, plus one.
(The extra point is a surcharge because of
the benefit of taking a disadvantage—you
started with extra points that you could
spend on magic or advantages, which you
normally can’t buy later in play.)
There is no cost to remove a disadvantage if
you did not gain points from it, either
because you already reached your limit of
disadvantages with a point value, or because
you gained the disadvantage in play. In such
cases, removing the disadvantage is a story
element.

Disadvantage
Addiction
Blind
Debt
Disfigured
Enemy
Fast Bleeder
Lame
Mystery
Mute
Pain Intolerance
Poverty
Slow Healer
Tainted
Vulnerability
Weak Will

Blind
Value: 1 or 3.
Effect: You are completely blind, incapable
of sight. This causes you significant
hardships in certain ways.
You cannot purchase the Sharp Sense: Sight
advantage.
You cannot purchase Literacy skill, nor can
you use any ability that requires sight or
color recognition, including line of sight
magic.
For safety reasons, you should refrain from
actually covering your eyes so that you can’t
see. Rather, you should roleplay this
hindrance. You may choose to use a
translucent veil or mask if you wish to
emphasize your blindness without blocking
your vision, of course.
For one point your character is cosmetically
blind, meaning that like extraordinary
characters from fiction such as Zatoichi or
Master Po, you can still fight, use skills and
magic, and perform a wide range of tasks by
using your training and other senses to
compensate. While you might occasionally
use a cane to aid with navigation, your
character’s senses of touch and hearing are
sufficient to allow walking or running even

Value
1-3
1 or 3
1
1
1-3
1
1
1-3
1
1
1
1
1
1-3
1
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in unfamiliar terrain without significant
difficulty.
For three points your character is fully bind,
meaning that you are flagged as a
noncombatant. You cannot effectively fight
or use any spells that require a thrown
packet or line of sight. If forced to move
faster than a walk without assistance (such
as a cane or a guide), you will automatically
trip and fall.
As a side benefit, you are immune to any
effect that requires eye contact, including
Beguile, but not Stealth or Invisibility.

oddities. You cannot wear make-up that is a
racial component for another race.
Alternatively, if you have a Supernatural
Heritage advantage, you may be marked by
that heritage. Each heritage has its own
mark, described in Chapter Six: Magic.

Enemy
Value: 1-3.
Effect: Someone is out to hurt you, discredit
you, or even kill you. You have an enemy
determined to ruin or end your life. For 1
CP, your Enemy is roughly equal to your
power level. For 2 CP, your Enemy is
significantly tougher than you and has help.
For 3 CP, your Enemy is a large, influential
and powerful group.
Your Enemy will tend to improve as you do.
You can use CP to buy off your enemy if
you successfully role-play the process of
stymieing, permanently defeating, or
reconciling with your foe.
Warning: A 3-point Enemy disadvantage
is extremely dangerous. Your Enemy will
not hesitate to kill your character.

Debt
Value: 1.
Effect: You owe money to someone, or to
some powerful group. You must pay out one
draught at the end of each game session. If
you fail to do so, you gain a 2-point Enemy
automatically instead. This Enemy is
primarily interested in recouping its money,
and might not necessarily be out to kill you.
Remember, though, that banking is a rare
and new concept, so most debts will be to
people who are wealthy, influential, and
unscrupulous!
It is possible to mitigate your Debt to some
degree with goods, services, or good roleplay. You can eventually buy off your Debt
with CP, but you must also pay out an
amount of money at least equal to your
starting total wealth (generally 1 s. unless
you took the Wealth advantage; minimum 1
s. if you have the Poverty disadvantage).
You might wind out paying more over time;
consider this “interest.”

Fast Bleeder
Value: 1.
Effect: You bleed more quickly and
profusely than most people. When you are
wounded and dying, you bleed to death in
two minutes instead of five.

Lame
Value: 1.
Effect: Whether due to a congenital defect
or an old wound, you cannot run. You may
only walk—never jog or run. If a Marshal
catches you running, your character
immediately dies.

Disfigured
Value: 1.
Effect: Horrible scars or birth defects mark
you. You must wear special make-up to
show that you are disfigured. This can be a
terrible set of scars on the face including a
missing eye or ear; a set of horns, or similar

Mute
Value: 1.
Effect: An injury or problem has robbed
you of your voice. You cannot speak. You
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Tainted

may still call tag lines, although any spells
except Mesmerism are impossible. Try to
remain in character at all times; don’t
explain your actions to people just because
your character can’t speak.

Value: 1.
Effect: You enter play with a Taint score of
1. Taint can have physical, mental, and
spiritual effects, so do not choose this
lightly.

Mystery

Vulnerability

Value: 1-3.
Effect: A strange condition or history
troubles you. The exact nature of this trouble
is not fully known; at any time, some sort of
unexpected problem could arise. Perhaps
you have lost your memory and no longer
recall some deleterious part of your past, or
maybe you have a secret enemy who wants
you destroyed but has hidden his motives
from you. Whatever the case, a problem
unknown to you will eventually rear its
head. The higher the value of this
disadvantage, the more difficult and obscure
the problem.

Value: 1-3.
Effect: You have an extreme vulnerability
to some substance, which causes you great
discomfort. While you are in physical
contact with this substance (handling,
touching, or using it in skin contact), you are
incapacitated—unconscious and unable to
do anything. Even if you leave contact, you
are fatigued and require rest to recover.
For one point, you have a Vulnerability to a
relatively uncommon substance: Any magic;
silver; alchemical concoctions.
For two points, you have a Vulnerability to a
reasonably
common
or
often-used
substance: iron and steel; gold; sunlight.
For one extra point, you have a fatal
vulnerability. In this case, if you remain in
contact with the subject of the vulnerability
for more than ten minutes, you take an
automatic wound to your torso and proceed
to dying. (If you ingest the substance, you
are poisoned.)
For one less point, you have a mild
vulnerability. Direct physical contact with
the substance in question causes you to
become fatigued for as long as you remain
in contact. Afterward, you must rest to
overcome the fatigue, as usual.

Pain Intolerance
Value: 1.
Effect: You suffer greatly from even the
slightest injury. Suffering any wound to any
location automatically causes you to fall
unconscious.

Poverty
Value: 1.
Effect: You enter play with nothing but the
clothes on your back (and a focus crystal if a
Mesmerism Adept, and a grimoire if a Sun
Adept). You have no money, no weapons,
and no possessions. You may not take this in
conjunction with the Wealth advantage.

Weak Will

Slow Healer

Value: 1.
Effect: Mental effects take hold on you
quite readily. All mental effects have double
duration on you. Note that it is possible to
have Weak Will along with the core trait of
Willpower; in such a case, you have

Value: 1.
Effect: You take a long time to recover from
wounds. You require twice as long to heal
from injury. Stitched or accelerated wounds
take two hours to heal.
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minimum standard of training and allow you
to accomplish basic tasks. Each mundane
skill follows this format:
Skill: The skill’s name.
Cost: The CP cost to learn the skill.
Additional levels have a cumulatively higher
cost. For example, for a skill such as
Armorsmith, the first level costs 2 CP, the
second level costs an additional 4 CP (for a
total of 6), the third level costs 6 CP (for a
total of 12), and so on.
Prerequisites: Certain skills require you to
have knowledge of other skills first. You
must have at least one level in the
prerequisite skills. If the skill requires tools,
then this is listed here as “Tools.” A tool set
for a skill costs 1 d. Some skills use the
same tool set: Jewelcraft and Artifice both
use a Tinker’s Kit, and Weaponsmithing and
Armorsmithing both use Smith’s Tools.
Characters who lose their tools can purchase
new ones from artificers, who can make tool
sets.
Time: The time taken to use the skill. A
time of “production (minutes)” means that
the skill requires the time to travel to the
Production site, as well as an additional one
minute per level of the item created spent
role-playing the production process. A time
of “production (hours)” means that you must
travel to the Production site, perform at least
one hour of volunteer work out-of-play
(typically by playing the roles of monsters
or supporting cast), and then fetch the results
of your labor. You may also use production
skills with downtime actions.
Props: A list of props recommended for use
with the skill. If any props are listed, you
must have at least one in order to use the
skill.
Effect: Game rules regarding the skill.

Chapter Five: Skills
Characters use their skills to perform various
tasks, from the mundane (such as earning a
living) to the amazing (such as cleaving
through an enemy’s armor with one blow).
Each skill has a separate cost and a
description of how it functions in play. Buy
your skills carefully—high level skills can
perform incredible feats, but are very
expensive, while a broadly-experienced
character may not be as valuable to a group
as a specialist. Some skills also have
prerequisites, meaning that you can only
learn the skill if you know other skills first.
Skills may come in levels; in such a case,
the higher your skill level, the better you are
at the skill. Leveled skills run from level one
to level five. Some skills have no levels. In
such a case, you either have the skill and its
attendant benefits, or you don’t.

Real Skill vs. Character Skill
Having the ability to do something for real
can help, but it’s not the sole determiner of
skill. Being able to pick a lock or swing a
sword will certainly support the character’s
ability to do so, but having the game skill is
more important. Without the real-world
skill, your character can still perform the
task. Without the game skill, your character
cannot perform the task at all.
Remember, even if you swing a sword well,
that won’t protect you from someone with a
Necromantic Blast spell. By the same token,
since there are no “classes” or “levels” and
there’s an upper limit on in-game fighting
ability, your own natural skills can only
compensate so much, but game skill should
never become too overwhelming.

Practical Skills
Whether making armor or tending the
injured, mundane skills take a certain
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Skill

Cost

Prerequisites

Alchemy
Appraise
Armorsmith
Artifice
Chirurgery
Courtier
Diagnose
Etiquette
Familiar
Footwork
Heal
Herbalism
Jewelcraft
Leadership
Literacy
Lore
Mining
Pick Pocket
Profession
Search
Stealth
Survival
Weaponsmith

2/4/6/8/10
Herbalism, Tools
1
2/4/6/8/10
Prof., Tools
2/4/6/8/10
Tools
2
Heal, Tools
1
2
Heal
2/4/6/8/10
Courtier
2 (1 with any magical ability) Pet
1
1
1
2/4/6/8/10
Appraise, Tools
2/4/6/8/10
1
1
1
Tools
2/4/6/8/10
1
1
2
Footwork
1
Tools
2/4/6/8/10
Prof., Tools
craft and trade groups dedicated to the
Alchemy
pursuit of specialized alchemical goals.
You can make alchemical concoctions,
Appraise
which have various interesting effects.
Cost: 2 for level 1, 4 for level 2, 6 for level
You can determine the value of various
3, 8 for level 4, 10 for level 5.
rarities and treasures.
Prerequisites: Herbalism, Tools (Alchemy
Cost: 1.
Set).
Time: Special.
Time: Production (minutes).
Props: Magnifying glass, merchant scales,
Props: Alembics, beakers, colored powders
calipers.
and liquids, herbs, mortar and pestle.
Effect: At the beginning of each game, you
Effect: You can use Alchemy to make
gain an appraisal sheet that lists the Guild
concoctions. Each concoction requires you
values of most important items for the
to know a particular formula, which has
current game—although local values may
specific additional requirements of cost,
fluctuate. This sheet is not actually in play;
ingredients, and skill level. You know two
it simply represents your character’s
formulae automatically, plus two for each
knowledge of the market. You may read
level of alchemy you gain; you can learn
from it, or lie about it, as you desire.
additional formulae from other alchemists at
a small cost. See Chapter Seven: Production.
Armorsmith
High levels of Alchemy may provide access
Use this skill to make various sorts of armor.
to advanced magical infusions and special
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Cost: 2 for level 1, 4 for level 2, 6 for level
3, 8 for level 4, 10 for level 5.
Prerequisites: Profession (see below),
Tools (Smith’s Tools for metal armor or
shields, and Leatherworking Tools for cloth
and leather armor).
Time: Production (minutes).
Props: Anvil, hammer, pliers, construction
materials.
Effect: You can create various sorts of
armor. You can also repair or refit armor.
You must have the appropriate Profession to
make specific types of armor. Padded or
cloth armor requires Profession: Tailor;
leather
armor
requires
Profession:
Leatherworker; metal armor requires
Profession: Blacksmith; shields require
Profession: Woodworker. You may also
salvage unwanted armor as a downtime
action, in order to recoup some of its raw
materials. See Chapter Seven: Production.
High levels of Armorsmith skill can grant a
character access to special reductions in
cost, ability to forge high-quality armor or
armor made of special materials, and
membership in special armorsmithing
guilds.

match two of the letters with your own
letters.
Examining the device to determine its codes
takes no time beyond the time necessary for
you to read the item’s tag. Picking the lock
or disabling the trap requires one additional
minute per level of the lock. After this time,
if the device is a lock, you may take the
spare key prop from the back of the lock and
unlock it—it is considered picked. If the
device is a trap, you may deliberately set it
off without harm.
If you physically pick the lock yourself, then
you complete the task in as much time as is
required for you to do so. You may only do
this if you have the codes to match the lock;
otherwise, it is beyond your character’s skill.
If you can match the codes for a trap, you
may also attempt a physical removal;
success means that you disarm the trap in
however much time you actually took, but if
you set off the trap in the process, then you
suffer its effects.
You can use salvaging on a device to learn
its codes as a downtime action, if you are
also gaining a new level of Artifice. See
Chapter Seven: Production.
You may also use Artifice to build locks and
traps. Any lock or trap that you build gains
five codes, which you choose from your list
of available codes. Higher levels of Artifice
enable you to build more complicated
devices. See Chapter Seven: Production.
High levels of Artifice may allow characters
to study engineering and specialized
clockworks, and could allow entry into
special tinkers’ guilds or societies dedicated
to the study of technical arts.
Finally, artificers can make tool sets that are
used with other skills. A Tinker’s Kit is used
with Artifice and Jewelcrafting; a set of
Smith’s Tools is used with Armorsmithing
and Weaponsmithing; a Chirurgeon’s Kit is
used for Chirurgery; a Digging set is used
for Mining; and a set of Leatherworking

Artifice
With artifice, you are familiar with all
manner of small and cunning devices, from
toys and tinkering to locks and traps.
Cost: 2 for level 1, 4 for level 2, 6 for level
3, 8 for level 4, 10 for level 5.
Prerequisite: Tools (Tinker’s Kit).
Time: 1+ minutes to disarm; production
(minutes) to construct.
Props: Lockpicks, scissors, probes, hooks,
mirrors.
Effect: You can pick locks and remove traps
with this skill. Each level of Artifice grants
you five codes for device work. When you
pick a lock or disarm a trap, you must match
a number of codes on the device equal to its
level. For example, if you encounter a level
2 lock with the codes F G N X Z, you must
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Tools is used for Survival (when collecting
hides) and Armorsmithing.

include a special information line on their
tag. Such tags will indicate whether Courtier
skill grants you special information. In that
case, you may read the information tag and
make use of the additional knowledge.

Chirurgery
Use Chirurgery to set bones, mend wounds,
and treat bruises.
Cost: 2.
Prerequisites: Heal, Tools (Chirurgeon’s
Kit).
Time: 5 minutes.
Props: Needle and thread, bandages, water.
Effect: When you use Chirurgery on an
injured character, you speed that character’s
healing. All of the subject’s wounds heal in
one hour’s time after you complete your
Chirurgery. Chirurgery has no effect on
poisons or diseases. If the subject is already
under the effects of a power that speeds
healing (other than Chirurgery), then the
remaining healing time is halved. A subject
who is unconscious solely due to wounds
also wakes up, but remains incapacitated
(only able to whisper). A subject must be
stable before you can perform Chirurgery.
You must be conscious, functional, and able
to use both arms to perform Chirurgery, and
you cannot perform Chirurgery on yourself.

Diagnose
Diagnose to determine the wounds and
afflictions that trouble a subject.
Cost: 2.
Prerequisite: Heal.
Time: Instant or 1 minute (see text).
Props: Magnifying glass, tweezers, sample
jars.
Effect: After you perform a diagnosis, you
may determine if the subject suffers from
poison or disease. You may only ask the
subject about poison or disease. To learn of
the other condition, you must perform
another diagnosis, taking another full
minute.
With a cursory examination, you can
determine if an individual has been sapped,
and you can also tell if a wound is maimed
(a special condition that causes the wound to
require magical healing and to overwhelm
most pain resistance).
Certain special attacks may be inscrutable.
A special attack that does not leave an
obvious symptom can only be diagnosed if
you also either know the attack yourself, or
have a Lore skill that gives you information
about that attack. Diagnosing such an attack
still takes a full minute of examination, and
you must specify what you’re looking for in
advance—you cannot simply spend a minute
in diagnosis and then perform a checklist of
known ailments, but must rather check for
each one individually.
Note that anyone can recognize obvious
wounds, such as those inflicted by weapons
or claws, with a cursory examination.
Similarly, a cursory examination can
determine if someone is dead without need
for any special skill.

Courtier
Knowledge of courts, nobles, and political
groups allows identification of specific
noteworthy people and cultural traits.
Cost: 1.
Time: Instant.
Props: None.
Effect: You can ask any character, as an
out-of-play question, what his culture is and
what title he holds (if any). For example,
you could learn that a human is Illumin and
a magistrate, or a Bechan and a knight, or an
outlander with no title. You may ask to see
all Influence cards held by the individual as
well (see Chapter Eight: Influence, Land
Management, and Warfare).
Furthermore, you may recognize patents of
nobility and heraldry. Such items typically
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Etiquette

Cost: 2 (1 if you have any magical ability,
including a Heritage attuned to the same
animal as your Familiar).
Time: Special.
Props: Stuffed or rubber pet animal.
Effect: You have a single pet animal that
can perform certain tricks for you. These
tricks never give the animal combat
capability. Instead, they give the animal a
special ability that you can invoke under
specific circumstances. You must have the
animal with you to invoke its ability.
The type of pet that you acquire (or that
acquires you) is wholly your decision, but
your prop must match the creature in
question. The abilities of various pets are as
follows:

Time spent maneuvering in courts and tense
political situations gives you a knack for
avoiding social gaffes.
Cost: 2 for level 1, 4 for level 2, 6 for level
3, 8 for level 4, 10 for level 5.
Prerequisite: Courtier.
Time: None.
Props: None.
Effect: When you say something
unfortunate, you can immediately remove it
by saying “Etiquette.” It’s as if you didn’t
say it at all. Etiquette does not cause you to
automatically say the right thing—it just
keeps you from saying the wrong thing. You
must make your retraction before you say
anything else.
Etiquette also grants you knowledge of
additional rumors at each event. These
rumors will be placed in your character
packet at the start of play.
Finally, Etiquette skill gives you the ability
to store additional Influence cards.
Normally, a character can store only one
Influence card; with Etiquette, you may
store additional cards equal to your level of
Etiquette skill. Excess cards must be either
used immediately at the end of an event, or
discarded. See Chapter Eight: Influence,
Land, and Warfare for uses of Influence
cards.
High levels of Etiquette can allow characters
access to noble circles, special secret
political societies, and the ability to generate
their own Influence.
You may use Etiquette to retract a statement
once per day per level of skill. Uses of
Etiquette reset at sunrise. If you have
Etiquette skill, you will also have the ability
to edit your in-game forum posts.

Creature

Ability

Beetle

Shakes its wings and dances
when ghosts are nearby.
Carries a written message to a
subject that you know. If the
subject is at the event site, the
bird may return with a message
from the subject. Transit time
depends on availability of a
staff member to carry the
message and time needed to
write a reply. If the subject is
not at the event site, the
message is delivered but the
bird cannot be used again for
the remainder of the event.
Once per day, can perform
weapon maintenance (gives a
weapon one Resist against
breakage).
Identifies Fair Folk on sight;
hisses at them.
Place by the door of tent or
cabin. Automatically wakes up
and growls to alert you if
someone tries to enter. (Place a
note to this effect on your door.)
Alerts you to the presence of

Bird
(any)

Brownie

Cat
Dog

Familiar
A pet, familiar, or animal companion
accedes to your ministrations, and
occasionally performs tricks on your behalf.

Dragonet
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Dominions (any type).
Elemental Holds one spare point of
Spark
elemental mana. Requirement:
Must be attuned to an
Invocation technique.
Hare
Finds one random herb for you
after each event; could be useful
or dead.
Hedgehog Grants +1 defensive bonus in
warfare resolution, once per
event.
Lizard
Identifies demons on sight;
hisses at them.
Monkey
Can open a door or item to set
off a trap; this disables the
monkey for the rest of the day.
Area effect traps may still hit
other targets in range.
Imp
While in conversation, expend
(demon)
one use of Etiquette to remove
one use from the target.
Pixie
While in conversation, expend
(fae)
one use of Etiquette to learn one
of
the
target’s
magical
attunements and Order.
Raccoon
Finds one random trinket for
you after each event; could be a
gem, a jewel, a coin, or a
worthless rock.
Rat
(or Grants you one bonus Artifice
mouse)
code letter.
Snake
Can Poison any helpless,
sleeping,
or
incapacitated
subject, by touch.
Spider
Spins webs for you (allows you
to place fake webbing, which
might tell you if someone
passes through while you’re not
present).
Toad
Allows you to jump across any
pit, hazard, or jumping trap
automatically.
Turtle
Allows you to refit armor in
half time (thirty seconds).
Wisp
Automatically stabilizes you if
(bright)
you are in sunlight when

Wisp
(dark)
Wose

wounded.
Allows you to retain memories
upon dying.
Holds one spare point of
naturae mana. Requirement:
Must be attuned to Naturae
magic.

The familiar cannot be targeted in combat. If
the creature is struck by an attack while you
are wearing or carrying it, then you suffer
the injury to the appropriate location,
although you may still use defenses as
normal. Only you can gain benefits from
your pet or use its abilities.

Footwork
You can keep your balance even in
precarious situations.
Cost: 1.
Time: None.
Props: None.
Effect: Normally, if you have one foot off
of a delineated precarious area such as a
sheer rock or cliff, you automatically fall
and suffer the consequences. With the
Footwork skill, you remain balanced and
stable so long as any part of your body,
however small, still touches the border or
interior of the safe area.

Heal
You can keep seriously wounded people
from dying.
Cost: 1.
Time: 1 minute.
Props: Bandages, compress, water.
Effect: As soon as you start use of the Heal
skill on someone who is dying, the
individual stops bleeding. If you complete
the full minute of time, the individual
becomes stable and conscious but
incapacitated. You must have at least one
functional arm to use the Heal skill, and you
must be conscious and not incapacitated.
You can use Heal to stabilize your own
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wounds if you are able to meet these
requirements (such as with Pain Tolerance).
Note that the Heal skill alone does not allow
you to diagnose any conditions beyond
obvious wounds.

Cost: 2 for level 1, 4 for level 2, 6 for level
3, 8 for level 4, 10 for level 5.
Time: None.
Props: None.
Effect: You can create a team, which is an
association of characters linked by your
leadership
skills.
Your
network
automatically includes yourself, and can
include two other people per level of
Leadership. Members of a team can gain
specific benefits with respect to one another.
Simply being in a team allows you to assist
one another in downtime actions. Any
individual in your network can be given a
downtime from anyone else in your
network, although any individual can only
gain one extra downtime in this fashion.
Still, this can be of great use in doubling
production or income skills.
Joining a team costs the new member 1 CP.
A team member may voluntarily leave at
any time, or may be kicked out by the team
leader. Conversely, if your team members or
leader stop playing, you may reassign your
team slots appropriately.
If a member of your team also has
Leadership skill, then members of that
person’s network are also considered part of
your network for the purposes of skills and
special abilities that cover groups. This
allows you to form chains of command and
fealty.
High levels of Leadership can provide
access to special war colleges, advanced
noble titles, and chains of fealty. Leadership
is also used to issue orders to military units
(see Chapter Eight: Influence, Land, and
Warfare).

Herbalism
You can recognize various herbs of value.
Cost: 1.
Time: None.
Props: None.
Effect: You can recognize and pick in-game
herbs. Herbs typically appear as prop plants
with special tags attached denoting their
name and properties. Without this skill, you
cannot pick or point out herbs (your
character does not recognize their value).

Jewelcraft
You can improve the value of gems, and
fashion jewelry.
Cost: 2 for level 1, 4 for level 2, 6 for level
3, 8 for level 4, 10 for level 5.
Prerequisites: Appraise, Tools (Tinker’s
Kit).
Time: Production (minutes).
Props: Tweezers, scales, magnifying glass,
chisels, fine cutting and sanding tools.
Effect: You can improve the value of an
unworked gem, turning it into a piece of
jewelry. Generally, you can trade in an
uncut gemstone for a tag representing
worked jewelry, which doubles the value;
you may attempt to increase the value even
further, with a risk of destroying the stone.
See Chapter Seven: Production.
High levels of Jewelcraft may provide the
ability to cut magical gemstones, to craft
enchanted jewelry, and to join special trade
guilds.

Literacy
You can read and write.
Cost: 1.
Time: None.
Props: None.
Effect: You can read and write. Without this
skill, your character is illiterate. Your

Leadership
You can form and command a team, thereby
creating stronger bonds between your allies.
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character must be literate in order for you to
use the in-game forums (since these
represent messages left on trees).

Geography: Grants you special knowledge
about hidden places, passes, secret byways,
and dangers of that area. The Story Team
may give you maps or special shortcuts to
interesting places.
History: Lore: History gives you special
knowledge of wars, cultures, and great
leaders, and allows you to answer special
questions regarding those topics. You will
also acquire a copy of an abbreviated
historical timeline.
Magic: Choose one type of magic, such as
Air Invocation or Power Words. Lore:
Magic grants you the ability to learn about
different spells, to recognize magical effects,
and to research lost magical treasures.
Skill: You can choose Lore related to one
specific skill group, in which case you know
the theory of that skill. You may choose
from Alchemy & Herbs, Armorsmithing,
Artifice, Courts & Customs (for the
Courtier, Etiquette, and Leadership skills),
Healing Arts (for Chirurgery, Diagnose, and
Heal skills), Jewels & Treasures (for
Appraise
and
Jewelcraft),
Mining,
Skullduggery (for Footwork, Pick Pocket,
Search, and Stealth skills), Survival, or
Weaponsmithing. You will be given a
special document outlining the advanced
uses and special applications of your skill
specialty. Combining a Lore skill with the
appropriate core mundane skills may grant
you additional information or special
applications to those skills.
Other: With the Story Team’s approval, you
can choose a Lore skill representing some
other facet of play. The broader the skill, the
less likely that specific information will
become available through it; for example,
Lore: Elvish Lords during the Flight will
grant more specific knowledge of various
ancient elf-kings than the more generic
Lore: History.

Lore
You have access to specialized knowledge.
Cost: 1.
Time: None.
Props: Scrolls, books, ancient notes.
Effect: You can gain special information
regarding a particular topic. Typically, you
must submit this request as a downtime
action; you will receive information at
check-in of the next game, with your
updated character record. In some cases, a
Marshal may determine that your Lore gives
you special information immediately. Each
Lore skill is a separate skill and you must
purchase each one individually. You can
only learn Lore skills with approval from the
Story Team; discovering the secrets of the
game world is an important part of play.
When you perform research with a Lore
skill, you may choose to direct your research
on a particular topic, or you may choose to
perform undirected research, in which case
you may gain random information about
some aspect of your subject. It is possible to
attempt research in areas that are dead ends,
or to exhaust the limits of your Lore skill.
From time to time you may encounter
tagged items that include a special Lore
card. If you have the correct Lore, you may
read the card for special additional
information.
You may choose a Lore skill from any of the
categories listed below. You may choose to
take a more specific Lore specialty if you
wish, but you cannot take a broader one.
Culture: Choose one culture, such as elves,
Verrakans, or Illumin. Lore: Culture grants
you special knowledge of that culture, its
practices, and its lands. You will be given a
copy of the player’s guide of the appropriate
culture (normally reserved for players of
characters from that culture).
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Mining

While you may place a clothespin on any
part of a victim’s attire, you will only
acquire an item if there is one somewhere in
the clothing in question. Thus, while it is
possible to pickpocket a shirt, most people
do not keep items hidden in their shirts, and
you would likely not acquire anything.
Characters who are intoxicated (under the
effects of an Intoxicant) cannot notice a pick
pocket attempt.
High levels of Pick Pocket may open access
to special sleight-of-hand skills, ability to
steal special items in downtime, and access
to thieves’ guilds.

You can find valuable ore deposits and
usable mining sites, and extract useful ore
from those sites.
Cost: 1.
Prerequisites: Tools (Digging Set). A pick
(the weapon) also counts as a tool, even if
you do not have the weapon skill.
Time: Production (hour).
Props: Picks, shovels, hammers, pans.
Effect: You can gain ores and gems by
using your mining skill. You can find dig
sites in play (represented by special
packets). Follow the instructions on the dig
site in order to acquire materials from the
packet. Some dig sites also allow you to
mine as a downtime action.
Mines can eventually play out over time.
While mining at an appropriate site will
generally yield some ore, gems occasionally
turn up as random inclusions (in addition to
the usual ore). See Chapter Seven:
Production.

Profession
Use this skill to earn a living.
Cost: 1.
Time: Special.
Props: Varies by profession.
Effect: You can earn a living between
games through the use of your Profession.
The profession does not create a product that
is useful in game, but it has an end product
or service with which you can earn money.
You must use a Profession as a downtime
action. At the beginning of the next game,
you earn 5 p. Each Profession is a separate
skill that you must buy individually.
You may specify the nature of your
Profession, subject to the Story Team’s
approval. Professions do NOT have a
special game effect beyond generating
income. Your use of the Profession skill
simply indicates your ability to sell your
services within your market niche. Thus,
having Profession: Mercenary does not
necessarily mean that you are a good fighter,
but means that you excel at selling your
protection services to well-paid jobs within
your level of skill. Profession: Blacksmith
indicates that you can craft metal under
proper direction, but you would need the
additional skill Weaponsmith in order to
make swords. In short, Profession only gives
you the ability to make an income; you

Pick Pocket
With a light touch, you can steal items from
the pouches of the unwary.
Cost: 2 for level 1, 4 for level 2, 6 for level
3, 8 for level 4, 10 for level 5.
Prerequisites: None.
Time: None.
Props: None.
Effect: You can steal items from pouches or
pockets. For each level of Pick Pocket skill,
you will have one specially-tagged
clothespin in your character packet at checkin for an event. If you manage to place the
clothespin on a pouch or pocket, then when
it is noticed the victim must take the pouch
to the Story Team. One item will be
randomly removed from the pouch and
given to you privately. If a subject catches
you while you attempt to pick a pocket, you
are, of course, subject to all of the
appropriate repercussions for such an action.
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cannot create items or perform specialized
tasks.
Sample viable Profession skills include:
Assassin, Baker, Bandit, Blacksmith,
Bonecarver, Brewer, Butcher, Candlestick
Maker, Cook, Courtesan, Farmer, Gambler,
Laborer,
Leatherworker,
Lumberjack,
Mercenary, Papermaker, Pirate, Privateer,
Prostitute, Sailor, Scribe, Servant, Shepherd,
Stoneworker, Tailor, Thief, Vintner,
Woodworker.

Prerequisite: Footwork.
Time: Special.
Props: Dark clothes (no more than one limb
that is not black, dark blue, dark green,
brown, or violet), Stealth kerchief (a dark
blue or black handkerchief or square of
cloth).
Effect: You can vanish into the shadows.
Cross your arms over your head and hold
your special Stealth kerchief to indicate that
you are hidden. You can only vanish while
you are up against an object at least as large
as you (such as a boulder, large tree, or a
wall) and in shadow or complete darkness.
You cannot vanish while anyone is watching
you; anyone who sees you attempt to use
stealth may call out “I see you” if they see
you vanish, and your attempt then fails. You
do not need to use any sort of verbal
indicator for Stealth skill; in fact, it’s
recommended that you don’t (so as to avoid
people calling “I see you” when they hear
your Stealth call, even if they can’t see you).
While hidden, you cannot speak or hold
anything in your hands. You may only move
at a slow walk, and you must remain next to
cover. You must keep your arms crossed
over your head and your Stealth kerchief in
hand. A character with Sharp Sense: Sight is
aware that someone is present, but cannot
pinpoint your location or description. A
character with the Sharp Sense: Sight
advantage and the Search skill can find you
after scrutinizing the area for ten seconds.

Search
You know how to find hidden and secret
catches, doors, and compartments.
Cost: 1.
Time: Ten seconds.
Props: None.
Effect: When an object is marked with a
“hidden” tag (typically, an orange tag), it is
noticeable to you. You can discern that
something is out of place in the area, and
with ten seconds of searching, you can find
the item. Without this skill, you cannot spot
anything that is flagged with a hidden tag.
To find the hidden item, you must play out
searching the area within five feet of it for a
ten second count. If the item moves out of
this area during this time, you fail to find it
at the end of the count.
You do not have the ability to notice
creatures or people hidden by Stealth skill or
invisibility magic unless you also have the
Sharp Sense: Sight advantage. If you have
this skill and that advantage, then you can
locate a creature hidden by Stealth or
invisibility with ten seconds of searching (so
long as the creature doesn’t move out of
your search area during that time).

Survival
You know how to hunt, how to live off the
land, and how to find useful plants and
natural products. You also know how to
follow the tracks left by people and animals.
Cost: 1.
Prerequisites:
Tools
(Leatherworking
Tools) to performing skinning; no tools
needed to track.
Time: Production (hour).

Stealth
Thanks to your excellent balance and sure
footing, you know how to conceal yourself
and move silently while remaining still in
favorably shadowy conditions.
Cost: 2.
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Props: Ranged weapon, skinning knife
prop, tanning chemicals.
Effect: With the aid of a Marshal, you can
track monsters or people. The actual
information gained by tracking may vary
depending upon the situation; usually, you
will at least be able to tell what made a set
of tracks, and possibly how many were
present. Based on the nature of the event,
you may be able to follow tracks to other
locations, as well, but this is not guaranteed.
You can also follow special world cards
designed to represent tracks. Such cards will
be placed with appropriate text to indicate
where to go if you have tracking skill.
You can also butcher animals. This can yield
hides, and some creatures may yield
additional useful organs or parts. When you
defeat an animal, you can attempt to use
your Survival skill to acquire a hide or other
useful item.

bone weapons, Profession: Stoneworking for
stone weapons, and Profession: Blacksmith
for metal weapons. You may also salvage
unwanted weapons as a downtime action, in
order to recoup some of their raw materials.
See Chapter Seven: Production.
High levels of Weaponsmith may provide
access to the ability to make high-quality
weapons, skills for creating weapons from
unusual materials, and membership in trade
guilds devoted to weaponcraft.

Combat Skills
Combat skills let you perform feats of
strength, skill, and expertise in battle. With
combat skills, you can disarm your foes, hit
harder, or evade injury.
Combat skills are divided into melee
weapon skills (swords, daggers, staffs, etc.),
missile weapon skills (bows, thrown
weapons, etc.), armor skills (light armor,
medium armor, heavy armor), shields
(buckler, small shield, large shield), attacks
(Mighty Blows), defenses (Parries, Dodges,
and Evades), and maneuvers (Disarms and
Recoveries). You can only use three
attacks, defenses, and maneuvers in each
battle. For example, once you have called
three Parries in a fight, you cannot then call
an Evade; you have used three defenses.
You could still call a Mighty Blow, since it
is an attack rather than a defense. After you
have used a combat skill, it is expended until
you have ten minutes of rest. All of your
used skills reset after one period of rest (you
don’t need to rest ten minutes for each skill).

Weaponsmith
Use this skill to construct various weapons.
Cost: 2 for level 1, 4 for level 2, 6 for level
3, 8 for level 4, 10 for level 5.
Prerequisites: Profession (see below),
Tools (Smith’s Tools).
Time: Production (minutes).
Props: Hammer, anvil, tongs, construction
materials.
Effect: You can build various weapons, and
sharpen or balance them for improved
usage. Depending on the weapon’s size and
complexity, you must have a certain level of
skill. You must have a prerequisite
Profession, depending on the weapon’s
material. Use Profession: Woodworking for
wooden weapons, Profession: Bonecraft for

Combat Skill
Melee Weapon Skills
Dagger
Swords
Great Swords
Axes
Great Axes

Cost

Prerequisites
0
2
+1
2
+1

Swords
Axes
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Cudgels
2
Mauls
+1
Flails
2
Picks
2
Staves
1
Spears
2
Pole Arms
+1
Two Weapon Fighting
2
Two Weapon Expert
+2
Two Weapon Master
+2
Missile Weapon Skills
Blowguns
1
Bows
3
Crossbows
2
Thrown Weapons
1
Armor Skills
Light Armor
1
Medium Armor
+2
Heavy Armor
+2
Shield Skills
Buckler
1
Small Shield
+1
Large Shield
+1
Attack Skills
Mighty Blow +1
2 each
Mighty Blow +2
2 each
Staggering Blow
2 each
Defense Skills
Parry
2 each
Evade
2 each
Dodge
3 or 6 each
Maneuver Skills
Disarm
2 each
Recover
2 each
Sap
2
Shield Push
2 each

Cudgels

Spears
Two Weapon Fighting
Two Weapon Expert

Light Armor
Medium Armor

Buckler
Small Shield
Weapon skill
3 Mighty Blow +1s
3 Mighty Blow +1s

3 Parries OR 3 Evades OR double cost
3 Mighty Blow +2s
3 of one of: Disarm, Evade, Parry, or Shield Push

Shield skill
Unless otherwise specified, hafted weapons
inflict no damage on strikes with the haft.
Melee Weapon Skills
Thus, axes, mauls, pole arms, and other such
Melee weapon skills cover the basic use of
weapons must strike with the head in order
striking implements for hand-to-hand
to inflict damage.
combat. Without the appropriate skill, you
Any weapon with a head must have the head
cannot wield any melee weapon. Note that
made from latex or open cell foam so that it
the weapon classes below include notes on
is legal for striking. Weapons with piercing
the appropriate sizes and shapes for
components (such as a spiked mace, an axe
weapons.
with a pick head, or a sword made for
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which ranges from 28” to 42” in length. An
axe must have an attacking head, single- or
double-bitted, made of open-cell foam or
latex. A small axe head cannot be more than
12” in length; a large axe head cannot be
more than 18” in length.

thrusting) must have those components wide
enough that they cannot fit in an eye socket,
and the piercing element must be made of
soft foam with at least 1” of give. Weapons
with hooks must use open cell foam or a
material with enough “give” so that the hook
cannot trap a limb and trip a player.

Great Axes

Dagger

Cost: 1.
Prerequisite: Axes.
You can use any two-handed axe, which
includes any axe between 42” and 72” in
length. All such weapons inflict 2 hits. An
axe must have an attacking head, single- or
double-bitted, made of open-cell foam or
latex. A great axe head cannot be more than
24” in length.

Cost: 0. All characters may use daggers.
Daggers include both fighting blades and
all-purpose eating and utility knives. Any
character may use a dagger. Any minimumlength (18”) short blade falls into this
category. This category also includes small
improvised weapons, such as mugs, broken
bottles, rolling pins, and tablewear; such
items cannot be used with a Mighty Blow,
and break after one strike.
Note that the Dagger category exists purely
to indicate that anyone can try to fight with a
simple blade or improvised weapon. This
skill does not count as a weapon prerequisite
for the purposes of advanced training and
other skills.

Cudgels
Cost: 2.
You can use any one-handed mace, hammer,
or club between 18” and 42” in length. A
small cudgel must have a striking head no
less than 4” in diameter and no more than
12” in length; this can be circular, square, or
flanged (minimum 1” across per flange).
Larger cudgels must have striking heads no
more than 18” in length.

Swords
Cost: 2.
You may use all manner of swords,
including both straight-edged and curvebladed weapons, from 18” to 42” in length.

Mauls

Cost: 1.
Prerequisite: Swords.
You can use any two-handed sword, which
includes any straight or slightly curved
bladed weapon between 42” and 72” in
length. All such weapons inflict 2 hits.

Cost: 1.
Prerequisite: Cudgels.
You can use any two-handed mauls and
hammers between 42” and 72” in length. All
such weapons inflict 2 hits. A maul must
have a striking head no less than 4” in
diameter and no more than 24” in length;
this can be circular, square, or flanged
(minimum 1” across per flange).

Axes

Flails

Cost: 2.
You can use any small hatchet, which
includes axes between 18” and 27” in
length, and any one-handed or battle axe,

Cost: 2.
You can use any one-handed flail between
18” and 42” in length. A flail’s chain cannot
have more than three foam links, and its

Great Swords
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fighter is a master. Similarly, it’s cheaper
and easier for a weaponsmith to make short
weapons.

head cannot have any spikes (for safety
reasons). Flails are therefore blunt weapons,
and cannot gain the benefits of Bladethirst
effects.

Hand-and-a-Half Weapons

Picks

If you have sufficient skill to use the twohanded version of a weapon, then you may
choose to use any long weapon (between
28” and 42” in length) of that type with one
or two hands. A weapon used one-handed in
this fashion inflicts one hit of damage, while
two-handed use inflicts two hits of damage.
Although you may use a long weapon in two
hands without possessing the appropriate
skill, in such a case you only inflict 1 hit of
damage.
For example, if you have the Great Swords
skill, you can use a normal sword at least
28” long with two hands and inflict two hits
of damage. If you lose the use of an arm,
you can still use such a sword in one hand to
inflict one hit of damage, since it’s small
enough to count as a regular sword. You
could not switch to using a 72” sword in one
hand, since a sword of that size is a great
sword and must be used two-handed.

Cost: 2.
You can use any one-handed pick with a
haft between 18” and 42” in length. A pick’s
head must be large enough in diameter that
it cannot fit through an eye socket, must be
made entirely of open-cell foam, and cannot
be more than 6” long. Picks are considered
piercing weapons. A pick also counts as a
tool for purposes of the Mining skill.

Staffs
Cost: 1.
You can use any two-handed staff between
60” and 84” in length. Although the staff is a
two-handed weapon, it only inflicts 1 hit.

Spears
Cost: 2.
You can use any one-handed thrusting spear
or javelin between 27” and 42” feet in
length. A spear must have a head length
between 4” and 12”.

Two Weapon Fighting
Cost: 2.
You can use any two small weapons (no
more than 27” in length).

Pole Arms
Cost: 1.
Prerequisite: Spears.
You can use any two-handed pole weapon
between 42” and 84” feet in length. All such
weapons inflict 2 hits. A pole arm must have
a head length between 8” and 24”.

Two Weapon Expert
Cost: 2.
Prerequisite: Two Weapon Fighting.
You can use any two weapons, as long as
one of them is a small weapon (no more
than 27” in length) and both are one-handed.

Short/Small Weapons
Any weapon no more than 27” in length
counts as a small or short weapon. Although
such weapons do not have any inherent
bonuses, certain other combat skills rely on
using a small or large weapon in particular.
For instance, two-weapon fighting requires
the warrior to use short weapons, unless the

Two Weapon Master
Cost: 2.
Prerequisite: Two Weapon Expert.
You can use any two weapons, as long as
they are both one-handed.
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Missile Weapon Skills

this skill in order to throw alchemical
concoctions.

Without the appropriate skill, you cannot
wield a missile weapon.

Armor Skills

Blowguns

Without the appropriate armor skill, you
may wear armor, but you are fatigued
(unable to use any skills or run) while doing
so.
You must have the appropriate armor skill,
or Armorsmithing skill, in order to be able
to refit armor (see Chapter Seven:
Production).

Cost: 1.
You can use a blowgun with darts. Although
a blowgun cannot be used to perform
Mighty Blows, a dart can carry poison.

Bows
Cost: 3.
You can use any bow rated at 25 lbs. of pull
of less (15 lbs. is preferred). You must pass
a special safety test before you are allowed
to bring a bow into play. A bow inflicts 2
hits of damage with an arrow.

Light Armor
Cost: 1.
You can wear any light armor (1 or 2 point
armor).

Medium Armor

Crossbows

Cost: 2.
Prerequisite: Light Armor.
You can wear any medium armor (3 or 4
point armor).

Cost: 2.
You can use any crossbow rated at 25 lbs. of
pull or less (15 lbs. is preferred). You must
pass a special safety test before you are
allowed to bring a crossbow into play. A
crossbow inflicts 2 hits of damage with a
bolt.

Heavy Armor
Cost: 2.
Prerequisite: Medium Armor.
You can wear any heavy armor (5 point
armor).

Bow and Crossbow Safety
Archers should avoid head shots when
possible, and try to keep their bows or
crossbows out of the way of melee attacks.
Similarly, melee attackers should avoid
swinging on a bow or crossbow. See the
Rules of Engagement in Chapter Ten.

Shield Skills
Without the appropriate skill, you cannot
effectively use a shield, and it does not
count for blocking even if you wear it. You
cannot hold anything in a hand of an arm
that also has a shield other than a buckler on
it. Using two shields requires two weapon
fighting skill for bucklers, two weapon
expert for small shields, and two weapon
master for large shields. Rectangular shields
cannot be made more than twice as long as
they are wide. Shields of irregular shapes
require approval before use, to make sure
they are safe.

Thrown Weapons
Cost: 1.
You can use thrown weapons, such as
throwing knives and throwing axes. Thrown
weapons can also be used in close combat as
daggers, although special maneuvers do not
apply to them in that case. You do not need
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For safety reasons, you may not use shield
spikes, nor may you bash with a shield or
use a shield to pin someone’s weapon or
limb.
Shield dimensions are for the hard surface of
the shield. Safety padding around the edges
should be foam of the same sort used on
weapons, and may extend the shield
dimensions another inch or two.

Buckler
Cost: 1.
You can use a buckler. You can wear and
use a buckler on your arm while holding
something in the accompanying hand, so
you can (for instance) use a buckler while
using a bow or other two-handed weapon. A
buckler is up to 12” in diameter or
approximately 113 square inches of surface
area. A square buckler has a maximum size
of 10” per side.

Arms and Armor

Attack Skills
Attack skills enable you to perform special
combat strikes that cause extra damage or
have special effects.

Small Shield

Mighty Blow (Melee or Ranged)

Cost: 1.
Prerequisite: Buckler.
You can use small shields. A small shield is
up to 21” in diameter or approximately 346
square inches of surface area. A square
small shield has a maximum size of 18” per
side.

Cost: 2 each.
Prerequisite: Weapon skill.
A Mighty Blow represents a particularly
powerful or precise swing that inflicts extra
damage on a hit. While most opponents will
collapse after a single blow, armor or
extraordinary toughness can absorb some
injury, and sometimes a Mighty Blow is the
only way to quickly finish a powerful foe.
Each Mighty Blow has a rating, such as +1
or +2. This rating shows the amount of extra
damage that a Mighty Blow causes when it
strikes. In order to use a Mighty Blow, you
must call out “Mighty Blow” and the total
damage when you swing. For a normal
weapon, this means that a Mighty Blow +1
causes two hits of damage with the line
“Mighty Blow 2”—one for the weapon and
one for the Mighty Blow. A Mighty Blow
that is blocked or dodged (including the use
of the Parry or Dodge skills) is expended
without effect.

Large Shield
Cost: 1.
Prerequisite: Small Shield.
You can use large shields. A large shield is
up to 30” in diameter or approximately 706
square inches of surface area. A square large
shield has a maximum size of 26” per side.
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You may purchase up to three Mighty
Blows. Once you learn three Mighty Blows
with a given type of attacks (Melee or
Ranged), you can improve them to the next
level of power—so once you have three
Mighty Blow +1s, you can pay to upgrade
them to Mighty Blow +2. You may
deliberately use a Mighty Blow at lower
than its maximum rating, if you choose, in
order to pull your swing.
Mighty Blows must be denoted as melee
attacks or ranged attacks when purchased;
the two are not interchangeable.

Prerequisite: 3 Parries or 3 Evades.
Although you may sometimes manage to
Dodge an incoming attack, the Dodge skill
allows you to defend against nearly any
strike that actually hits. When any weapon
or spell hits you, call “Dodge.” You are then
assumed to have dodged out of the way of
the attack. Dodges only work against attacks
delivered by weapon or packet—you cannot
Dodge a voice effect, point, or proximity
power.
You must have 3 Evades or 3 Parries to
purchase Dodges. You cannot have some
combination of the two that adds to 3 total
and qualify. Alternatively, you may
purchase a Dodge at double cost if you do
not have the prerequisite skills. Since
Dodges are also defensive skills like Parries
and Evades, remember that you cannot use
more than a total of three defenses of any
kind in any one conflict.
Also note that unlike Parry and Evade,
Dodge protects against maneuvers that
affect your equipment, such as Disarm and
Shatter Shield.

Staggering Blow
A Staggering Blow forces the opponent onto
the defensive. If a Staggering Blow connects
and is not Dodged, Parried, or blocked, the
target cannot use any attack skills for the
next 10 seconds. The target may still make
attacks and call base damage with any
enhancements due to magic, poison, or
special weapons, but cannot use their own
special attack skills such as Mighty Blow.
Call “Staggering Blow.”

Evade

Defense Skills

Cost: 2 each.
Although you may physically sidestep
arrows or thrown weapons, the Evade skill
allows you to defend against ranged attacks
that actually hit. When a ranged attack hits
you, call “Evade.” You are then assumed to
have sidestepped the attack. Evades work
against any ranged attack delivered by a
weapon or packet, but not against point,
proximity, or voice effects.
You may learn up to three Evades.

Defense skills give you the ability to avoid
damage or certain attacks even if you were
actually hit in-play by the strike. The three
defensive skills in this guide are Dodge,
Parry, and Evade. Parry is used against
melee strikes, Evade against packet
delivered spells and projectiles, and Dodge
against either form of attack. Dodge is an
advanced skill that usually requires you to
master Parry or Evade first.
You may buy a Dodge outright if you like,
but it is more expensive than purchasing
Parries or Evades and then upgrading them
to Dodges.

Parry
Cost: 2 each.
While you can physically parry blows if you
have a weapon or shield in hand, the Parry
skill allows you to defend against strikes
that actually land. When a melee weapon or
natural attack hits you, call “Parry.” You are

Dodge
Cost: 3 to replace a Parry or Evade, or 6
without prerequisites.
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then assumed to have blocked the blow with
your own weapon.
You may learn up to three Parries.

time. You must come to a stop, plant both
feet on the ground, and strike your opponent
from behind, using the butt of your weapon
to tap the shoulder. This represents you
knocking the enemy on the back of the head
with the haft of your weapon. A successful
Sap maneuver renders the foe unconscious
for 10 minutes. Some enemies may be
immune to a Sap maneuver. A helmet
completely negates this maneuver. You can
only Sap with a weapon with which you are
proficient. Multiple Sap attacks do not stack;
only the duration of the most recent one
counts. Sap maneuvers follow the
limitations of attack speed: You may only
strike with one sap maneuver per second per
weapon.
You may not Sap with a ranged weapon.

Maneuver Skills
Maneuver skills represent training in special
techniques designed to perform tricks and
unorthodox tactics.

Disarm
Cost: 2 each.
Prerequisite: Mighty Blow +2s.
With a bit of finesse and force you can
disarm your enemy. Strike your opponent’s
weapon and call “Disarm.” The foe must
immediately drop the weapon, unless he
Dodges or Recovers. Disarm has no effect
on an opponent using natural weapons
(denoted by the color red). Against a twohanded weapon, the Disarm only causes the
subject to lose grip with one hand. You can
only call a Disarm with a melee weapon
with which you have three Mighty Blow +2s
(even if you have lesser Mighty Blows with
some other weapon). You may not call a
Disarm with a ranged weapon.

Shield Push
Cost: 2 each.
A shield push forces an enemy back. Hold
your shield in between yourself and your
opponent and call “Push.” The opponent that
you target is pushed back five feet.
You can only use a Shield Push if you are
carrying a shield with which you are skilled.
A Shield Push is a point effect, and it can be
Dodged. A Shield Push does not inflict
damage, nor can it be combined with a
weapon damage call.
Never actually swing your shield at your
opponent, as this is unsafe.

Recover
Cost: 2 each.
Prerequisite: 3 of one of: Disarm, Evade,
Parry, or Shield Push.
You can avoid the effects of many special
maneuvers. When you are hit with a Disarm
or Shield Push maneuver (or certain other
advanced maneuvers), call Recover. You
remain unaffected. You can only call
Recovers with a weapon with which you
qualify for the requisite three Disarms.

Abandoning and Retraining
Skills
In general, characters are assumed to
practice their skills as necessary to maintain
their competence. Such practice is a normal
part of a character’s everyday living and
takes place in the time available between
games. From time to time, though, a
character might allow a particular skill to
fall by the wayside or become rusty due to

Sap
Cost: 2.
When you strike someone from behind, you
can knock the foe out. Unlike other
maneuvers, you do not need to purchase this
maneuver multiple times; you can use it any
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Character Rebuild

lack of practice, especially if the character is
practicing and pursuing something new.
You may deliberately abandon a skill—by
failing to practice it or keep up to date on
it—simply by noting this on your downtime
log. This doesn’t require a downtime action;
you simply declare that you’ve decided to
let a particular skill languish, and at the next
game, you’ll no longer have that skill.
Character points from the skill are refunded
immediately, so you could (for instance)
abandon one old skill and use those points to
learn a different skill, which would represent
using your time to practice something new.
You can only abandon one skill per event.
Furthermore, you can’t abandon a
prerequisite until you’ve abandoned
everything that it supports; that is, if you
want to abandon your last melee weapon
skill, you’d have to abandon all of your
melee Mighty Blows (one at a time) first,
and then remove the weapon skill.
Abandoning the Heal skill would first
require
abandoning
Chirurgery
and
Diagnose, if you have them. Since you can
only abandon one skill per event, this
process may take some time—it takes longer
to forget your rudimentary basics if you’ve
been an expert for a while.
You cannot abandon Advantages, but you
may abandon mana (up to a maximum of 10
points at once), heritage powers (one at a
time), or Orders of Mastery for a technique
(by abandoning mana down to the minimum
for the Order, then abandoning the Order
and one additional point as a separate act). A
magician can drop to a minimum of the first
Order of Mastery; adepts cannot drop back
to affinity level.
If you abandon a level of Leadership, the
two people removed from your team receive
a refund on their team-joining cost. If you
are in a team and you abandon the team, you
receive a refund on your join cost, and the
leader of the team is notified that you have
stopped participating with the team.

Since new players don’t always have a
handle on the importance of various choices,
and it’s possible to build a character and
then discover that it isn’t as fun to play as
originally planned, players in Dying
Kingdoms are given some leeway to rebuild
their characters. For your first three events,
you may choose to perform a full character
rebuild. If you exercise this option, you
retain all of your earned CP, but you may
completely change the character as
desired—in effect, you are building a
replacement character without losing your
earned points. This affords you the
opportunity to completely change your race,
your advantages and disadvantages, and all
of your skills.
After three events, your character is set, but
you may still use the systems for
abandoning and retraining skills in order to
perform some level of customization.

Advanced Skills
The skills and powers presented in the
Player’s Guide provide only a small
selection of the possible abilities in the
game. As you play, you will discover
advanced skills by watching other players,
observing Supporting Cast, and using Lore
abilities to research special topics. By
learning specific prerequisite abilities, you
may be able to guide your character to learn
these special advanced skills.
Advanced skills are listed in the Marshal’s
Guide, and are therefore the province of the
Story Team. Some advanced skills are fairly
easy to learn; you need only become aware
of them and spend the necessary CP. Others
may require special prerequisites, time,
money, training, or obscure materials in
order to learn.
The most straightforward way to learn about
advanced skills is through the use of Lore
skills. A basic Lore skill sheet will often
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include hints or information about advanced
skills related to its topic. For instance, Lore:
Skulduggery might include information
about ways to improve your Stealth skill,
while Lore: Courts and Customs would
explain a bit about possible routes to
nobility or political power. You may also
find it useful to use your downtime actions
in conjunction with Lore skills to perform
specific research so that you can learn about
advanced skills.
You may also occasionally see monsters or
Cast characters perform unusual feats. Pay
attention to these—they are often advanced
skills that you can learn. If your character
does not have the Lore skills to follow up on
such interactions, seek out a mentor, a
trainer, a scholar, or an expert in a given
field and ask!
Some advanced skills come in the form of
schools of training. In such a case, you’ll
have the opportunity to learn several related
skills that come in an advancement track.
Joining such a school typically requires a
certain number of prerequisites as well as a
small point expenditure.
Remember as well that some advanced skills
may encompass unsavory or illegal acts, and
that membership in certain guilds may be
enough to get your character in to trouble.
Choose your advanced training wisely!
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techniques in their own right; in other cases,
these advanced paths grant specialized
additional knowledge to a magician who
studies a particular philosophy. Not all such
techniques are necessarily hidden—the
necromancers of Ikhten, who deal with life
and death energy, are well-known, as are the
druids of Culberon, who augment their
Naturae magic with special bloody rituals
and command of savage, primal forces.
Most advanced paths require special skills
and training, and may also have a cost or
initiation rite. Hidden techniques such as
necromancy require that the student possess
an attunement (often through the Mystery
advantage) or garner some sort of extremely
specialized training.

Chapter Six: Magic
Long study combined with innate talent
allows a magician to slowly and
painstakingly unlock various forms of
supernatural power. Each magical technique
carries its own benefits and dangers. Only
one who is properly attuned to the mystical
energies of the world—or in some cases, to
the unnatural entities that hide in the fringes
beyond rational, civilized thought—can
harness such powers.
Like other advantages, magical affinities are
innate. You either have an affinity for a
form of magic, or you don’t. For an extra
cost, you can enter the game as an adept,
meaning that you have a small store of mana
(magical power) and you already know a
few enchantments. Otherwise, you must
learn from an experienced magician or
supernatural creature in order to turn your
affinity into magical mastery.

Dominions
In some parts of the world, ley lines or
wellsprings of natural energy create what are
called Dominions. These junctures fill with
mystical energy, making it possible for a
magician to call upon the power for
Complex spells.
Dominions are marked with colored masks
and veils, so a Fire Dominion has a red mask
with fiery cloth. Any magician of the
appropriate technique—even a character
who merely has an affinity—can sense the
power of the Dominion when arriving within
arm’s reach of it, and often within ten or
twenty feet. Some powerful Dominions may
even stretch over an entire natural feature or
town.

Magical Techniques
Each technique is a broad practice of magic,
able to perform a specific type of spells.
Determining that someone has the affinity to
learn a technique is simply the first step in
what is usually a grueling apprenticeship.
While taking the early faltering experiments
along the path to magical skill is fairly
simple, many masters obfuscate their craft in
symbolism and force their apprentices to
undergo demeaning or humiliating tasks,
ostensibly to prove their worth. Rare is the
kind-hearted soul who parts with his secrets
out of charity or compassion.

Orders of Mastery
A neophyte magician may have an affinity
for one or more types of magic. Without
training, that affinity will never blossom into
mastery; the individual may experience odd
dreams or hunches from time to time, but
will probably never learn to work spells and
enchantments.

Rare and Advanced Techniques
Beyond the techniques commonly known,
some unusual, rare, or divergent styles of
magic are practiced by individuals or small
groups who keep a tight rein on their special
talents. In some cases, these are full
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Generally, developing true magical skill—
becoming an adept—requires training. An
apprentice learns to channel his innate
magical energies, or mana, into various
forms studied by rote and passed down as
tradition. These forms, or spells, create
supernatural effects. With enough practice,
the apprentice learns to reliably summon the
proper energies and form them into simple
spells over and over again. Once a spell is
mastered, it is always at hand. The magician
simply needs to have the proper amount of
mana (and sometimes, the right ritual tools)
in order to complete the spell and cause the
magic to happen.
As a magician trains and grows in power, he
becomes able to cast more potent spells. He
also learns to channel more magical energies
safely through his mind, body, and spirit.
Eventually, the magician can tap into
tremendous feats. For the sake of
classification, spells fall into various orders
of mastery, with the first order as the most
basic. Achieving the control and insight to
use a higher level of mastery requires time,
effort, and a certain degree of magical
power. Only the wisest—or most
dangerous—magicians could say what is the
highest order of mastery.
In addition to the spells of the orders of
mastery, magicians use minor feats called
cantrips. A magician can always perform a
cantrip at no cost in mana, once it is learned.
An attuned neophyte must learn the cantrips
of his technique before becoming an adept
of the first order.

Order of Mastery
First Order
affinity)
Second Order

(from

the Sun cantrips. He may then spend 1 CP to
become an adept, at which point he may
learn First Order Sun spells.
Higher orders of mastery require
progressively greater investments of power
and experience.

Mana
Mana measures a magician’s ability to
channel magical
energy effectively.
Working magic can be taxing, especially
when bartering with paranormal creatures.
The give-and-take of spellcasting can easily
fatigue a magician, or even kill him outright.
Simple affinity comes with a single point of
mana. Starting as an adept in a technique
comes with five mana. Each technique has a
separate pool of mana.
When you cast a spell, you use up the mana
associated with that technique in an amount
equal to the spell’s order of mastery. Used
mana returns at sunrise, as your energies
refresh with the new day.
Increasing mana costs CP, as shown below.

Mana Total
2-9
10-19
20+

2

Cantrips,
mana
10 mana

1 per 2 points
1 per point
2 per point

A character with a simple affinity does not
know spells yet; he cannot perform any
magical feats. With practice, though, he can
develop specific spells by studying with the
appropriate tutor.
An adept character enters play with one
spell of the first order and the appropriate
cantrips. The adept may choose any one
spell from the appropriate technique.
There is no CP cost to learn spells; the CP
cost only applies to improving order of
mastery and gaining mana. To learn
additional spells, a magician must meet
certain requirements:
Cantrips: The first practice spells for an
order are its cantrips. These are very minor

Cost Prerequisite
1

Cost

5

Example: Vitani has an attunement to Sun
magic, and wishes to become a full, First
Order adept. He must first purchase enough
mana to have 5 Sun mana, and he must learn
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feats that the magician can produce at will
with no cost in mana. Cantrips are the only
spells that a character can learn before
becoming an adept. The character must learn
the cantrips to become an adept, as it shows
the first step to mastery of the technique.
Like any other spell, a cantrip has no CP
cost, only a time and training requirement.
Order: A character can only learn spells
from his order of mastery or lower.
Instruction: Characters learn spells from
other spellcasters. For the techniques of
Mesmerism, Naturae, and Sun, this means
studying a grimoire or learning from another
magician. A magician can learn one spell as
a downtime action, so long as an appropriate
teaching resource exists. Characters may
teach spells to one another.
For Invocations, the character must barter
with an elemental spirit of the appropriate
type. This means conjuring a spirit of fire to
learn fire magic, an air spirit for air
invocations, etc. The invoker typically offers
to perform a service or give up something of
value in exchange for the right to call upon
the elemental power. If the spirit agrees, it
instructs the invoker in how to perform the
appropriate spell, and forges a new pact to
empower that spell.
Once a magician meets these criteria, he can
learn a new spell. A magician who has
learned all spells of a given orders of
mastery and below is sometimes considered
a master of his degree—so a magician who
knows all first order mesmerism is a
mesmeric master of the first degree.

restore or transfer mana, as can special
advanced skills, spells, or techniques.
Learning such abilities requires training
from secretive organizations or study with
Lore skills. Discovering such skills can be
done with research or by observing or
hearing about those powers in the course of
play.

Creating a Higher-Order Character
It is possible to build a character as a
magician of a higher order than a simple
adept. To do so, purchase the attuned or
adept level of mastery, then spend additional
character points for mana and for the costs
of ordeals. For instance, making a new
second-order magician would cost 5 CP for
adept level in a technique, plus 3 CP to bring
mana up to a total of 10, plus another 2 CP
for the second order of mastery—a total of
10 CP.
Creating a character of higher than first
order grants knowledge of all spells of
orders below the character’s current order,
and one spell from the character’s highest
order of mastery.

Casting a Spell
Casting a spell is a deceptively simple
procedure. To cast a spell, the magician
must do the following things:
Perform the Incantation: Many spells,
especially invocations, require specific
incantations. For invocations, this means
calling upon the pact of power. For other
techniques, this may involve using magic
words or gestures. In any case, the player
must (at the very least) speak the spell’s
name, the technique, and any ancillary
information.
Hold the Focus: The Mesmerism technique
requires the use of a special focus crystal,
which helps to channel and steady the
magician’s psychic powers. You must hold
this in your hand and press it to an upper

Refreshing Mana
Mana naturally refreshes at sunrise, whether
the magician has rested or not. Magicians
can also restore their mana via certain
advanced skills or with special tinctures.
Certain types of objects hold magical
energies, and a magician can draw the mana
out of such items without any special
training. Some alchemical infusions can
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chakra (forehead, throat, or chest near the
heart) when casting Mesmerism spells. Sun
adepts must use a grimoire while casting
complex spells, which you must similarly
hold, open, and reference.
Indicate the Target: The caster indicates
the target, whether by pointing, throwing a
packet, or touching with a packet (as
indicated in the spell).
Spend the Mana: Casting a spell requires
mana equal to the spell’s level. (A cantrip
costs nothing.) If you spend more mana than
you have left, the spell succeeds, but you
die.
Note specifically that a magician can cast a
spell while holding other items, while
fighting, while wearing armor, even while
taking hits. A magician who takes a hit
while casting can only finish the spell if he
has a valid defense to call within two
seconds—failure to finish the incantation
and call the appropriate defense means that
the spell fails.
Endure Taint: Some spells cause Taint in
the caster, due to spiritual stresses, or simply
because they tap powers that mere fragile
beings of flesh should never use. A magician
who casts too many Corrupt spells risks
gaining additional Taint at the close of the
event. A magician can cast a number of
Corrupt spells equal to her Taint score each
event before risking the possibility of further
damage.

Magical
Types

Descriptors

for his technique in order to cast the spell.
After the minute of concentration spent
gathering energies, the magician can
complete the incantation and the spell.
(Mesmerism spells do not have Dominions,
and so do not require the use of a Dominion.
Sun spells can only be cast in sunlight.)
Magical descriptors help to categorize spells
by type. Descriptors can indicate when a
spell is or isn’t affected by a particular
defense, countermeasure, or benefit—for
example, the spell Fire Shield defends only
against effects with the Fire descriptor. The
descriptors in the text also help to reference
the specific rules necessary to use the spell,
so that you can tell (for instance) a Shield
effect and look up how all Shield effects
work.
Note that even though a spell might be of a
given magical technique such as Air
Invocation, it doesn’t always have the
matching type descriptor. This means (for
example) that a monster that is immune to
Air can still benefit from a Missile Shield,
because that spell doesn’t have the Air
descriptor.
(Air): A power or spell that uses the element
of air.
(Corrupt): A Corrupt spell causes spiritual
stress on the caster. A magician can cast a
number of Corrupt spells equal to his Taint
score before suffering the possibility of
acquiring further Taint at the close of an
event. Certain events can cause additional
Taint.
(Earth): A power or spell that uses the
element of earth.
(Fire): A power or spell that uses the
element of fire.
(Mental): A power or spell that affects the
mind. Mental effects have double duration
against targets with the Weak Will
disadvantage.
(Resist): An advanced form of a Shield. You
can have any number of Resists active at
once, and you can choose when to use a

and

Spells generally come in two basic types:
Simple and Complex.
Simple: A Simple spell is a brief magic that
a caster can finish any time with just the
requisite incantation and components. It
takes effect immediately when used.
Complex: A Complex spell requires time
and concentration. The spell caster must
concentrate for a full minute at a Dominion
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Resist, even if you are unconscious (unlike a
Shield, which automatically functions
against the first attack of its defending type).
You still cannot have effects from opposing
elemental invocations at the same time, so
you cannot have a Resist Fire and a Resist
Water together.
(Shield): A shield effect defends you from
the influence of a specific type of attack.
You can have any three Shield effects active
at once, but no more than one of each type
(so you could have a Missile Shield, Earth
Shield, and Fire Shield, but not three Fire
Shields). Remember that you cannot have
effects from opposing elemental invocations
at the same time, so you cannot have an
Earth Shield with an Air Shield or a Fire
Shield with a Water Shield.
(Skin): A skin effect overlays your skin
with magical protection. You can only have
one skin effect at a time. Once a skin effect
is dismissed or used up, you may gain
another skin effect. You may choose to
dismiss an existing skin effect in order to
take a new or better one.
(Strike): A strike effect enchants a weapon.
Generally, it gives the weapon a bonus to
damage or a special tag line that might have
unusual benefits. Strike effects of the same
type do not stack. For instance, you can have
a Thorn Strike that gives a +1 bonus to
damage and also a strike effect that causes
the weapon to call “silver,” but you cannot
give one weapon two simultaneous +1
bonuses to damage. When a weapon benefits
from multiple strike effects of the same type,
only the most recently-cast one stays—you
cannot put two Silver Strikes on a weapon to
allow it to make two consecutive attacks
with the “silver” tag line. Generally, strike
effects come in two types: damage effects
like Thorn Strike or the Bladethirst heritage
power, which cause a damage bonus; and
transformative effects like Silver Strike,
which give the weapon a tag line. Some
advanced strike effects might count as both.

(Water): A power or spell that uses the
element of water.

Spell Durations
All spells have a duration. Some spells
remain in effect for the length of the
duration. Others linger until used up or until
their time runs out, whichever comes first.
Instant: The spell takes effect immediately.
The aftereffects linger on as a nonmagical
result.
(X amount of time): The spell lasts for the
specified amount of time.
Day: The spell lasts until sunrise or sunset,
whichever comes first.
Concentration: The spell lasts as long as
the caster stands still, does not use any
skills, casts no other magic, and takes no
wounds. The caster may still speak.
Line of Sight: The spell continues as long
as the caster can see the target. The spell
ends if the caster can no longer see the target
for more than two seconds (so blinking or
briefly turning the head away does not break
line of sight).
Special: See the spell’s description for
information regarding its duration.
(U): The spell expires immediately when
used up.

Spell Ranges
Spell ranges indicate the distance at which
the spell is effective. Spell ranges include:
Touch: You must touch the subject with a
spell packet.
Thrown: You may throw a spell packet at
the target.
Point: You need only point and indicate
your target, which must be within five feet.
Personal: The spell only works on you, and
whatever you are wearing or carrying.
Special: See the spell’s description.
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Invocations, Earth

Incantations
The incantation for a spell is its verbal
component. This component generally
indicates the spell, its effect, and its target.
You must speak the full incantation when
you use a spell.
In play, the incantation represents the
mystical syllables that you use to cast the
spell. For invocations, these incantations
tend to increase in length at the higher
orders of power. For other techniques, the
incantation is simply a line to let people
know what spell you’re casting. In such
cases, the incantation is the spell name and
the technique, in any order.
For instance, casting the mesmerism spell of
Fear requires the player to speak “Mesmeric
Fear,” to indicate the spell and technique.
Invocations have special incantations, found
in the spell descriptions. For all other spells,
the caster simply speaks the aforementioned
combination, which indicates the magic
words used in play. (Mesmerism spells do
not have an actual in-play incantation, so
they cannot be silenced, but they do require
the caster to recite the appropriate verbal so
that everyone nearby knows what
happened.) Incantations, regardless of
technique, must be spoken at least at a
reasonable conversational tone.

Commune with Earth
Shatterproof
Earth Shield
First Order
Silver Strike
Stone Weight
Second Order Repair
Skin of Rock
Strength
Cantrips

Invocations, Fire

Commune with Fire
Spark
Fire Bolt
First Order
Fire Shield
Light
Second Order Fire Blast
Fire in the Blood
Heat
Cantrips

Invocations, Water

Invocations, Air
Commune with Water
Purify Liquid
Extinguish
First Order
Stabilize
Water Shield
Second Order Blood Transfer
Neutralize Poison
Rust
Cantrips
Breeze
Commune with Air
Air Shield
First Order
Feather Light
Push
Second Order Second Wind
Silence
Slow
Cantrips
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Mesmerism

Invocations
Some sorcerers barter with unusual entities,
making pacts with spirits and elementals.
These magicians use invocations to perform
their work, calling for the intercession of the
powers they placate. While invocation can
produce spectacular results, it is also often
looked upon with disdain, for the populace
at large does not generally trust a magician
who deals with such inhuman entities.
Invokers generally rely on spirits of the
various elements to garner their powers, but
some are rumored to deal with demons.
Invocations
come
in
four
forms,
corresponding to the classical elements.
Elemental spirits only hear and respond to
an invoker who has the proper affinity, so an
invoker who can speak to fire does not
necessarily have the ear of air as well.
Furthermore, the elements are in constant
flux and competition. It is impossible to
have an affinity for two opposing elements
(fire and water, or earth and air).
The element of earth focuses on strength,
stability, and endurance. Spells of earth can
fortify a creature or object, provide extra
toughness, and alter stone. Earth packets are
brown. The element of air focuses on
swiftness, concealment, and misdirection.
Spells of air can hide, increase speed, and
channel winds. Air packets are light blue.
The element of fire focuses on destruction,
light, and renewal. Spells of fire can burn,
limn with flame, and produce radiance. Fire
packets are red. The element of water
focuses on purification, the flow of life, and
hidden depths. Spells of water can cleanse
the blood, obscure subjects, and allow
watery movement. Water packets are dark
blue.

Empathy
Sense Mesmerism
Beguile
First Order
Disarm
Mind Shield
Second Order Command
Daze
Fear
Cantrips

Naturae

Commune with Nature
Identify Plants
Disease Shield
First Order
Skin of Wood
Vines
Second Order Remove Disease
Snare
Thorn Strike
Cantrips

Sun

Ceremony
Solar Healing
Final Rest
First Order
Light
Stabilize
Second Order Heat
Remove Fear
Speed Healing
Cantrips
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Invocations, Air — Cantrips

Duration: Special
Range: Touch
Incantation: “With Air I make (target)
Feather Light.”
Effect: You make an object nearly
weightless and easy to move about, so long
as you remain in physical contact with it.
You can easily lift and push around anything
up to the size of a fully-loaded wagon.
Among other possible effects, this can allow
you to carry a stabilized individual without
risking re-opening of wounds, or to carry
enough goods to fully supply an entire
military unit for a season. Feather Light also
cancels the effects of Stone Weight by touch.
Note that while weight is no longer an issue,
bulk may still be a problem. Feather Light
does not make a delicate item less likely to
break, nor to carry an injured person into
battle with the wounded soldier swinging
weapons while held aloft.

Breeze
Type: Simple (Air)
Duration: Instant
Range: Point
Incantation: “With Air I
make a Breeze.”
Effect: You create a short-lived, refreshing
breeze. This breeze lacks the strength to
affect creatures, but it can push an
unattended object no larger than a long
sword up to one step in any direction
desired.
Commune with Air
Type: Complex
Duration: Concentration (U)
Range: Special
Incantation: “I Commune with Air.”
Effect: You can speak with the air spirits in
a Dominion to make requests or new pacts.
You can also sense whether a creature or
object has an affinity for Air Invocation,
although not its strength. Sensing the air
affinity in a creature or object requires a
touch,
gives
you
the
appropriate
information, and ends the spell immediately.

Push
Type: Simple (Air)
Duration: Instant
Range: Point
Incantation: “With Air I Push you.”
Effect: You blast a foe with wind, forcing
the subject away from you. The subject must
take five steps away from you.

Invocations, Air — First Order

Invocations, Air — Second Order

Air Shield
Type: Complex (Shield)
Duration: Day (U)
Range: Touch
Incantation: “With Air I give you an Air
Shield.”
Effect: You place an Air Shield on a person
you touch. The person gains protection from
the first air magic or missile weapon attack
to strike, able to call “shield” to negate the
effect.

Second Wind
Type: Simple
Duration: Instant
Range: Touch
Incantation: “With the power of Air I give
you a Second Wind.”
Effect: You remove any fatigue affecting
the subject. If the subject is under a
continuing effect that causes fatigue (such as
disease), the fatigue simply returns until the
underlying cause is removed. A subject with
a continuing effect gains enough strength to
use one skill or power.

Feather Light
Type: Simple
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Silence
Type: Simple (Air)
Duration: Line of Sight
Range: Thrown
Incantation: “With the power of Air I
Silence you.”
Effect: You still the air in the target’s lungs,
making speech impossible. The subject can
no longer speak. This prevents the use of
any spells that require an incantation. (Note
that Mesmerism spells require no
incantation, so Silence cannot stop them;
any verbal line used by a Mesmerism caster
is purely to indicate the spell effect and does
not represent in-play speech.)

appropriate information, and ends the spell
immediately.

Slow
Type: Simple (Air)
Duration: Line of Sight
Range: Thrown
Incantation: “With the power of Air I Slow
you.”
Effect: You apply wind forces that keep the
target from moving quickly. The subject
cannot run or call any attack, defense, or
maneuver skills (though normal attacks and
defenses still work). The subject may still
use spells or other skills or powers.

Earth Shield
Type: Complex (Shield)
Duration: Day (U)
Range: Touch
Incantation: “With Earth I give you an
Earth Shield.”
Effect: You place an Earth Shield on a
person you touch. The person gains
protection from the first earth magic to
strike, able to call “shield” to negate the
effect.

Shatterproof
Type: Complex (Shield)
Duration: Day (U)
Range: Touch
Incantation: “With Earth I make this item
Shatterproof.”
Effect: Use this spell to make an item hard
to break. The item touched gains one shield,
which functions immediately the first time
an effect would break or destroy it.

Invocations, Earth — First Order

Silver Strike
Type: Complex (Strike)
Duration: Day (U)
Range: Touch
Incantation: “With Earth I give this weapon
a Silver Strike.”
Effect: You enchant a weapon to attack as a
silver weapon. The weapon calls “Silver”
with its next strike.

Invocations, Earth — Cantrips
Commune
with
Earth
Type: Complex
Duration:
Concentration (U)
Range: Special
Incantation: “I Commune with Earth.”
Effect: You can speak with the earth spirits
in a Dominion to make requests or new
pacts. You can also sense whether a creature
or object has an affinity for Earth
Invocation, although not its strength.
Sensing the earth affinity in a creature or
object requires a touch, gives you the

Stone Weight
Type: Simple (Earth)
Duration: Line of Sight
Range: Thrown
Incantation: “With Earth I give you a Stone
Weight.”
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Invocations, Fire — Cantrips

Effect: You weight down the subject and
affix it to the earth. The subject is pinned,
unable to move its right foot.

Commune with Fire
Type: Complex
Duration: Concentration
(U)
Range: Special
Incantation: “I Commune with Fire.”
Effect: You can speak with the fire spirits in
a Dominion to make requests or new pacts.
You can also sense whether a creature or
object has an affinity for Fire Invocation,
although not its strength. Sensing the fire
affinity in a creature or object requires a
touch,
gives
you
the
appropriate
information, and ends the spell immediately.

Invocations, Earth — Second Order
Repair
Type: Complex
Duration: Instant
Range: Touch
Incantation: “With the power of Earth I
Repair this item.”
Effect: You repair an item broken by a
Shatter effect. This is not sufficient to repair
an item that was wholly melted, vaporized,
or turned to ash. You can also perform
maintenance on a weapon or armor,
renewing it (if a weapon) or restoring one
point of its value (if armor). Repairing a
broken weapon or armor, and then
performing maintenance on it, are two
separate tasks and would require two
castings.

Spark
Type: Simple (Fire)
Duration: Instant
Range: Point
Incantation: “With Fire I make a Spark.”
Effect: You create a short-lived, hot spark.
This spark does no damage, but it can light
substances (but not creatures) on fire or
provide brief illumination. You can carry
and use a cigarette lighter to represent this
power, but remember to be careful with
open flame and to not actually light anything
on fire (seek out a Marshal if you intend to
burn something in play).

Skin of Rock
Type: Complex (Skin)
Duration: Day (U)
Range: Touch
Incantation: “With the power of Earth I
give you Skin of Rock.”
Effect: You give the subject rock-hard skin.
The subject gains two hits of skin protection.

Invocations, Fire — First Order

Strength
Type: Complex
Duration: Day (U)
Range: Touch
Incantation: “With the power of Earth I
give you Strength.”
Effect: The subject gains Strength.
Expending Strength can add +1 hit to the
damage from a melee strike, or break any
normal item that is not worn or carried by
someone.

Fire Bolt
Type: Simple (Fire)
Duration: Instant
Range: Thrown
Incantation: “With Fire I hurl a Fire Bolt.”
Effect: You hurl a bolt of magic flame.
Your spell causes one hit of fire damage.
Fire Shield
Type: Complex (Shield)
Duration: Day (U)
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Range: Touch
Incantation: “With Fire I give you a Fire
Shield.”
Effect: You place a Fire Shield on a person
you touch. The person gains protection from
the first fire magic to strike, able to call
“shield” to negate the effect.

Effect: Any unattended object you target no
larger than roughly the size of a man, or any
armor piece worn by a target or an item held
in the hands of your target (that you must
specify), becomes extremely hot to the
touch. If it is not dropped within 10 seconds,
it causes an automatic wound to the area it
touches. The item also remains hot to the
touch for as long as you retain line of sight
with it. If dropped and picked back up, the
item will cause an automatic wound to the
area it touches after 10 seconds.

Light
Type: Simple
Duration: Special
Range: Touch
Incantation: “With Fire I create a Light.”
Effect: You create a magical light. Use a
glow stick to represent this light. The light
lasts as long as the glow stick does. You can
put the light down or give it to someone
without it going out, if desired.

Invocations, Water — Cantrips
Commune with Water
Type: Complex
Duration: Concentration
(U)

Invocations, Fire — Second Order

Range: Special
Incantation: “I Commune with Water.”
Effect: You can speak with the water spirits
in a Dominion to make requests or new
pacts. You can also sense whether a creature
or object has an affinity for Water
Invocation, although not its strength.
Sensing the water affinity in a creature or
object requires a touch, gives you the
appropriate information, and ends the spell
immediately.

Fire Blast
Type: Simple (Fire)
Duration: Instant
Range: Thrown
Incantation: “With the power of Fire I hurl
a Fire Blast.”
Effect: You hurl a blast of magic flame.
Your spell causes two hits of fire damage.
Fire in the Blood

Purify Liquid
Type: Simple (Water)
Duration: Instant
Range: Touch
Incantation: “With Water I Purify Liquid.”
Effect: You remove any poisons, diseases,
or corrupting influences from a body of
liquid up to roughly the size of a man. If this
is insufficient volume to purify the entire
body of liquid, the spell fails. This does not
prevent future pollution. You cannot purify
liquid that is inside of a creature, living or
dead.

Type: Simple (Fire)
Duration: 10 seconds
Range: Thrown
Incantation: “With the power of Fire I
cause Fire in the Blood.”
Effect: You cause the subject to experience
intense pain. The subject is dazed and
effectively fatigued for ten seconds.
Heat
Type: Simple (Fire)
Duration: Line of Sight
Range: Thrown
Incantation: “With the power of Fire I Heat
your (item).”
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Invocations, Water — First Order

Invocations, Water — Second Order

Extinguish
Type: Simple (Water)
Duration: Instant
Range: Thrown
Incantation: “With Water I Extinguish.”
Effect: A successful packet strike
extinguishes any normal or magical fire up
to roughly the size of a man. Torches,
lanterns, and even Light spells snuff out.
Special flaming weapons or effects are
suppressed until the next sunrise (which may
dispel an effect that is not permanent). Fire
creatures suffer two hits from each
Extinguish spell.

Blood Transfer
Type: Simple (Water)
Duration: Instant
Range: Thrown
Incantation: “With the power of Water I
perform a Blood Transfer.”
Effect: You strike the subject with a packet
and absorb one body wound, suffering a
wound to the equivalent body location on
yourself. If you absorb a wound from a
dying character, the subject immediately
stabilizes. If you take a wound on to your
own torso, you immediately fall unconscious
and begin bleeding to death. If the part of
your body that would take the wound is
already wounded, you cannot absorb that
wound. You may alternatively choose to
absorb poison or disease, if you wish, as
long as you are not already poisoned or
diseased (respectively).
You can also choose to transfer one of your
wounds on to someone else. If you strike the
target with a packet, one of your wounds
transfers to the equivalent location on the
target. If that location is already wounded,
the spell does not function. This wound
bypasses armor, skin defenses, and
toughness.
Finally, you may choose to heal any one
limb wound on yourself. As usual, you
cannot use this spell if you are unconscious
or incapacitated by a torso injury.

Stabilize
Type: Simple
Duration: Instant
Range: Touch
Incantation: “With Water I make you
Stabilize.”
Effect: The subject you touch, if dying,
immediately ceases bleeding and becomes
stabilized.
Water Shield
Type: Complex (Shield)
Duration: Day (U)
Range: Touch
Incantation: “With Water I give you a
Water Shield.”
Effect: You place a Water Shield on a
person you touch. The person gains
protection from the first water magic to
strike, able to call “shield” to negate the
effect.
A Water Shield also functions as a Poison
Shield. That is, you can expend your Shield
to block a poison effect.
Additionally, a Water Shield allows you to
move and breathe normally underwater for
one hour. Using this effect expends the
Water Shield.

Neutralize Poison
Type: Simple
Duration: Instant
Range: Touch
Incantation: “With the power of Water I
Neutralize Poison.”
Effect: You remove all poison from the
subject. This does not prevent future
poisoning.
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mind, so a mesmerist cannot “borrow” a
crystal from someone else.
When casting a Mesmerism spell, use only
the tagline “Mesmeric (spell name).” You
may use Mesmerism spells while under the
effects of Silence or otherwise unable or
unwilling to speak.

Rust
Type: Simple
Duration: Instant
Range: Thrown
Incantation: “With the power of Water I
Rust that (item).”
Effect: You cause a metal object to become
rusted and weakened. A weapon affected by
rust becomes fragile; it will break if used to
strike. Metal armor subjected to rust loses
one point of its armor rating, as if struck.
You do not need to strike the item itself; you
need only strike the holder with a packet and
indicate the item to affect.
Rust can be removed by performing
maintenance on the item (via a
weaponsmith, armorsmith, or artificer, as
appropriate to the item), or via certain spells.

Mesmerism — Cantrips
Empathy
Type: Simple (Mental)
Duration: Concentration
Range: Point
Effect: You can sense the emotional state of
the subject. As long as you concentrate, you
are aware of subtle shifts in mood. You
cannot use this power to detect lies, but you
can require the subject at any time to answer
you privately with a one-word summation of
his current emotional state.

Mesmerism

Sense Mesmerism
Type: Simple
Duration: Instant
Range: Touch
Effect: You immediately become aware if
the target is under the influence of any
Mesmerism magic, and you can tell if the
subject has an affinity for Mesmerism, but
not its strength.

Mesmerists study psychic
phenomena, tricks, and
illusions. With such powers
at their disposal, magicians
can fool the unwary,
disappear from sight, sense creatures and
emotions, and defend against other
mesmerists. Practitioners of mesmerism, of
course, are often shunned, because many use
their powers for dubious goals.
Most mesmerism spells are Mental effects.
Mesmerism packets are white.
A mesmerist must use a focus crystal to
harness his mental powers. The crystal need
be no larger than a marble, but it must be
touched with one hand and next to an upper
chakra (against the forehead, throat, or chest
near the heart). A lost focus crystal is
replaced by attuning a new chunk of crystal.
This only costs one crystal material, but it
also costs 1 CP for the mesmerist to implant
his mental patterns into the new crystal. A
focus crystal responds only to its master’s

Mesmerism — First Order
Beguile
Type: Simple (Mental)
Duration: Concentration
Range: Thrown
Effect: The subject simply stands and
watches you for as long as you maintain the
spell. A Beguiled subject snaps out
immediately if attacked or touched (and
comes to his senses in time to mount a
defense), but otherwise does not notice its
surroundings at all. Thus, you could move a
group of people past the Beguiled
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individual, who would not notice and would
have no recollection of this.

Range: Thrown
Effect: The subject becomes dazed,
effectively fatigued for ten seconds and
unable to cast spells or use skills or special
powers except for basic weapon and armor
proficiencies.

Disarm
Type: Simple (Mental)
Duration: Instant
Range: Thrown
Effect: You compel the subject to drop an
item held in one hand (your choice). The
subject must immediately release the item
with the specified hand. A subject carrying a
two-handed weapon need only release one
hand from the weapon briefly (for three
seconds).

Fear
Type: Simple (Mental)
Duration: 10 seconds
Range: Thrown
Effect: The subject is overcome with Fear
and flees from you by the most expeditious
route available, avoiding conflict or hazards
if possible. If trapped, the subject can fight
to defend itself.

Mind Shield
Type: Complex (Mental, Shield)
Duration: Day (U)
Range: Touch
Effect: You place a Mind Shield on a person
you touch. The person gains protection from
the first mind magic to strike, able to call
“shield” to negate the effect.

Naturae
Before men came with
their tools and their cities,
elves learned to hear
whispers in the rushes, to
speak with the trees, and
to awaken nature to their
calling. Students of naturae can summon the
aid of animals and plants, and tap the latent
power of the deep wilds. While the most
powerful elven magicians have left to hide
the elven kingdoms from prying outsiders,
some of the basics of respect for nature still
linger among the Culberrans and the few
elves in the human world. Naturae packets
are green.
Naturae spells do not use a lengthy
invocation. Simply use the tag line “Natural
(spell name)” or “By nature I (spell effect).”
Unlike Mesmeric spells, though, you cannot
use Naturae while Silenced.

Mesmerism — Second Order
Command
Type: Simple (Mental)
Duration: 10 seconds
Range: Thrown
Effect: You issue a one-word verb
command to the target, who must comply
for ten seconds. Some examples of
acceptable commands include “Sit,”
“Stand,” “Silence,” “Flee,” “Attack,” and
“Surrender.” The subject obeys to the best of
its ability, as long as it does not unduly
endanger itself. Thus, a target will not sit
down in combat, but might flee or surrender.
Include your command as part of the tag line
for the spell, so a command might be
“Mesmeric Command—Sit.”

Naturae — Cantrips
Commune with Nature
Type: Simple
Duration: Instant

Daze
Type: Simple (Mental)
Duration: 10 seconds
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Naturae — Second Order

Range: Touch
Effect: You can determine if the subject has
an affinity for Naturae, but not its strength.
You can also speak with creatures of nature,
such as dryads or awakened trees.

Remove Disease
Type: Simple
Duration: Instant
Range: Touch
Effect: You remove all disease from the
subject. This does not prevent future
infections.

Identify Plants
Type: Complex
Duration: Instant
Range: Touch
Effect: You can identify the properties of
any plant that you handle and examine. This
allows you to read the tag for an herb. You
still cannot notice herbs growing in the wild;
this only allows you to discern the properties
of already-picked herbs.

Snare
Type: Simple
Duration: Line of Sight
Range: Thrown
Effect: You conjure or animate vines and
plants to grow and wrap around the target.
The subject is snared. A snared character is
effectively paralyzed, but can still speak.
Because the character cannot gesture or use
a focus, casting any spell except a spell on
himself is impossible.

Naturae — First Order
Disease Shield
Type: Complex (Shield)
Duration: Day (U)
Range: Touch
Effect: You place a Disease Shield on a
person you touch. The person gains
protection from the first disease to strike,
able to call “shield” to negate the effect.

Thorn Strike
Type: Complex (Strike)
Duration: Day (U)
Range: Touch
Effect: You enchant a wooden weapon to
strike with spikes and thorny growths. The
weapon causes +1 hit with its next strike.
Use “Thorn Strike” as part of the tag line.

Skin of Wood
Type: Complex (Skin)
Duration: Day (U)
Range: Touch
Effect: You give the subject wood-hard
skin. The subject gains one hit of skin
protection.

Sun
Sun magicians are
unique
among
the
techniques in that their
magic is not only a
form of inborn talent,
but also a philosophy.
Practitioners of sun
magic are called acolytes, and they pass
their training down through rites, formulae,
and debate. At its heart the acolytes do good
works in the image of the sun, the bringer of
life, growth, renewal, and light. Sun acolytes
tend to use their talents to help their

Vines
Type: Simple
Duration: Line of Sight
Range: Thrown
Effect: You entwine the subject’s feet with
vines. The subject is pinned, unable to move
its right foot.
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communities, and are often popular and
outgoing.
Sun magic uses gold (yellow) packets. There
are no sun Dominions, but sun acolytes can
only cast Complex spells with the aid of a
grimoire and while in sunlight (generally,
above ground during the day). Sun
magicians cannot also have an attunement to
necromantic arts, which typically means that
an Ikhten Sun acolyte cannot also have the
Ikhten spirit sensitive cultural advantage.
Sun acolytes use various complicated
formulae to enact some of their spells, and
so they carry and require grimoires. A
grimoire must be at least 8 1/2” x 11” x 1”
(although it may be larger), and can be a
book, a set of scrolls, tablets, or even
knotted cords or beads in brilliant patterns.
Without a grimoire, a sun acolyte cannot
cast Complex spells. You can replace a lost
grimoire at a cost of 1 d. per order of
mastery. A sun acolyte’s grimoire is very
personal, with notes and shorthand based on
individual experience, so an acolyte cannot
“borrow” another magician’s grimoire. Each
technique requires its own grimoire, so a sun
acolyte cannot share a grimoire with a
magician who practices some other
technique that uses a grimoire as well.

Using a Profession skill for income as a
downtime action doubles the income
generated with the skill, bringing in more
money.
Some ceremonies include marriage, change
of seasons, fertility rites (for both crops and
people), and funerals.
Solar Healing
Type: Special
Duration: Special
Range: Personal
Effect: This special power is always in
effect as long as the sun acolyte is stabilized
and in sunlight. You gain the benefit of
Speed Healing, as the spell, as long as you
meet these conditions.

Sun — First Order
Final Rest
Type: Complex
Duration: Instant
Range: Touch
Effect: The corpse you touch can never
become undead. A corpse subjected to Final
Rest also cannot be resurrected. This spell
usually prevents ghosts from lingering near
their cadavers, as well.

Sun — Cantrips

Light
Type: Simple
Duration: Special
Range: Touch
Effect: You create a magical light. Use a
glow stick to represent this light. The light
lasts as long as the glow stick does. You can
put the light down or give it to someone
without it going out, if desired.

Ceremony
Type: Complex
Duration: Special
Range: Special
Effect: Sun acolytes are often the keepers of
culture, tradition, and ritual in their home
communities. Performing an appropriate
ceremony can help to bolster the spirits of
the
community
members,
improve
productivity, and bring prosperity to the
people.
A ceremony requires at least ten minutes
and five participants (including the caster).
Each participant gains a simple benefit:

Stabilize
Type: Simple
Duration: Instant
Range: Touch
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Supernatural Heritages

Effect: The subject you touch, if dying,
immediately ceases bleeding and becomes
stabilized.

Some
characters
have
supernatural
heritages, which are unusual powers
stemming from ancient lineages. These
characters possess unusual birthrights as a
result of pacts with paranormal entities or
due to the inheritance of special
characteristics from their families.
You must take a Supernatural Heritage
advantage at character creation in order to
enter with a heritage. You can only pick one
heritage. You cannot choose a heritage that
is opposite your invocation technique, if you
have an invocation affinity (that is, you
cannot have Bloodline of Air and a talent for
Earth Invocations).
Each heritage offers the chance to purchase
special powers. Unlike spells, these powers
require no mana. You simply gain the ability
to use the indicated powers once per time
purchased. Uses of powers generally reset
either with rest or at sunrise, depending
upon the individual power. You may
purchase these powers at any time between
games as long as you have the CP; you
aren’t limited to only the powers with which
you started.
Some heritages require a specific race. You
can’t take a heritage if your race doesn’t
match up. Half-breeds can count for any of
the requirements of their parent races.
Unlike spells, heritages never require a
focus or a Dominion. You carry the power
of the heritage within you, in your very
blood. This is both a blessing and a curse—
as you grow stronger in your heritage, it
often becomes more apparent in your body
and your actions.
Some heritage powers are instantaneous
(allowing you to manifest them at will).
Others require preparation to manifest
(needing a full minute or more of
concentration). Generally, powers activate
immediately after preparation. In the case of
a defensive power, this means that the
defense is readily available for use. For

Sun — Second Order
Heat
Type: Simple (Fire)
Duration: Line of Sight
Range: Thrown
Incantation: “With the power of Fire I Heat
your (item).”
Effect: Any unattended object you target no
larger than roughly the size of a man, or any
armor piece worn by a target or an item held
in the hands of your target (that you must
specify), becomes extremely hot to the
touch. If it is not dropped within 10 seconds,
it causes an automatic wound to the area it
touches. The item also remains hot to the
touch for as long as you retain line of sight
with it. If dropped and picked back up, the
item will cause an automatic wound to the
area it touches after 10 seconds.
Remove Fear
Type: Simple
Duration: Instant
Range: Point
Effect: With inspirational words, you shine
the light of courage on the target. You
remove the effects of Fear or Terror from
the subject.
Speed Healing
Type: Simple
Duration: Instant
Range: Touch
Effect: You cause the subject to heal
rapidly. The subject, if dying, stabilizes
immediately and becomes incapacitated. All
wounds heal in one hour. This time can be
further reduced by the application of
Chirurgery or the Fast Healer advantage.
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Heritage

offensive or healing powers, this means that
the manifester must spend the activation
time in concentration, then indicate the
subject and cause the power to take effect
immediately.
The tag line for any heritage power is
“Innate” followed by the power name. It is
not immediately apparent what heritage
generated the power, although careful
observation will usually lead to a clear
indication of the nature of the heritage over
time.
Any innate healing heritage power is usable
as long as you are conscious, even if
fatigued, injured, paralyzed, or otherwise
inconvenienced. This means you can use
heritage powers for self-healing, removal of
fatigue, curing disease, and so on, even
though normally skills and powers aren’t
usable in such states.
Some people with heritage powers evidence
specific marks of that heritage. See the
Disfigured disadvantage in Chapter Four:
Traits.
Most heritage powers refresh with ten
minutes of rest. Some powers—primarily
Shields and Skin effects—refresh only at
sunrise. Daily-use powers are denoted with a
(D) in their descriptions.
In addition to the powers listed below,
advanced students of the inner mysteries can
sometimes unlock higher tiers of magical
skill. Learning such powers requires study in
play, perhaps augmented by the use of Lore
skills.
Other heritage types exist beyond those
listed here. To possess such a heritage
power, a character must either take the
Mystery advantage and later purchase the
heritage power after learning of it in play, or
use a retirement benefit to start with a lost
heritage.

Bloodline of Air
Air Shield (D)
Feather Light
Second Wind
Bloodline of Earth
Earth Shield (D)
Silver Strike
Skin of Rock (D)
Bloodline of Fire
Fire Shield (D)
Heat
Light
Bloodline of Water
Neutralize Poison
Stabilize
Water Shield (D)
Fae Touched
Beguile
Fear
Mind Shield (D)
Fiendspawn
Bladethirst
Fiendskin (D)
Steal Life
Forestwalker
Disease Shield (D)
Skin of Wood (D)
Thorn Strike
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CP Cost Race
Any
1
2
3
Any
1
2
3
Any
1
3
2
Any
3
2
1
Human or Elf
2
3
1
Human
3
1
2
Human or Elf
1
2
3

Healing Hands
Remove Paralysis
Speed Healing
Stabilize
Maker’s Mark
Bladethirst
Repair (D)
Silver Strike
Serpent Kin
Bladethirst
Speed Healing
Water Shield (D)

Invocation spell. This takes one minute of
concentration to manifest.
Skin of Rock (D): You can manifest Skin of
Rock on yourself, as the Earth Invocation
spell. This takes one minute of concentration
to manifest.

Human
3
2
1
Human or Troll
1
3
2

Bloodline of Fire
Human or Sauren

You have a strong tie to the spirits of fire.
Mark: If marked, you have a red-andyellow streak along the temples running
from the edge of the eye to the top of the
ear.
Fire Shield (D): You can manifest a Fire
Shield on yourself, as the Fire Invocation
spell. This takes one minute of concentration
to manifest.
Heat: By pointing you can manifest Heat, as
the Fire Invocation spell. This is an
instantaneous effect that requires no
preparation.
Light: By touch you can manifest Light, as
the Fire Invocation spell. This is an
instantaneous effect that requires no
preparation.

3
2
1

Bloodline of Air
You have a strong tie to the spirits of air.
Mark: If marked, you have a blue-andwhite streak along the temples running from
the edge of the eye to the top of the ear.
Air Shield (D): You can manifest an Air
Shield on yourself, as the Air Invocation
spell. This takes one minute of concentration
to manifest.
Feather Light: You can manifest Feather
Light on a target by touch, as the Air
Invocation spell. This is an instantaneous
effect that requires no preparation.
Second Wind: You can grant a Second
Wind to yourself, as the Air Invocation spell.
This takes one minute of concentration to
manifest. You can invoke this power on
yourself as long as you are conscious,
regardless of your condition otherwise.

Bloodline of Water
You have a strong tie to the spirits of water.
Mark: If marked, you have a blue-andgreen streak along the temples running from
the edge of the eye to the top of the ear.
Neutralize Poison: By touch you can
Neutralize Poison, as the Water Invocation
spell. This is an instantaneous effect that
requires no preparation. You can invoke this
power on yourself as long as you are
conscious, regardless of your condition
otherwise.
Stabilize: By touch you can Stabilize a
subject, as the Water Invocation spell. This
is an instantaneous effect that requires no
preparation. You can invoke this power on
yourself as long as you are conscious,
regardless of your condition otherwise.
Water Shield (D): You can manifest a
Water Shield on yourself, as the Water

Bloodline of Earth
You have a strong tie to the spirits of earth.
Mark: If marked, you have a brown-andorange streak along the temples running
from the edge of the eye to the top of the
ear.
Earth Shield (D): You can manifest an
Earth Shield on yourself, as the Earth
Invocation spell. This takes one minute of
concentration to manifest.
Silver Strike: By touch you can manifest
Silver Strike on one weapon, as the Earth
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Invocation spell. This takes one minute of
concentration to manifest.

Fiendskin (D): You can cause your skin to
take on an eerie hue with a hint of scales,
fur, or something else unnatural. Fiendskin
offers no protection against a weapon or
spell with the “Holy” tag line. This is a onehit Skin effect. This takes one minute of
concentration to manifest.
Steal Life: By touch, you can steal the last
remnants of life out of a dying person. The
individual dies immediately. You can
automatically heal one wound or remove all
fatigue as a result. This is an instantaneous
effect. You can invoke this power even
though powers normally can’t be invoked
while fatigued.

Fae Touched
Perhaps you were a changeling, stolen away
at birth by the Goodly Folk. Maybe one of
your parents was one of the fae. You have a
slight tie to that heritage and you can
perform certain faerie glamours as a result.
Mark: If marked, you have a splash of
glitter streaked along the temples running
from the edge of the eye to the top of the
ear.
Beguile: By pointing you can Beguile
someone, as the Mesmerism spell. This is an
instantaneous effect that requires no
preparation.
Fear: By pointing you can cause Fear in
someone, as the Mesmerism spell. This is an
instantaneous effect that requires no
preparation.
Mind Shield (D): You can set your mind to
resist the tricks of glamour, as the Mind
Shield Mesmerism spell. This takes one
minute of concentration to manifest.

Forestwalker
You have always been at home in the wild,
and the plants and animals of nature are like
family to you.
Mark: If marked, you have a green-andwhite streak along the temples running from
the edge of the eye to the top of the ear.
Disease Shield (D): You can manifest a
Disease Shield on yourself, as the Naturae
spell. This takes one minute of concentration
to manifest.
Skin of Wood (D): You can manifest Skin
of Wood on yourself, as the Naturae spell.
This takes one minute of concentration to
manifest.
Thorn Strike: By touch you can manifest
Thorn Strike on a weapon, as the Naturae
spell. This requires one minute of
concentration to manifest.

Fiendspawn
The blood of something wicked taints your
family line. As a result, you can call upon
certain corrupt powers, but there is always a
risk to your spirit as well.
Mark: If marked, you have either black
rings around your eyes and down your
cheeks, unusual eyes (using contact lenses
for an unnatural color or shape), or reddish
scales running down the jawbone in front of
each ear.
Bladethirst: You infuse a weapon you hold
with unholy power, causing it to inflict
particularly foul and lingering wounds
against certain creatures. The weapon
inflicts one extra hit of damage on its next
strike. This takes one minute of
concentration to manifest. This is a strike
effect. Use the “Bladethirst” tag line.

Healing Hands
Perhaps the blood of kings lingers in your
family; you can cure many ailments with but
a touch.
Mark: If marked, you have stigmata on
your hands, or bloody teardrop patterns
around the outer corner of each eye.
Remove Paralysis: By touch you can
Remove Paralysis. You may invoke this
power on yourself. This is an instantaneous
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Serpent Kin

effect that requires no preparation. You can
invoke this power on yourself as long as you
are conscious, regardless of your condition
otherwise.
Speed Healing: By touch you can Speed
Healing, as the sun spell. This is an
instantaneous effect that requires no
preparation. You can invoke this power on
yourself as long as you are conscious,
regardless of your condition otherwise.
Stabilize: By touch you can Stabilize a
subject, as the sun spell. This is an
instantaneous effect that requires no
preparation. You can invoke this power on
yourself as long as you are conscious,
regardless of your condition otherwise.

Something old and reptilian lingers in your
blood.
Mark: If marked, you have green scales
along the temples running from the edge of
the eye to the top of the ear, or down the
jawbone in front of each ear.
Bladethirst: You can lick a weapon and
cause it to become befouled. The weapon
inflicts one extra hit of damage on its next
strike. This requires one minute of
concentration. This is a strike effect. Use the
“Bladethirst” tag line.
Speed Healing: You can Speed Healing, on
yourself only. This takes one minute of
concentration to manifest. You can invoke
this power on yourself as long as you are
conscious, regardless of your condition
otherwise.
Water Shield (D): You can manifest a
Water Shield on yourself, as the Water
Invocation spell. This takes one minute of
concentration to manifest. Like the spell,
this is also a Shield against poisons.

Maker’s Mark
You have a natural affinity to work stone
and metal with your hands.
Mark: If marked, you have a silver-andgold streak along the temples running from
the edge of the eye to the top of the ear, or
your fingertips are completely black.
Bladethirst: By touch you cause a weapon
to exhibit Bladethirst. The weapon inflicts
+1 hit on its next strike. Use the
“Bladethirst” tag line. This takes one minute
of concentration to manifest.
Repair (D): By touch you repair an item
broken by a Shatter effect. This is not
sufficient to repair an item that was wholly
melted, vaporized, or turned to ash. You can
also perform maintenance on a weapon or
armor, renewing it (if a weapon) or restoring
one point of its value (if armor). Repairing a
broken weapon or armor, and then
performing maintenance on it, are two
separate tasks and would require two uses.
This takes one minute of concentration to
manifest.
Silver Strike: By touch you apply a Silver
Strike to a weapon, as the Earth Invocation
spell. This takes one minute of concentration
to manifest.
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alchemist must expend certain mixing
components, fuels, and laboratory objects,
which are abstracted as a monetary cost.
Therefore, the alchemist must expend
money and provide the primary ingredient in
order to make a concoction. The usual cost
to make a concoction is 5 p. times the level
of the formula.
Applying a concoction usually uses an
orange packet. To feed a concoction to a
paralyzed or unconscious friend, you must
spend ten seconds dribbling the concoction
into the mouth or rubbing it on the skin,
after which time it takes effect. Some
concoctions apply to a weapon; a weapon
can only hold one at a time (you must wipe
off the previous one to apply a new one),
and applying the concoction also takes ten
seconds.
Concoctions are classed as “applied” and
“ingested.” An ingested concoction must be
drunk or consumed in some fashion. Anyone
can use an ingested concoction. An applied
concoction is placed on an item or somehow
activated with ten seconds of work, and then
takes effect. You must have at least one
level of Alchemy skill to use an applied
concoction.
Manufacturing a concoction with in-game
production takes one minute per level of the
concoction.

Chapter Seven:
Production
You can use certain skills to produce useful
items. Generally, you can produce any item
for which you meet the requirements: This
means that if you have the necessary
components, the money, and the appropriate
skill level, you can build the item with only
a few minutes’ work. You may also use a
downtime action to produce an item between
games, if you have the necessary elements.
When you perform production, you must go
to the Production site and inform a Marshal
of your intent. Pay the costs for the
production and the Marshal will accept
components and give you any appropriate
tags. If you perform production as a
downtimes action, you need to place
instructions and components in your checkout envelope.
Making items typically requires money and
raw materials. To make a normal-quality
short sword, for instance, you must have the
skill Weaponsmith 2, you must spend 8 p. of
money, and you must use up two ore. In
costs, “p.” is a candlepenny, “d.” is a
draught, and “s.” is a solarum.

Alchemy

Formularies

Alchemy is part science and part magic. The
skilled alchemist senses the potent secrets
that wait deep inside of base materials, and
learns to transmute them, purify them, and
alter them. Through this process the
alchemist can create concoctions out of
seemingly mundane things, mostly from
certain powders and plants. Over time, the
alchemist hopes to learn how to apply these
transformative properties to himself.
Manufacturing an alchemical concoction
requires the use of special ingredients—
usually herbs, but sometimes ores or strange
pieces of monsters. In addition, the

An alchemist must have a formulary (a book
or set of scrolls) containing the recipes for
each known concoction. Each concoction
takes one page. Unlike a sun acolyte’s
grimoire, a formulary can be fairly small—
as small as a simple address book (only a
few inches on a side), if the alchemist writes
in a cramped hand.
Every alchemist enters play knowing two
concoctions per level of skill. Every skill
level gained grants knowledge of another
two concoctions. The alchemist can only
choose formulae of a level equal to or less
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than his skill level. These formulae are free;
they are part of the alchemist’s work in
cribbing notes, studying reactions, and
experimenting with ingredients.
An alchemist can copy a formula from
another formulary at a cost of 2 p. per level
of the formula. Copying a formula requires
the use of one downtime action. You may
also copy a formula during play, but you
must spend a subsequent downtime action
from that event to master the formula. (You
may, however, use it immediately at that
event.)
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Formula
Glue
Intoxicant
Light
Purification
Solvent
Bladethirst
Hallucinogen
Remove Disease
Speed Healing
Acid
Alchemical Silver
Antidote
Awaken
Heal Minor Wounds
Paranoia
Strength

Skill Level
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Cost

Effect: Waved beneath the nose, the
concoction immediately revives a sleeping,
unconscious, stunned, or dazed subject.

5 p.
5 p.
5 p.
5 p.
5 p.
5 p.
5 p.
5 p.
5 p.
1 d.
1 d.
1 d.
1 d.
1 d.
1 d.
1 d.

Bladethirst
Level 1, Applied
Primary Ingredient: Miner's Bane
Effect: You can apply Bladethirst to any
edged or piercing weapon. The weapon
scores +1 hit of damage on its next swing.
Call “Bladethirst” as part of the tag line.

Glue
Level 1, Applied
Primary Ingredient: Creeping Vine
Effect: You can trace glue on any two
contacting surfaces. That surface connection
cannot be opened unless a solvent is applied
(although it may still be possible to use
Strength to break through the items). As
with any applied concoction, this takes at
least ten seconds to apply (longer if it takes
you longer to actually trace out the glue
surface). You cannot glue anything larger
than roughly the size of a man.

Acid
Level 2, Applied
Primary Ingredient: Violet Musk
Effect: One dose of acid, applied carefully,
creates a Shatter effect on an item. You
must touch the item with an orange packet in
order to apply the acid; it cannot be thrown.
Applying acid to an item requires a ten
seconds of work.

Hallucinogen
Level 1, Ingested
Primary Ingredient: Spotted Chamfort
Effect: A hallucinogen must be ingested.
The subject immediately experiences strange
lights and sounds, false visions, and
unintelligible voices. This does not
necessarily cause paranoia, but it can cause
confusion. A hallucinating character suffers
a Fear effect from anyone he sees. This is
primarily a role-playing effect. Hallucinogen
lasts for 10 minutes. This counts as a mental
effect and a poison/water effect.

Alchemical Silver
Level 2, Applied
Primary Ingredient: Silver Ore
Effect: One dose of alchemical silver is
sufficient to coat a single weapon for one
strike. The weapon calls “Silver” for its next
strike.

Antidote
Level 2, Ingested
Primary Ingredient: Snowy Pine
Effect: Consumed, this potion cures any
poison affecting the subject.

Heal Minor Wounds
Level 2, Ingested
Primary Ingredient: Halethon
Effect: The concoction heals one limb
wound (but not a torso wound) on the target.

Awaken
Level 2, Ingested
Primary Ingredient: Fireleaf
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Remove Disease

It also provides a Speed Healing effect upon
all existing wounds (including a torso
wound).

Level 1, Ingested
Primary Ingredient: Halethon
Effect: The concoction removes all disease
from the subject. This does not prevent
future infections.

Intoxicant
Level 1, Ingested
Primary Ingredient: Cowsfell
Effect: An intoxicant must be ingested. The
subject immediately becomes drunken,
confused, and disoriented. An intoxicated
subject is treated as if Fatigued (see Chapter
Ten: Adventuring and Battle), and therefore
cannot use any skills or powers except for
basic weapons. Intoxicants only last for 10
minutes. This counts as a Mental effect and
a Poison/Water effect.
Characters who are intoxicated (under the
effects of an Intoxicant) cannot notice a pick
pocket attempt.

Solvent
Level 1, Applied
Primary Ingredient: Fireleaf
Effect: Apply solvent to a glued surface.
The glue is dissolved.

Speed Healing
Level 1, Applied
Primary Ingredient: Cowsfell
Effect: You apply a special paste or potion
that knits bone and flesh. This immediately
stabilizes a dying victim, and causes all
wounds to heal after one hour. This is
cumulative with the Fast Healing advantage
and the use of Chirurgery, but not with any
Speed Healing spells.

Light
Level 1, Applied
Primary Ingredient: Fireleaf
Effect: You use a special chemical stick to
create a long-lasting light. Use a glow stick
to represent this.

Strength
Level 2, Ingested
Primary Ingredient: Cowsfell
Effect: The subject receives the benefits of a
Strength effect, able to call +1 hit as a
Mighty Blow or Shatter an unattended
object.

Paranoia
Level 2, Ingested
Primary Ingredient: Spotted Chamfort
Effect: A paranoia concoction must be
ingested. If ingested, it causes the subject to
become Paranoid and to attack anyone he
sees. Paranoia lasts for 10 minutes. This
counts as a Mental effect and a
Poison/Water effect.

Armorsmithing
The armorsmithing skill enables creation of
various suits of armor. Remember, although
you can create a valid item tag, the user of
the armor must also supply a legal prop for
the armor itself.
The armor table (below) provides the
minimum skill level and cost necessary to
craft a particular type of armor. See the
descriptions of armor types (later in this
section) for the particulars of what
constitutes armor of various values. In

Purification
Level 1, Applied
Primary Ingredient: Halethon
Effect: Sprinkled into any drink, food, or
concoction, a purification concoction
removes all poison and neutralizes all other
concoctions in the target.
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general, you may craft any armor that has an
armor rating equal to or less than your
Armorsmith skill level.

Armor
Repairs
Buckler
Padded
Small Shield
Leather
Mail
Large Shield

Skill Level
1
1
1
2
2
3
3

one material unit (hide or textiles for leather
or padded armor, metal for other armors).
Inferior Materials: You can make any
metal armor out of low quality metal
(bronze or soft iron). This reduces the
armor’s value by one, but it still counts as
the appropriate type (light, medium, or
heavy). A shield made of inferior materials
breaks the first time it is struck with a
damaging blow or spell. Lower the armor or
shield’s required level by one. You can use
light materials (plastic or aluminum) to
represent low-quality armor and shields—in
fact, this is the only way to use these
materials without relying on special
techniques.
Standard Materials: Normal metal armor
follows the rulings listed below.

Cost
5 p.
2 p.
5 p.
8 p.
2 d.
4 d. 5 p.
1 d. 8 p.

Crafting armor costs 5 p. times the square of
the level. Shields cost 2 p. times the square
of the level. When you make or repair
armor, you must use up materials based on
the type of armor. Leather or padded armor
requires hides or textiles, which come from
the Survival skill or from weavers. Chain or
plate armor requires metal ores, which come
from the Mining skill, and a bit of leather for
straps and backing. Any armor requires a
number of materials equal to twice the skill
level required to make the armor. For leather
or padded armor this is all in hides; for
metal armor, one material component must
be in hides, and the rest in ores. You must
have Profession: Tailor to make padded or
leather armor, and Profession: Blacksmith to
work metal armor.
Manufacturing or repairing armor during
play takes one minute per level of the
production in question.
Refitting: Refitting takes one minute and
costs you nothing. You can refit armor so
long as you have use of both hands and the
subject isn’t resisting. You can refit armor
that you are wearing. Refitting armor
restores one hit to any suit that has a normal
value of 3 or higher. You can only refit
armor once after each time it’s damaged.
Repairs: Repairs always cost the same skill
level and money, regardless of the base
armor’s type. A single repair restores one
point to damaged armor. Repair takes only

Armor Coverage
Although your armor tag is for a specific
suit and has a value appropriate to what you
build, your coverage is a different matter.
Armor only protects areas actually covered
by the prop. Thus, if you have a backless
suit of armor, or one without shin guards,
those areas don’t gain benefit of your
armor’s defense value.

Armor Types
To discern the category in which your armor
falls, add up all of the following modifiers.
Padded cloth or soft leather armor: 1
point.
Hard leather or soft studded leather or
cloth: 2 points.
Hard studded leather, ring armor, light
brigandine, or chain armor: 3 points.
Mail and plate, scale armor, or heavy
brigandine: 4 points.
Full plate: 5 points.
Padded cloth armor is generally the
thickness of a moving blanket. Soft leather
refers to supple leather that isn’t waxed,
boiled, or otherwise hardened.
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Hard leather armor is armor that’s waxed,
boiled, and fitted so that it’s tough and
shaped. Soft studded leather or cloth
indicates a suit with small studs no more
than two inches apart (less stud coverage
just counts as non-studded).
Hard studded leather or ring armor is hard
leather with studs or large rings no more
than two inches apart. Light brigandine
indicates cloth or leather with plates on the
inside, but the plates don’t touch or overlap
and have no more than an inch between
them. Chain armor refers to a piece of linked
mail, whether riveted or not.
Mail and plate indicates pieces of noninterlocking plate coverage over or
combined with chain, such as a chain sleeve
with an elbow cop and pauldron; note that
this has the average of the value of plate
armor and chain armor for a given location.
Scale armor refers to overlapping metal
scales. Heavy brigandine indicates cloth or
leather with plated backing that touches.
Full plate refers specifically to a suit of
overlapping articulated plate armor, possibly
with chain at the joints.
If you mix armor types, you must use the
average of the locations for the whole suit.
The torso counts as two locations and each
limb counts as one location. Add the value
for each location and divide by the locations
covered. Note that bare locations don’t
count; they simply receive no armor value at
all.
Leather or cloth backing does not increase
the value for chain or plate armor. Be sure to
use a comfortable, breathable gambeson.

normally have. Learning to make fullstrength light armor requires special skills
that must be learned in play.

Shields
A typical shield is wood with metal binding;
all-metal shields are too heavy for extended
fighting. Shields do not have varying
strengths, because they either block blows or
they don’t; they do not degrade from hits as
armor does. Any shield prop must have
padding around all edges and no exposed
bolts on the front.

Salvaging Armor
If you have a leftover piece of armor that
you don’t want, you can choose to salvage it
for components. You will typically get back
half of the materials used in its construction
(rounded down), so salvaging very lowquality armor is not usually worth the
trouble. Occasionally, salvage will destroy
the item without returning anything of value.
You can salvage a batch of items as one
downtime action.

Artifice
Knowledge of small devices, clever
mechanisms, and delicate components
allows a character to build and disable traps,
locks, and similarly intricate items. Making
locks and traps is a fairly straightforward
endeavor; the artificer simply chooses five
of his known codes to place on the item.
While locks typically have only a level and a
set of codes, traps come in a range of types,
so they require the artificer to decide what
the trap should do.
Any level of Artifice is also sufficient to
make tools, which are required for use of
other skills. Crafting a tool set costs 1 d. and
uses one iron ore. An Artificer can make any
sort of tool set: a Tinkering Kit (for Artifice
and Jewelcraft), a Chirurgeon’s Kit, a set of
Smith’s Tools (for Weaponsmithing and

Costume and Ultralight Armor
Costume or ultralight armor requires special
materials and skills to manufacture and use.
Unless you have an item tag specifically for
such armor, aluminum, microchain, or PVC
armor counts as low quality armor—made
from inferior materials, with one less point
of defense than armor of its type would
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some Armorsmithing), a Leatherworking Kit
(for Armorsmithing and Survival) or a
Digging set (for Mining).
Manufacturing tools, locks, or traps during
play takes one minute per level of the
production in question.

effective traps than the ones commonly
known.
Applying poison to a trap requires that you
have at least one level of Alchemy skill;
otherwise you risk poisoning yourself. (A
friendly alchemist can perform the
application for you.)
Crafting a trap costs 5 p. times the trap’s
level.

Locksmithing
A typical lock has five code letters and a
level. The level of the lock determines how
many codes a would-be lockpicker must
match in order to open the lock.
When you make a lock, you can place on it
any five codes that you know. Your skill
gives you specific codes. You determine the
lock’s level, up to your Artifice level.
Making the lock costs 5 p. times the lock’s
level.
Someone with Artifice skill, who can match
as many codes as the lock’s level, can pick a
normal lock. This takes one minute of time
per level of the lock. Alternatively, a normal
lock can be broken by hitting it with a
Strength effect (but this breaks the weapon
used to hit it), or a Shatter effect (as from
alchemical acid).

Trap Type
Alarm
Needle
Blade
Dart
Armor Piercing Needle
Mist

Skill Level Cost
1
1
2
2
3
3

5 p.
5 p.
1 d.
1 d.
1 d. 5 p.
1 d. 5 p.

Alarm: An alarm trap simply makes a loud
noise, alerting everyone nearby to its
activation. If you set off an alarm trap, you
must yell “ALARM” at the top of your
voice.
Needle: A needle trap pricks the target with
a single small jab. This bounces off of armor
or skin effects, but it penetrates normal
clothing. A needle does no damage, but it
may deliver poison. Note that if the trap is
set off with an item (such as with a pole),
the needle may simply strike the offending
object.
Blade: A blade trap snicks out a dagger to
slash or stab the victim. The attack inflicts
one hit of damage, and it may deliver
poison. As with a needle, if the trap is set off
with an item (such as a pole), the blade
strikes the object.
Dart: A dart trap fires a dart at the source of
the disturbance, automatically hitting a
target up to 10 paces away. This will strike
someone setting off a trap from a distance
with an item (such as a pole or thrown
weapon). A dart counts as a needle.
Mist: A mist trap sprays some sort of poison
or gas over an area. The mist affects
everything within five paces of the trap.

Trapmaking
A trap has an item card that denotes the trap,
its function, its codes and its level. As with
lockpicking, disarming a trap requires use of
Artifice, and the artificer must match as
many codes as the trap’s level. Once a trap
is disarmed or set off, it is no longer
functional until it is reset by an Artificer
with a skill level at least equal to the level of
the trap. (Note that resetting a trap can be
done even if you don’t match any of the
trap’s codes, as long as your skill level is
high enough.)
Your level of skill as an artificer also
determines the kinds of traps you can make
and re-set after use. Different traps have
different level requirements. A master of the
skill can make far more powerful and
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Creeping Vine

Loading a mist trap requires three doses of
the liquid or gas to spray.
Armor Piercing Needle: An armor piercing
needle goes right through a skin, armor, or
toughness defense and delivers its poison.

A long vine with three-pointed ivy leaves
and white edging. Creeping vine tends to
crawl up the sides of structures and trees,
hence its name.
Seasons: All.
Uses: Creeping vine has a sticky sap that is
useful as a bonding and thickening agent in
several elixirs.

Salvaging Locks and Traps
You can choose to salvage a lock or trap in
order to deconstruct it and learn how it
functions. While this doesn’t return any raw
materials, it gives you the opportunity to
learn codes that you don’t have from a lock
or a trap. If you successfully salvage a
device while gaining a level of Artifice, you
may learn one or more codes from it, instead
of learning random codes. Salvaging a
device in this fashion destroys it; you must
take it apart completely to learn how it
functions. Salvaging a device requires one
downtime action.

Fireleaf
A low bush that tends to hug the base of
trees. Leaves are dark green on top, red and
orange on the underside. Fireleaf usually
grows in hanging branches among leafy
trees.
Seasons: Summer.
Uses: Highly flammable, fireleaf can be
ground into powder that has uses in various
flash-burning concoctions.

Herbalism

Flax

With herbalism you can recognize various
useful plants. This allows you to notice plant
props, pick them up, and turn them in for a
valid tag. Generally, a plant prop will have a
tag on it stating the name of the plant, but it
will be unsigned. Take the prop and tag to
the Production area. When you turn in the
prop, a Marshal will sign the tag.
Some of the common plants to watch out for
include:

Flax is a domesticated plant, most often
found in the fields of farmers near large
cities. Farmers sell the flax to weavers, who
turn it into linen.
Seasons: Summer, Autumn.
Uses: Flax is not used alchemically, but it is
spun into textiles, which are used in crafting
clothing or padded armor.

Cowsfell

Fronds of pink, bell-shaped flowers amid
rows of rounded leaves. Halethon typically
grows near water, and especially in swampy
areas.
Seasons: Spring, Autumn.
Uses: Halethon pollen collects in a sweet
residue that helps to speed healing.

Halethon

A low-lying, ringlet-shaped plant with
groupings of four- and five-petaled white
flowers. Cowsfell usually grows near other
flowering plants.
Seasons: Spring, Summer.
Uses: Cowsfell is a narcotic (hence the
name, as it makes cows that eat it sleepy). It
has some uses in healing concoctions.

Miner’s Bane
A fungus-like patch of black-and-blue
mossy growth. Miner’s Bane grows in dark,
damp places.
Seasons: Autumn, Winter.
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Uses: Miner's Bane is a poisonous plant that
flourishes in damp, dark areas. It is useful in
Bladethirsts and similar poisons.

Gems typically come in a specific raw value,
as indicated on an appraisal sheet. A
jewelcrafter can improve on that value.

Snowy Pine

Cutting Gems

The cones of snowy pine have a white
luster, even when the ice of winter has
melted. Snowy pine falls from a special type
of white pine trees.
Seasons: Winter, Spring.
Uses: Ground up, the cones have uses in a
variety of concoctions, mostly in
preservation and resistance to the extremes
of elements.

To use jewelcraft, you bring a raw gemstone
or piece of ore to Production (taking one
hour) or use a downtime action. There, you
give the gem to a Marshal and state your
intent. Your Jewelcraft skill doubles the
value of the stone. You may attempt higher
improvements at a risk of potentially
destroying the stone. A Marshal will build a
draw deck for you; each level of skill grants
you one red card and each multiplier of
value improvement beyond doubling grants
you one black card. If you draw a black
card, you accidentally destroy the stone.
Otherwise, you will receive a tag for the
finished product. If you want to sell this
jewelry in-play, you should provide a
finished prop for it.
The stones and metals that you can work
vary based on your level of skill. Highlyskilled jewelers can, it is said, work in very
rare and magical materials.

Spotted Chamfort
A stalk of red berries, usually growing on or
in another leafy bush. The plant takes its
name from the fact that its red berries can
appear as spots against an otherwise healthy
plant (which the chamfort parasitizes).
Seasons: All.
Uses: Ground up, its pulp can make various
sorts of deleterious concoctions, inducing
ones causing paralysis, hallucinations, and
fever.

Jewelcraft Level Stones and Metals

Violet Musk

1

A strand of small berries, in varying colors
of green, white, and lavender. Violet musk is
a hardy plant that can be found growing in
most arid conditions.
Seasons: All.
Uses: The berries of violet musk can be
dried into powders that have various unusual
properties, useful in odd formulae.

2
3

Iron ore, silver ore; topaz
(orange), tourmaline (pink)
Gold ore; amethyst (purple),
emerald (green)
Sapphire (blue), ruby (red)

Combining Pieces
Jewelcrafters may also craft specific pieces
of jewelry to enhance the social standing
and acclaim of the wearer. After all, no king
would be caught without a crown, nor
guildmaster or nobleman without a signet
ring. The jewelry crafted by a jeweler serves
both as wealth and as a reminder of social
station.
A jeweler may combine multiple pieces of
ore and gems into a finished product; the

Jewelcrafting
While most adventurers spurn jewels as
anything but a convenient way to carry
money, skilled jewelcrafters can earn quite a
living crafting decorations and selling to the
idle rich. The jewelcrafting skill enables one
to work crystal, gems, and various soft
metals in decorative forms.
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final product has the value of all of the
combined pieces. A given piece may have
no more components than the jeweler’s level
of Jewelcrafting skill, but the jeweler may
combine any already-finished pieces
regardless of skill level, so a character with
two levels of Jewelcrafting could combine a
piece of gold ore (a level 2 item) and a
tourmaline (a level 1 item) to create a gold
necklace with tourmaline, with a value equal
to the two items combined. A jeweler may
use cut or finished items for components, so
the jeweler could first choose to craft the
gold into an exquisite necklace (doubling its
value), then cut the tourmaline (doubling its
value), and finally put the pieces together to
add their value. Of course, each cut or
refinished component has a chance to be
broken, as previously noted, but combining
the finished pieces has no further risk of
damage. Indeed, a master jeweler might
spend his time cutting difficult gems, then
have apprentice who combines those gems
and pieces of crafted ore into finished
pieces—since even an apprentice can set an
already-cut ruby into a crafted gold chain, it
is more profitable for the master to spend
downtime actions on cutting gems while the
apprentices use their downtimes to put the
pieces together.
Example: Monti wants to make a gold
necklace set with rubies. He has three levels
of Jewelcrafting, so he can perform these
various tasks himself. He spends time at a
game cutting the ruby for double value—the
player spends an hour working as a staff
member, then he makes his deck draw (three
red cards and one black card) and succeeds.
He spends a downtime action crafting the
gold ore to double its value, again making a
deck draw (three red cards and one black
card), and he succeeds again. Finally, he
spends an additional downtime action to
combine the pieces. He receives a finished
tag for a crafted gold necklace set with cut
rubies, with a final value equal to twice the

value of the rubies plus twice the value of
the gold ore.

Specialty Pieces
A jeweler’s ability to create special types of
insignia, rings, signets, crowns, coronets,
diadems, bracelets, brooches, clasps,
necklaces, chokers, and so on also depends
upon the jeweler’s skill. A specialty piece
must be made from finished components—a
raw lump of gold ore fused to a piece of
copper is not impressive, but a delicately cut
sapphire set into an otherwise plain wooden
band makes for a beautiful ring. Each such
item grants a special benefit to its owner so
long as it is worn in plain sight, as
summarized below. Master and grandmaster
jewelcrafters may, of course, craft even
more egregious and artistic items.

Jewelcraft Level
1
1
2
2
3
3

Special Item
Bracelet
Necklace
Brooch or Earrings
Feastingware
Clasp
Ring

When you wear a specialty piece, you gain a
benefit thanks to the jewelry itself. This is
not a magical power; rather, the jewelry
serves as a symbol or a reminder and aids
you in social circles or with your personal
goals. While you may wear as many pieces
of jewelry as you like, you may only gain
the benefits of one piece at a time; once you
have used the benefit from a piece of
jewelry, no other piece can grant you its
bonus until the next sunrise.
To gain the benefits of a specialty piece, you
must actually wear a physical prop or
representation of that piece. Thus, if you
have a special brooch that represents your
membership in a secret society, you must
have a prop to represent that brooch. If the
piece is stolen (with the Pick Pocket ability,
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for instance), then you lose the benefit of
that piece.
A specialty piece only grants a bonus if its
finished value is at least equal to 1 s. per
level of the piece. Thus, a bracelet must be
worth at least 1 s., a brooch must be worth at
least 2 s., and so on. A cheap piece of
copper wire does not provide any
advantages to its wearer. This means that a
specialty piece must often be made of a
well-cut piece of ore or a combination of
crafted ore and cut gems.
Bracelet: A bracelet is a sign of wealth. In
some places, bracelets are made of
“hacksilver,” designed to be chopped or
broken into pieces for trade. A bracelet can
be broken into its component pieces at any
time with no loss of value to those pieces
(see “Salvaging Jewels,” below).
Brooch or Earring(s): A brooch serves as a
lapel pin or piece of decoration, often a sigil
that identifies the wearer as a member of an
esteemed or special order. A brooch that is
cut to resemble a special society’s symbol
has the obvious benefit of causing others to
regard the wearer as a member (although
this could also be a clever ruse). When you
wear the brooch of a special order such as a
serpent cult, a swordmens’ school, or a
magical society, you show your commitment
to that order and remember your special
training and principles. Once per day, you
may refresh one use of a per-encounter
power from your order. You may only gain
the benefits of one brooch at a time, and you
may only refresh a power that you already
know—the brooch cannot give you a power
that you haven’t learned yet. A brooch
cannot refresh a power that refreshes daily,
nor can it improve a power that is always on
or activated on some other cycle. A brooch
only grants this bonus for special training,
not for supernatural heritage powers.
Clasp: A clasp is typically used to hold a
cloak, but can also be worn on a shirt or as a
buckle for a belt or baldric. Clasps often

have insignias on them, like a brooch, with
the same recognition. When you wear a
well-made clasp with a cloak, you can
quickly and easily discard your cloak in the
event of a hazard. Wearing a cloak and clasp
thus grants you one use of the Evade defense
per day, as an enemy spell or arrow may
strike and ruin your cloak instead of you.
This bonus defense does not refresh when
other defenses are regained, and when it is
used, your cloak is destroyed (unless it is
Shatterproof or otherwise protected). This
still counts against the normal limit of three
defenses in a given combat, so it is of little
use to a character who already has three
defenses.
Feastingware:
Nobles
and
wealthy
merchants use sterling silver tableware and
eat from gold place settings or drink from
golden goblets encrusted with gems. When
you eat and drink with such finery, you
show off your social standing and, perhaps,
engage in conspicuous gluttony. You also
form social ties and connections when you
share your feast with others—at a high table,
sharing a cup and a plate with your neighbor
is expected, and you make new friends in
this fashion. When you use your
feastingware and share a meal with another
individual, you may choose to add that
individual to your Leadership team on an ad
hoc basis. You may only do this once per
day, and an individual may only be an ad
hoc member of one team at a time (although
the individual remains a member of any
other teams for which the player spent CP).
Necklace: A necklace draws attention to the
face, the neck, and the chest, and hopefully
accentuates the positive qualities of the
wearer’s profile. Necklaces can easily be
crafted to hold a great many gems and
jewels. A finished necklace may contain
twice as many components as normal, so
even a low-level jeweler can combine
several cut pieces to make a very valuable
necklace with ease.
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Ring: A ring is a sign of fidelity and
steadfastness. The ring figures powerfully in
many cultures’ wedding ceremonies, and is
also a show of authority—guildsmen and
nobles often wear rings of valuable metal in
order to show their station. A valuable ring
also serves as a sign of your willingness to
participate in social customs and norms.
Wearing a valuable ring grants you one
bonus use of Etiquette, as the skill, per day;
you may use this bonus level even if you do
not have the skill normally, and you may use
it in conjunction with other special training
that gives you advanced uses of Etiquette.

special metals. Gemstones are found among
ore-bearing rocks, so they are sometimes
dug up in addition to ore that the miner
would otherwise acquire.
During play, you may occasionally find dig
sites with interesting items. Any tag attached
to the dig site will provide directions on how
to use your Mining skill to fetch items from
the dig site.

Survival
A skilled hunter can enter the woods with
little more than a throwing knife or a crude
snare and come back with meat and skin,
useful for survival or sale. The level of skill
determines the sorts of hides and quantities
available.
To use Survival, you must go to Production
and spend an hour out of play. (Volunteering
to help with supporting cast is always a good
idea.) After you are done, the Marshal on
duty will supply you with tags for your
hides. You can also gain hides by skinning
various animals or monsters that you may
encounter while adventuring, although truly
exotic monsters require a high degree of
skill to skin correctly!
Normal use of the Survival skill provides
you with one hide per level of skill.
Note that acquiring hides requires the use of
a Leatherworking Kit (a tool set), but other
uses of Survival skill may not require tools.

Salvaging Jewels
Breaking a piece of jewelry typically ruins
its value. Any barbarian can break a finished
piece and take out chunks of gold or pieces
of gems, but the components lose any
cutting benefits to their value—thus,
breaking up a crown made of several metals
with many kinds of brilliantly cut gems will
yield only some low-value ore and
scratched, raw gemstones.
A jeweler may break down a piece of
jewelry as a downtime action and retain the
full value of all component pieces.
Similarly, a jeweler may choose to melt
down or recut individual pieces to reduce
their value (perhaps to make them less
noticeable on the resale market).

Mining

Weaponsmithing

Almost every civilized advancement relies
on the use of metal, and that precious
commodity only comes out of the ground
with the hard work of miners. The mining
skill allows you to garner ores and raw gems
by mining as a downtime action.
The materials you gain depend on several
factors—your skill, the materials in the
mine, and the possibility of problems or
interruptions. Of course, skilled miners can
usually garner more materials, or gain

As one might expect, weaponsmithing
enables creation of varied weapons. You
don’t have to have skill with a weapon to
make it. Again, this skill only lets you make
weapon tags; the user must also have a prop.
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Weapon
Maintenance
Blowgun
Dagger
Staff
Thrown
Weapon
Axe (small)
Cudgel (small)
Flail (short)
Sword (short)
Spear
Bow
Axe (long)
Cudgel (large)
Flail (long)
Pick
Crossbow
Sword (long)

Skill
Level

Material Cost
s

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

2 p.
2 p.
2 p.
2 p.
2 p.

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
3

2 p.
2 p.
2 p.
8 p.
8 p.
8 p.
8 p.
8 p.
8 p.
8 p.
1 d. 8 p.
1 d. 8 p.

level to craft the weapon by one. Using an
inferior weapon to perform an attack skill,
such as Mighty Blow or Armor Pierce,
causes the weapon to break. The attack still
inflicts its usual effect. This breakage can be
resisted if the weapon is protected by
maintenance, or by magic such as a
shatterproof spell. You must have
Profession: Blacksmith to make metal
weapons. You must have Profession:
Woodworking,
Bonecarving,
or
Stonecutting (respectively) to use these
materials.
Standard Materials: You expend the full
material cost in ores. You receive a steel
weapon. You must have Profession:
Blacksmith to make metal weapons.
Silver: Silver counts as an inferior material,
but it has full cost and your material ores
must be silver ores. You must have the
Jewelcraft skill (at least one level) to make
silver weapons.

Crafting a weapon costs 2 p. times the
square of the required skill level.
Weaponsmiths are presumed to keep various
blanks and partly-completed components on
hand, so manufacturing a weapon during
play takes only one minute per level of the
production in question.
Maintenance: Performing maintenance on a
weapon involves sharpening the blade,
adjusting the balance, tightening the grip,
and making sure that the weapon is ready for
the rigors of combat. This process takes one
minute and uses up 2 p. in materials.
Preventative maintenance of this sort grants
a weapon one resist against anything that
would break or destroy it. A weapon may
undergo maintenance again after this bonus
has been used.
When you make a weapon, the material unit
cost depends on what sort of weapon you’re
making. You can make weapons of the
following types:
Inferior Materials: Weapons made of
wood, bone, stone, bronze, or soft iron are of
inferior quality. Lower the required skill

Ultralight Weapons
Weapons with graphite cores and latex
weapons are freely available and usable in
the Dying Kingdoms game. Since players
are expected to engage in combat against
monsters and environmental hazards, not
against each other, the slight speed
advantage of lighter weapons shouldn’t
unduly inconvenience players who use PVC
weapons.

Salvaging Weapons
If you have a leftover weapon that you don’t
want, you can choose to salvage it for
components. You will typically get back
half of the materials used in its construction
(rounded down), so salvaging very lowquality weapons is not usually worth the
trouble. Occasionally, salvage will destroy
the item without returning anything of value.
You can salvage an entire batch of items as
one downtime action.
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Building Your Weapon

with quarter-cut strips of duct tape. Place
another section of closed-cell foam at the
end of the pipe, for thrusting. Once you have
it secured, carefully lay down strips that run
the length of the entire pipe foam. Make
sure that you don’t use too much tape or
overlap too much, or else you’ll get
wrinkling and excess weight. Be sure to lay
tape over all of the foam, though; otherwise,
the foam will split when it strikes.
To make a mace or axe, just cut the closedcell foam into a flange or blade, and secure
this to the end of the blade.
When making a two-handed weapon, you’ll
need to prevent the pipe from whipping. To
do this, use light-duty ½” pipe, and glue it
inside of a length of ¾” PVC. Then apply the
steps above, so that you have a heavier
weapon with thicker pipe.

See the descriptions of the various weapon
skills in Chapter Five; these include
regulations for the size of a blade, head of a
weapon, and legal striking surface.
While you might be able to borrow a
weapon for a game or two, you’ll ultimately
want your own weapon props. To make a
simple padded weapon, you’ll need the
following materials:
½” PVC pipe
Pipe foam, 5/8” – Frost King brand can be
found at some hardware stores
Open cell foam for the ends – You can use
the green mattress/padding foam found at
JoAnne’s fabrics
Duct tape
PVC pipe cutter
Tape measure or ruler
To make a basic sword or dagger, measure
your ½” PVC pipe so that it’s 3” shorter
than the length you want. So, if you want an
18” dagger, measure out a 15” length of
pipe. Cut the pipe to this length.
Next, fit the pipe foam over the pipe—it
should be a bit loose; you’ll need to cut a
long section out of the foam to allow you to
squeeze it shut more tightly. Next, cut a
three-inch piece of pipe foam for use as the
end butt. This should extend about a halfinch past the pipe at one end. Cut duct tape
into quarter-strip lengths and use this to
affix the section to the end of the pipe. Stick
a few ends into the hole in the pipe foam
where it extends past the pipe. Then, cut a
circular piece of the open cell padding and
tape that onto the end of the pipe foam.
The guard section comes next. The easiest
way to make a guard is to take a section of
pipe foam (about 4-6”) and cut it in half,
then cut a section out of the middle of it and
slide it down the pipe to where you want it.
Follow this with the length of pipe foam
long enough to cover the whole pipe and go
about an inch off the tip. Tape this all down
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cards. An influence card is the same size as
a regular item card, but on special card
stock, with a colored bar and a label to
describe the type of influence in question.
The influence card will also describe its
utility “on behalf of” a particular individual,
who is the person donating the influence. In
this fashion, it is possible to track who has
gifted influence to whom, and who is
supporting what particular agendas. If a
Magical Influence card on behalf of a
necromancer-king is in play, for instance, it
means that the necromancer-king has taken
an interest in the cause—which is probably
not very heartening to the players!
Each influence card represents a certain
block of influence, as denoted by its donor.
When influence cards add together, they
create larger power blocs; those blocs can
also be split back up into pieces if needed.
Holders of influence often have a selfmagnifying effect: those who hope to curry
favor flock to the banner of powerful and
influential individuals, which in turn leads to
greater amounts of influence in an everincreasing cycle. Obviously, this also means
that it is important to stop dangerous
schemers before their plans can draw much
influence into their hands—while players
will want to acquire influence to improve
their options or just to block their enemies!
Note as well that some amounts of influence
may not be useful for specific effects. In
specific, influence cards almost never
function to alter outcomes during an event.
Rather, influence cards impact the scope of
the unfolding history of the world, and
sometimes affect the outcome of events at a
future event; they rarely cause immediate
changes.
Influence that is used to perform some task
is used up—the card is turned in and is no
longer available. The product of the
influence, though, may remain. For instance,
an Economic Influence card might be used
up to gain access to a special item on a

Chapter Eight: Influence,
Land, and Warfare
While heroes in the Dying Kingdoms tend to
concern themselves with the day-to-day
matters of battling monsters and brigands,
collecting knowledge and treasure, and
dealing with what they’ll eat and where
they’ll sleep at night, some folk aspire to
more
wide-ranging,
world-shaking
considerations. Whether it’s ownership of
land, political clout in court, or even
command of an army, the choices of some
heroic—or nefarious—individuals may
scribe marks upon the march of history.
Of course, a typical Dying Kingdoms game
won’t have the Cast or the materials to
present an entire war, a massive city, or a
tremendous castle. Such elements exist in
the background, interacted with between
games via character downtime actions.
These elements generally don’t show up
directly in play, but they can exert a
powerful influence on the course of the
developing story. Interaction with such
elements happens via the Story Team, who
provide information and results when
players exert their characters’ special
influence, plans, and plots.

Influence
Those characters who strive to become
movers and shakers will find themselves the
holders of influence. Whether it’s moving
armies about, pushing for appointments at
court, or manipulating marketplaces and
trade routes, influence allows a character to
perform feats that alter the background of
the setting and the lives of entire towns or
cities around them.
Influence doesn’t show up on the character
card—like money or goods, it is a
commodity to be traded and used. As such,
influence is tracked with special influence
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market, but once the item is purchased, that
item remains in play. Similarly, Military
Influence may be cashed out to raise troops;
the cards are turned in, and the troops
remain available for later warfare use
(unless disbanded or killed, of course).
Influence cards come in four primary
categories. While a very specific, special
type of influence card might not fit into
these categories, in general influence cards
will be of these types.

access to special items, or perform selected
tasks in opening or restricting trade routes.
Economic influence does not allow a
character to access hard cash, nor can money
or jewels be traded in for economic
influence. Instead, the character must have
access to trade routes, merchants, craftsmen,
and the accoutrements of barter. By using
this influence, the character may shut down
or manipulate the sorts of goods available
and the means of production.
1 Card: Access one unusual/rare item; stop
sales of one type of common trade good in
one market; sell batch of items at market
value
2 Cards: Access a class of rare or criminal
goods (such as “talismans” or “high-level
concoctions”); arrange Imperial citizenship;
hire skilled specialists in a trade; arrange use
of a ship
3 Cards: Shut down all markets in a town;
open new market in a nearby settlement;
arrange use of a several trade ships or a
caravan
4 Cards: Arrange use of a significant trade
route; access unique or foreign goods from
distant lands; smuggle people and criminal
goods with impunity
5 Cards: Blockade a major city; open a new
market in a foreign country; bankrupt an
organization or start a new organization

Courtier Skill and Influence
The use of Courtier skill allows someone to
determine the real “movers and shakers” of
society. Anyone with Courtier skill may ask
to see the Influence cards held by someone
else at any time. So long as the individual is
known and not somehow disguised or
protected, the user of Courtier may see and
read all of the Influence cards held by the
target.

Etiquette Skill and Influence
The advanced skills of the practiced
politician and high society mover and shaker
allow a character to perform a wide range of
abilities with influence cards—especially
Political influence cards. Etiquette skill
allows you to hold influence cards from
event to event. Normally, you must use or
discard all influence cards but one when an
event ends. Each level of Etiquette skill
allows you to keep a card for later use.
Additionally, Etiquette skill may provide
opportunities for a character to gain access
to noble titles or other means of managing
influence.

Magical Influence
Holders of magical influence have access to
sorcerers, magicians, and witches, along
with their assorted strange items, potions,
talismans, and places of power. Through the
use of magical influence, a character can
perform divinations, alter the flow of
magical energies, arrange instruction in the
mystic arts, or lay curses upon foes.
Magical influence does not provide a
character with a retainer who casts spells on
his behalf. Rather, the character knows
various cabals, secret societies, and
consortiums, and through them can arrange

Economic Influence
The use of economic influence represents
manipulation of trade routes, markets,
prices, and guilds. Economic influence can
adjust availability of certain goods, provide
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certain services. Most magicians will not
risk themselves by appearing in person in
dangerous places, but would rather rely on
ritual magic to extend their spells’ reach to
perform the tasks asked of them.
1 Card: Find an instructor for any common
art up to fifth order; acquire access to lowlevel talismans (level 5 or lower); cast minor
curative magics (heal someone of all
diseases, wounds, poisons, etc. between
games)
2 Cards: Acquire access to high-level
talismans; find an instructor for ritual magic;
use magic to travel or communicate across
the country
3 Cards: Find an instructor to initiate
someone in a rare art; gain information
about whereabouts of a noteworthy unique
magical item
4 Cards: Find a circle to cast ceremonial
magic to specifications (resurrection of the
long dead, curses at a distance, etc.); shift
ley lines temporarily; use magic to travel or
communicate across the continent
5 Cards: “Borrow” a noteworthy unique
magical item; destroy a Dominion; create a
new Dominion

play. Rather, militia and army members are
detached to duty, and will perform tasks in
the background as necessary.
1 Card: 100 soldiers; access to military gear
to change/re-outfit a force; access to siege
weaponry
2 Cards: 200 soldiers; access to wayposts
and forts
3 Cards: 300 soldiers; access to keeps and
gatehouses
4 Cards: 400 soldiers; access to walled
keeps and fortifications
5 Cards: 500 soldiers; access to castles

Political Influence
In the various courts and societies of the
Dying Kingdoms, political savvy can be the
difference between life and death. This is
literally true—assassins and poisonings
await those who are foolish enough to
embarrass their hosts or to challenge the
status quo. By amassing Political Influence,
a character becomes an important figure on
the world stage, capable of motivating
legislation, altering the appointment of
officials, and gaining access to powerful and
wealthy people.
Political influence doesn’t necessarily
guarantee that a character will be able to
pass his own laws and enforce his will on a
local game. Rather, the use of the influence
may alter the attitude of prevailing society
with respect to certain legal issues, or cause
a particular nobleman to come into or fall
out of favor. Through these machinations,
the skilled politician might find ways to
encourage social structures of his own
desire.
1 Card: Know all movers and shakers
(people with influence) in a city or town;
arrange a party that will be attended by
important people; arrange a meeting with
and gain a favor from an important
magistrate, governor, or minor noble
2 Cards: Arrange Imperial citizenship;
block or propose legislation for a town; gain

Military Influence
The movement of armies and soldiers is the
purview of Military Influence. With these
cards, characters have access to entire units
of troops, used in warfare on the world map.
Military Influence translates directly into
military force, which in turn helps to
determine the success or failure of military
ventures. Similarly, military influence can
aid in raising new forces, quashing
rebellions, and establishing fortifications.
Remember, too, that the agrarian economy
of the Dying Kingdoms means that large
standing armies are a rarity—characters with
access to such forces have a potent hand to
play, indeed.
Military influence does not allow a character
to bring soldiers and troops with him into
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immunity from prosecution for a minor
offense
3 Cards: Acquire a minor noble title; know
all movers and shakers (people with
influence) in a country; appoint a magistrate
to a town; gain a favor from an important
noble
4 Cards: Block or propose legislation for a
country; gain immunity from prosecution for
a major offense; appoint a governor to a
province
5 Cards: Block or propose Imperial
legislation; gain Imperial pardon; block
appointment to the Imperial Throne

the Dying Kingdoms do not own land as a
matter of course (at least, when starting their
careers).
Land ownership typically comes in four
forms.
Rent: A tenant farmer or freeman in search
of some space may rent land from a
nobleman or wealthy landowner. Rented
land is often used for sharecropping,
especially because the lessor usually places
terms upon its use. In a rental arrangement,
the renter might pay a monthly fee for use,
or perhaps may give up a share of produce
annually. Renters have few legal
protections, although a literate renter with
some savvy may be able to arrange for a
contract and terms. Whether such terms are
enforceable is, of course, up to the presiding
justice system of the area.
In highly urbanized areas such as the Trade
City of Verrakis, renters may rent out a shop
or even a room for a flat rate, sometimes
bartering for periods as low as a day. By the
same token, a freeman who builds a
traveler’s hostel or inn can rent out rooms
for folk on the road. Daily rates typically
range from a copper penny (for a simple but
clean room) to a silver draught (for a room
appointed in fine luxury with servants and
food provided, although such rental spaces
are found only in the largest and most
opulent cities).
Purchase: Though it’s rare, sometimes a
noble in pressing need of money will offer
to sell land. This land then wends its way
through trades, divisions, and further sales
until it becomes subdivided into properties
available by purchase contract. A buyer
typically gains a deed authorizing legal
ownership of the land after payment. Land
costs can range from very low (pennies per
acre) in the hinterlands far from civilization,
to prohibitively expensive (solarum per
acre) in capital cities.
The owner of land usually has specific rights
and privileges on his land, as delineated by

Influence Outcomes
Since influence actions depend upon the use
of downtimes and impact a broad scope,
their outcomes are not guaranteed. The
effects listed above give a set of potential
possibilities. Sometimes, historic events may
be too momentous to stop with mere
influence. Other individuals or organizations
may counteract the use of influence through
their own machinations. And, of course,
influence attempts that would drastically
impact the scope of game play—events that
would destroy the enjoyment of the game as
a whole will likely be rejected.

Land
Though adventurers tend to be transient
sorts, some of them find use in settling
down, or at least in having a base of
operations. Ownership of land may be a goal
in itself, or a means to establishing a home,
a fortress, or a useful production area.
Generally, very few freemen are land
owners; serfs and peasants have no land to
call their own, either. By the same token,
most adventuresome sorts tend to have little
in the way of land, at least when they start
their careers—be they peasant farmers in
search of a better life or later children of
dispossessed nobles, players’ characters in
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the laws of the country or community in
question. Usually, a landowner can defend
his person and property while on his land,
and may choose to exercise rights to taxes or
even rent out space to sublessors. The exact
particulars vary from location to location. In
the Illumin Empire, only citizens may own
land, but their position (and the taxes that
they pay to the Empire) garners them better
treatment than a commoner. In Ikhten, local
communities have their own laws regarding
land ownership, which varies from place to
place. In Culberon, Bech, and Verrakis, land
owners
have
certain
rights
and
responsibilities, extending to personal
defense and a requirement to provide for the
good of any who live legally on the land
(such as tenant farmers and serfs). In
Aswahi, the lack of any major government
makes land ownership a largely moot point.
Some purchase rights are “in perpetuity,”
allowing a landowner to resell the property
or pass it on to children. Other purchase
rights are life estate, in which the owner
may use the land as desired for the duration
of his life but may not sell or transfer it and
may not pass it on in a will, and fee tail, in
which the owner may pass the land to
children but may not resell or subdivide it.
Typically, such arrangements come about as
part of a special contract when the arranging
noble first sells the land. In very rare cases,
land may be sold fee simple, which allows
the buyer to resell or subdivide the land.
Naturally, this is only possible in cases
where the land is freed up by the ultimate
authority—such as the Emperor or the
Senate in the Illumin Empire, or the king in
Culberon—but some unscrupulous nobles
try to make money by selling lands in this
fashion anyway, knowing that some
generations down the road the ensuing
fighting won’t be their problem.
Grant: Civilized kingdoms such as Illumin,
Culberon, and Bech offer land ownership by
grant. Usually, this comes with a title: The

title indicates the relative importance of the
individual’s noble station, and the name
associated with the title indicates the lands
in question. A grant of land and nobility de
facto makes one a member of the noble
classes. The ability to actually maneuver in
courts and deal with other nobles is,
naturally, subject to the individual skills of
the enfranchised. Nobles gain special legal
benefits, such as the right to trial by peer,
the right to execution by noble means if
convicted of a capital offense, and the right
to pass on their holdings to their offspring.
Nobles generally exercise fiefdom, in which
the ultimate peer (the king, emperor, or
such) subdivides land out to various nobles,
who in turn pass authority to lesser nobles.
The nobles have wide legal and taxing
authority on this land, but do not have the
right to sell it; only the ultimate peer may do
so.
Settlement: In places where few laws hold
sway or civilization has not taken hold,
some people become landowners by strength
of arm. A freeman who tills a plot that is not
part of any empire, and who brings in a crop
by sweat of his own brow, might well claim
to be the owner of that land. A mercenary
swordsman who builds a keep on the
frontier and sends patrols to pacify the
surrounding wild lands might call himself a
baron and claim ownership of those lands.
Such rights would be recognized… until a
noble in a neighboring country decides to
exert his privilege in warfare. Conversely, if
making an attack would be too costly, a
neighboring country might agree to legal
recognition in exchange for certain
concessions (or just to secure peaceful
borders).
Adventuresome sorts might come into land
ownership through any of these methods. If
you gain ownership of land, you will gain a
special tag for the land in question,
describing its location and special features.
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Holdings

helps to drive the story, but it is not designed
to be the focus of actual game events
(largely because there are simply not enough
participants to accurately represent a war
with hundreds of soldiers on each side).

Once you’ve purchased land—you have a
nicely inked contract saying that you’re a
landowner and entitled to all of the
privileges and responsibilities thereof—you
become eligible to purchase holdings. A
holding represents some sort of business or
resource to which you have access. Perhaps
your land includes valuable herbs or mining
resources. Maybe you rent out space to a
shopkeeper who supplies you with certain
goods in exchange. All of these are
holdings, which produce raw materials or
finished goods.
To purchase a holding, you must already
own land. Some land is suitable only for
certain types of holdings; a barren desert
with no plants and no metal won’t produce
any herbs or metals, for instance. When you
own land, you will receive a breakdown of
available holdings. Developing a holding
costs put time and effort put into
management of the holding. Once it’s
created, though, a holding automatically
generates extra benefits for you (perhaps
money, perhaps goods).
Costs for holdings, and their benefits, are
determined by the location and the
Marshals. You can gain more information
about holdings if you become a landowner.
Since starting characters cannot enter play
owning land, this is a long-term character
goal. You must discover the benefits of
holdings in play!

Troops and Units
In warfare, troops are pitted against one
another in clashes that can result in
devastation to the landscape and death to
large numbers of troops. Generally, this sort
of action requires use of Military Influence.
Troops, once raised, must be garrisoned or
used. The force of an army depends upon
the amount of Military Influence expended
to raise it.
Raised troops reside in a province on the
world map. (If you don’t have Lore:
Geography, you might not have a copy of
this map!) Generally, when warfare occurs,
it’s the result of troops in one province
moving into a neighboring province and
engaging in an attack. Directing troops in
this fashion is simple—just dispatch military
orders (as a downtime action).
When multiple units on the same side reside
within one province, they make up an army.
Armies may move in groups and may share
supply lines, communications, and bonuses.
Water-based units, or navies, occupy only
water areas in a province, and generally
cannot directly attack land-based armies.
(While naval vessels could stand off and lob
ballista bolts and catapult shot at a landbased army, only a ridiculously incompetent
commander would remain in range of such
attacks.) Navies function to engage other
naval units, to blockade ports, and to
transport armies.

Warfare
Naturally, the clash of ownership over land
leads to struggles for primacy, arguments
over title, and, in the end, war.
Warfare concerns the movement of large
bodies of troops across the landscape. As
such, warfare does not factor into events at
Dying Kingdoms games. Rather, warfare is a
feature in the backdrop—the movement of
armies and the devastation of the landscape

Posture
Any military unit has a particular posture—
its readiness to take ground, or its
cautiousness in remaining near its lines of
supply and defending terrain. Generally,
troops assume one of three postures:
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cautious, meaning that the troops do not
engage first, do not follow enemies, and
attempt to defend terrain and avoid flanking;
ready, meaning that the troops prepare for
engagement, attack to take tactically useful
terrain, and break up straggling enemy
formations; and aggressive, meaning that the
troops charge enemies, chase down
stragglers, and advance across terrain. Each
posture has its advantages and disadvantages
in various situations. A unit’s posture must
be specified when the unit is assembled, and
can be changed with orders (as part of a
downtime action).

Light Navy: A light naval unit consists of
small barges, sailing boats, pinnaces, sloops,
and similar ships of high maneuverability
but limited combat power. Light navy units
can sail up rivers as well as at sea.
Skirmishers: Rely on thrown weapons, short
weapons, and light or no armor. Use cover,
flanking, and speed for combat.
War Mages: A small unit of magicians,
generally focusing on battle magic such as
Fire Invocation.
Some cultures have their own special units.
The availability of such units depends upon
having the means to raise them, generally
through various organizations.
Special Units: Some commanders can raise
their own special units for warfare, with
additional abilities described in the
Marshal’s Guide.

Troop Types
When raising troops through the use of
Military Influence, you must decide what
sorts of troops to equip. Re-training and reequipping troops takes more influence, so it
pays to plan ahead!
Note that changing a land-based unit into a
naval unit is generally not possible through
re-equipping; similarly, land-based units
must form up on land, and naval units form
up on water.
Archers: Use bows or crossbows. Excellent
when using fortified terrain against slow
units.
Deepwater Navy: Deepwater navy consists
of barkentines, brigs, galleons, and similar
large-hulled,
many-masted
vessels.
Deepwater navy vessels have too deep a
draft to fit up rivers, but they can project
immense firepower in naval combat.
Halberdiers: Use longspears, pikes, or
halberds. Good on defense against other
units, except ranged units.
Heavy Infantry: Uses maces or picks, heavy
armor, possibly shields. Low mobility but
high staying power.
Light Infantry: Uses spears or short swords,
light armor, possibly bucklers. Mobile but
easily swept aside by archers or heavy
infantry.

Situational Modifiers
When comparing troop forces, the following
modifiers apply:
Bonuses for Attacker (max. +3)
Attacking into plains +1
Defender outflanked +1 per additional
(attacked by another unit
force in a different
province)
Deepwater navy vs. +1
light navy
Mixed units
+1
Siege equipment vs. +1
fortifications
or
castle
Heavy infantry on +1
plains
Attacker has infantry +1
units, defender has
none
Defender out of +1
supply
Aggressive posture
+1 unless defender
has fortifications or
castle
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to several provinces, then each must have
separate supply. (This is one of the reasons
that splitting forces to flank a defender is
risky—the attacker must have multiple lines
of supply.)
A unit that is out of supply—one that has
not received an Economic influence action
for the current downtime cycle—is at a
slight disadvantage in combat resolution. A
unit that spends two cycles out of supply
disbands.
An army can survive on the land by using its
downtime cycle to ravage the province, but
this may have repercussions on the political
situation. A given province can only support
one ravaging per year.

Bonuses for Defender (max. +3)
Defending in forest, +1
mountains, or swamp
Fortifications
+1
Castle
+1
Archers in mountains +1
Skirmishers in forest +1
Halberdiers, attacker +1
has no ranged units
(archers
or
war
mages)
Attacker
out
of +1
supply
Cautious posture
+1 unless attacker
has skirmishers and
ranged
attackers
(archers or war
mages)

Resolution
When two bodies of troops collide, they
compare relative troop strengths. In most
cases, the larger troop body—the one raised
with more Military Influence—wins. Certain
factors can affect this outcome, though.
Terrain may give bonuses to a defender or
attacker. Some troop types have bonuses
against other troop types (such as
skirmishers in forest against heavy infantry).
Surprise or strategy may weigh in,
especially if the leader of the battle has
training from a place that specializes in
warfare like the Bechan Black Academy or
the Albeiran War College. And, of course,
the vicissitudes of war may weigh in.
Battle resolution is ultimately handled by the
Story Team. Since attacks are handled
during downtime, the results typically arrive
by the next event.
In general, two armies with equal or nearly
equal force will result in an inconclusive
stalemate, though the tides of war can affect
this. An army with sufficient force can repel
an enemy army, scatter it, or even crush it
completely.

Tides of War
No military commander can predict all of
the tides of war. In each conflict that occurs,
the presiding Marshal will draw a card to
determine the tides of war. Usually, the tides
of war will have only a small effect on the
outcome of a battle, but sometimes a
disastrous rout or a massive victory may
result from bad weather, poisoned wells, or
magical interference.
The tides of war draw may be modified by
certain advanced skills. Consult with a
Marshal for details. Characters with Lore:
Strategy & Tactics can learn more about this
process.

Supply
An army moves on its stomach, as the
saying goes, and therefore must be in supply
in order to continue.
Supplying one unified army requires the
expenditure of one Economic influence. No
matter how many units are in the province,
one Economic influence is sufficient to
supply them; if the units are split and spread
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Issuing Orders

Forests, Mountains, and Swamps: An army
travels at half speed through forests,
mountains, and swamps, typically requiring
a full month to travel one province.
Mountain passes, bridged marshes, and light
sylvan woods—that is, a mountain, swamp,
or forest province with roads—have normal
travel rates; the effect of the road is simply
to allow units to travel through the province
without as much hindrance. As usual, the
roads must connect adjacent provinces if the
units are to use them.
Water: Armies cannot travel over water
without the aid of a navy. One unit of ships
can carry one unit of soldiers. Navies cannot
leave water areas of a province, and cannot
travel to provinces that are not connected by
a water route. Deepwater navy cannot travel
along rivers.
Cavalry: Cavalry units move twice as fast—
up to four provinces in a month. Mountains,
swamps, and forests cause their usual
reduction in movement rates.
Navies: Naval vessels travel at double
speed, but may only travel into provinces
with water, and may only move from
province to province if a water route
connects them. Deepwater navy cannot
travel along rivers.
Skirmishers: Skirmishers do not suffer
movement reductions in forests, mountains,
or swamps.
Gates: Certain very powerful magicians can
use ceremonial magic to create gates, by
which means a unit can move instantly from
one province to another. This sort of magic
is not common and not easy enough to
happen often.
Out of Supply: A unit out of supply moves at
half speed, due to fatigue, hunger, and
disease.

Directing troops relies on the use of flags,
drummers, messengers, and outriders. These
troops are part and parcel of each unit—an
army is assumed to have various messengers
available for direction. Using those
messengers to direct an army requires the
use of a downtime action. A character may
direct one army with one downtime action.
Each level of Leadership grants the ability to
direct an extra army with the same
downtime action, so a character with
Leadership x3 could send directives to four
different armies. This means that directing
multiple disparate units that are in separate
areas can become quite time-consuming, but
a skilled leader can organize the movements
of multiple armies with great finesse.
Changing a unit’s posture is also part of the
process of issuing orders, and may be done
in conjunction with giving a unit its
movement or attack orders.

Unit Travel
Armies typically travel up to two provinces
per month. Marching is a slow and tedious
process, and the province sizes on the Dying
Kingdoms map are large enough to require
significant travel time to cover. Determine
the movement cost for a province as a unit
enters, not as a unit leaves. Certain
exceptions do exist:
Roads: A unit or army traveling between
provinces connected by roads travels twice
as fast. The Illumin Empire contains a great
many wide, straight roads expressly for this
purpose. Less developed areas, such as the
Outlands, the Wastes, and the Aswahi
territories, lack any coherent roads. In some
places, armies will sack and pillage roads to
make travel harder and break up connections
between provinces. Remember that an army
only travels faster along a road if the road
actually connects the two adjacent provinces
through which the army moves.
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old but preserved buildings, and societies
that keep clues to the past. Sadly, the
encroaching spread of the slums and the old
Thieves’ Quarter, which now occupies fully
a third of the city, has swept away many of
these venerable ruins or buried them beneath
nondescript shanties.
While Albeira may be in decline, it still
exercises considerable power. As the seat of
the Illumin, the city’s ruling council issues
edicts and laws that are binding throughout
the rest of the Illumin provinces. Only
provinces in easy reach remain in the grasp
of the Illumin, so the small Illumin armies
and house guards remain vigilant in keeping
their grasp tight over the last core of the
Empire. The Illumin therefore have a rigid
society with archaic laws, but it will likely
be many generations yet before they are
totally overcome by chaos or the creep of
barbarism.

Chapter Nine: The World
of the Dying Kingdoms
It is said that, long ago, the allegiance of
men and elves led to great expeditions that
mapped much of the face of the world. Now,
few people would give credence to such
things, even if they thought that the rest of
the world was worth exploring. It is all too
difficult to survive in the teeming cities or
barbarous wild lands today—but in places
where culture survives, life moves at a
hectic pace, as if everyone can sense the
impending collapse of civilization in this
age.
Across the great plains and forests lie
huddled holdings and squat towns. Even the
travelers who move from place to place
selling trade goods or bilking gullible
townsfolk cannot say how the full extent of
the continent may appear; indeed, some
rural peasants claim that the world goes on
endlessly and forever.

Recent Illumin History
In recent years the Illumin Empire has
suffered many reversals. A new Emperor,
Antonius Vespasian, ascended to the throne.
He successfully outlawed slavery and helped
promote new nobles with an eye toward
reforms, but several older nobles banded
together in civil war against him. Antonius
was eventually assassinated and the undead
corpse of Halos, the previous mad emperor,
reappeared to claim the throne. Halos was
defeated and the Empire placed under the
guidance of a regent, but there is still much
work to be done, and rebels and insurgents
as well as corrupt nobles and demonologists
remain a persistent problem.

Albeira and the Illumin Empire
In the heart of the Dying Kingdoms is
Albeira, the capital of the world—or what’s
left of it. Centuries ago, the Illumin Empire
spread knowledge and force from this seat
of power, dominating everything around it.
With time, the Illumin Empire turned its
attention from conquest to inward
squabbling, and paid less and less attention
to
its
far-flung
provinces.
As
communications broke down and taxes went
uncollected, the provinces declared their
independence. Today, Albeira remains the
center of the last remains of the Illumin, but
while it is known for its long history of
greatness, its future is uncertain. Regardless,
fashions still sweep outward from Albeira;
the lords of the city take great pride in their
festivals, revels, and costumes. Furthermore,
the city still houses many aging structures,
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for wealthy nobles and tradesmen, as well as
academies and delights of all kinds.

Aswahi
The jungle cities of Aswahi were never
more than client states to the Illumin
Empire; even at its height, the Empire
maintained only the barest garrisons there.
The Aswahi themselves are an insular,
independent people who distrust outsiders
and keep strange rituals. It’s said that only
the Aswahi truly understand the dangers
inherent in their jungle homes, which is why
no other kingdom has ever conquered them.
In spite of great advancements in certain
areas of ceramics and woodworking, the
Aswahi are not a kingdom so much as a
people unified by the happenstance of
geography and the jungles that cover their
homelands. These jungles sometimes yield
up valuable trade goods, such as ivory and
gemstones, making them too tempting for
explorers to ever leave well enough alone.
Each Aswahi culture is really its own
distinct people, but the denizens of the other
western kingdoms often have only a cursory
understanding of Aswahi cultural identities.

Former Emperor Antonius Vespasian
Illumin Geography
The Illumin Empire is considered the
“heart” of the western kingdoms. To its
southwest lies the desert land of Ikhten. To
its northwest is the forested stretch of
Culberon. Verrakis, the huge trade city, lies
at the mouth of the Blood River, to the
southwest. South, in the ocean, are the
Circadian islands, and to the northeast is the
mountainous country of Bech. East of the
Empire is the Blood River, and beyond that
river lie the plains that are home to roving
hordes of horsemen and brigands.
The greatest city in Illumin is Albeira, the
Emperor’s home and the locale of the Senate
chambers. Though many of the outlying
urban areas of the city have become overrun
by poverty and crime, the upper slopes of
the central hill are heavily-patrolled and
contain magnificent mansions and palaces

Recent Aswahi History
A great project recently undertaken oversaw
the construction of a massive canal across
the Waste, thereby speeding the transport of
goods by ship across the continent. This has
also increased interest in Aswahi lands. The
many tribes of the Aswahi have had
sporadic contact with members of the other
western kingdoms, revealing heretofore
unknown variety. One significant kingdom,
the Atzotl, even served as allies of the
Illumin for a time during a war against a
powerful undead magician.
Aswahi Geography
Aswahi occupies a large subcontinent to the
south of Ikhten, across the Waste. To the
northeast are the islands of Circadia.
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The Atzotl people, the most infamous
kingdom among the Aswahi, have as their
capital city Tohuacan, a sprawling city in
marshy land where they raise beans and corn
as staple crops and practice elaborate
ceremonies and train for war.

coalition of the other Dukes quickly
defeated him and his allies in a brutal war.
Out of this coalition, a new Imperatrix
emerged.
Sadly, this alliance has proven difficult to
manage. Rumor holds that the Imperatrix’
grip on the country is not absolute. To help
strengthen her position she looks to outside
expansion and has offered postings to skilled
military minds who support her rule and her
(some would say heavy-handed) defense of
Bech.

Bech, The Iron Duchies
Though the Illumin Empire often conquered
neighboring territories and brought its welltrained armies to bear against barbarian
nations, in time those same barbarians at the
gate overcame the defenses of the crumbling
and overtaxed empire. Only a few
generations ago, the Iron Duchies would
have been little more than an outpost of the
Illumin Empire beset by raiding barbarians.
Over the course of the last few decades,
those same barbarians sacked many of the
cities, then took those cities and their
treasures as new homes. Now, the Bechan
people are a blend of that barbarian stock
with Illumin blood, and they have become a
power unto themselves. Skilled in
metalwork and the crafts of war, the Bechan
chiefs turned against one another, and now
their duchies constantly vie for position.
Among the Bechans, warfare is a high art
and the best path to social advancement. In
spite of this, the Bechans adopted many
Illumin customs, mingled with their own
histories, and so they have a strong culture
that favors sharp words, dance, and meaty
meals. The Iron Duchies gain their name and
their money from the fact that their mines
produce the most (and best) iron of all the
Dying Kingdoms. Combined with their
mace-wielding shock troops and excellent
crossbowmen, this makes the Bechans
natural contenders for expansion into a new
empire—if the various dukes do not murder
one another first.

Bechan Geography
Bech’s southern border and parts of its
western lands abut the Illumin Empire. The
north and northwest share a border with the
Outlands, and to the northeast is a small
border with the distant, frigid country of
Ruvasta. To the east, past Bech’s ringing
mountains, lie the steppes and plains that are
home to the roaming Tugha hordes.
The Imperatrix occupies a large and welldefended castle at the heart of Bech, but the
most prosperous duchies currently are
Flusshugel (due to its riverways that permit
trade with the Illumin Empire and Verrakis
to the south) and Goldmeer (due to its
extensive metal deposits).

Circadia
Nestled in the ocean south of the Illumin
Empire and northeast of the Aswahi
peninsula, the many islands of Circadia are
warm, craggy, and beautiful. The people of
Circadia are an erudite lot, often well-tanned
and equally at home on a narrow plot of
farmland or in an agora discussing
philosophy and politics. Years ago, Circadia
was made up of petty kingdoms, with each
king the lord of a lone island, but the largest
islands formed an alliance and took up a
democratic
government.
The
isles
themselves were home to many strange and
unique monsters, but various famous
Circadian heroes defeated those monsters to

Recent Bechan History
Only a few short years ago, one of the nine
Iron Dukes was revealed to be a vampire. A
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make the islands safe for humanity. Now,
the Circadians are a cultured people who
live in relative safety and prosperity, trading
peacefully with the Illumin and the
Verrakans.

the Culberrans are a hardy people who live
by sheepherding, farming, and occasional
raiding of neighboring lands. Their villages
are small affairs with simple stone-and-sod
houses, but the Culberrans pride themselves
on their independence, believing that they
need no kings to rule them and none of the
foppish trappings of other civilizations. The
rolling hills that are home to the Culberrans
primarily grow heath and scrub, yet the
Culberrans remain a hearty people,
determined in the face of the adversity of
their environment.

Recent Circadian History
Though the Circadians have long dealt with
their own affairs—seeing their culture as
more enlightened and educated than
others—they have become more active in
worldly trade as a result of many of the
skirmishes and battles that have engulfed the
western kingdoms in recent years. Turnover
among Circadian leaders has been rapid and
fierce, with new kings and queens rising,
sometimes to be toppled only a year or two
later, others to become exemplary monarchs
who will doubtless pass into legend. Thanks
to the fortune of being an island chain, the
Circadian
territories
suffered
less
devastation from the recent invasions that
have rocked the western kingdoms.

Recent Culberran History
The long-missing Culberran clan of Ramsay
returned from obscurity in time to help unite
the five clans under the rule of King James
Stewart, but due to unrest and political
pressure King Stewart was forced to
abdicate the throne. His cousin Ardan
Stewart took the crown, but his rule is an
uneasy one, marked by renewed violence
between the Culberrans and the Illumin
along their shared border, and arguments
between the clans, with the Burnetts and the
Kerrs disputing the rule of the Stewarts.

Circadian Geography
Circadia’s islands lie in the oceanic bay
south of Verrakis and Illumin, with the
Waste to the west and the Aswahi to the
southwest, and trackless ocean to the south
and east.
The most influential city in Circadia is
probably Makonia, an ages-old city that
boasts a long monarchial tradition. The
Circadian isles are many, though, and dotted
with many petty monarchs and a variety
different flourishing towns.

Culberran Geography
To its south is the Illumin Empire and to its
east are the Outlands. To their northeast are
the frozen lands of the Skjanos and its entire
north and west coast are the sea.
The capital of Culberon is Stewartshire, a
bustling metropolis with a stout castle on a
hill overlooking a well-defended city.

Culberon

Ikhten

The barbarian alliance of Culberon
maintains the appearance of being a
sovereign nation, but in truth it is the tribal
union of many varied clans. Primarily of
human stock from outlanders and hilldwellers who were subjugated by the
Illumin years ago (and subsequently
liberated by the contraction of that Empire),

Another power turned insular, Ikhten is as
distant from the Illumin as any place can be
while maintaining contact with that old
Empire. The Ikhten once had their own
empire, with towering edifices, elaborate
rites, and powerful necromancer-kings, but
it declined even before the Illumin became
widespread. Now the Ikhten are a minor
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Parthian Geography
Parthian land occupies a swath of hot, arid
terrain not far from the Blood River, and a
small set of islands off the coastline. Though
they border the vast plains upon which the
Tugha ride, the Parthians are protected by a
combination of swampland along the
southern edge and a partial mountain range
to the east. Thanks to these geographic
barriers, the Parthians have been able to
build small settlements in the midst of fertile
grasslands, largely unhindered by their
neighbors.

power, known mostly for their unusual
desert customs and the famous tombs built
by their necromancers long ago.
Ikhten Geography
Ikhten is a desert country in the far west,
situated in hot deserts along the coast. To
the north and east it is bounded by the
Illumin Empire; south lies the Waste. To the
west is the trackless ocean.
The largest city in Ikhten is Paladne, also
known as the City of Crypts. This funereal
city lies in a ravine with tombs at the bottom
and residences and terraced fields along the
upper ridges. It is overseen by a council of
influential leaders including a powerful
necromancer, a Sun acolyte, a serpent
cultist, a merchant-adventurer, and a labor
representative.

Syrellin
The hidden kingdom of Syrellin is the last
true home of the elves. In earlier ages, the
elves built great cities among the forests and
mountains, but as they declined these places
became ruins, overrun with monsters and
foul magic. At last, the remaining masters of
elven magic hid away Syrellin from mortal
eyes. The tiny enclaves of elves found in
forests throughout the continent are said to
be but a pale shadow of this hidden place.

Parthia
East of the island chain of Circadia, a group
of interconnected tribes and families makes
up the Parthian people. Largely isolated
from the rest of the continent for many years
due to the decrees of their leaders and the
difficulties of geography, the Parthians have
only recently returned to worldly affairs.
The Parthians gaze curiously at the state of
other nations while cautiously defending
their borders and carrying out the directives
of their warrior-queens.

Recent Syrellin History
The Radiant Mother, one of the oldest
known elves and the matriarchal figure over
Syrellin, has kept the city shrouded in its
magical paradise, isolated from the rest of
the world. Many elves marched to the aid of
humanity during the great war against the
return of the necromancer-king called the
Stealer of Dreams, and a series of military
maneuvers nearly resulted in disaster for the
elven people, but this crisis was narrowly
averted and now young elves flood out into
the mortal world at an unprecedented rate.

Recent Parthian History
It is only very recently that the Parthians
have opened to trade and communication
with the outside world. For centuries they
have followed a policy of isolation, but their
leaders have decided that now is the time to
re-enter the world at large, and Parthian
soldiers and diplomats have begun to appear
in the courts of other nations or along their
borders. Given their reputation as fearsome
fighters, none can say whether this brings
tidings of a new war.

Syrellin Geography
As a magical city in an otherworldly forest,
Syrellin does not connect directly with the
western kingdoms. Rather, one must know
how to reach it, via a system of special
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pathways called the High Road. Rumor
holds that only elves know the way to follow
the High Road to Syrellin, and that the
Radiant Mother has placed powerful
warding magic that prevents the entry of
malevolent supernatural beings such as
demons and elementals.

much of the city. Thousands of people were
killed and entire portions of the city burned
or reduced to rubble.
Still, the Verrakans took this as an
opportunity to rebuild, to make their city
even grander. Now they meander back into
the ruins to retake the city and start anew,
and at the same time, Verrakan survivors
make a name for themselves as traders and
explorers, seeking riches along the Aswahi
and Ikhten coastlines, where they establish
new colonies.

Verrakis
If Albeira is decadence in decline, then the
city-state of Verrakis is decadence in bloom.
In this great trade city, anything can be
bought or sold; no king holds sway here,
only trade guilds. Building their power on
their control of trade and technology, the
trade guilds of Verrakis have promoted the
use of their city’s guilder as the new coin of
the realm, although in truth so many Illumin
coins remain in circulation that it is nighimpossible to overcome the inertia of the
ancient economy. Nevertheless, Verrakis is
a city all too happy to separate a visitor from
his coin, whether by force or by guile.
People of this city are said to have a savvy
second to none, and they are quite
resourceful.
While Albeira may play host to things of
old, Verrakis is home to the new:
Discoveries, ideas, and trends catch on
quickly in this city, and fade back into
obscurity just as quickly. Still, it is an
exciting place in which to live. If your life
isn’t taken by a black-hearted rogue or your
money by a winsome wench, then you may
have time to marvel at the Verrakan feats of
engineering that have created not only the
city’s well-defended ports but the
tremendous towers that rise up in signature
form from its sprawling reaches.

Verrakan Geography
Verrakis lies at the mouth of the Blood
River, which forms the eastern border of the
Illumin Empire. To the south in the ocean
are the islands of Circadia. North and west
are the Illumin Empire; to the east, past the
river, are the Tugha steppes.

A Brief History
While the full vagaries of history are lost to
time, some great turning points are generally
agreed upon by various sages. Still, none
would dare claim to know the true story of
the world’s beginnings, or to predict its end.

Flight of the Elves
In an earlier age, the elves were a vibrant
culture, full of passion. Over time, those
passions dull to a slow burn, and many of
the oldest elves retreat from the cares of the
world. Elven youths learn from the caution
and weariness of the elders, and the elvenkings abandon many of their widespread
domains, instead turning attention to their
magically-guarded homes. As the elves
retreat from worldly affairs, men—who first
learned language, magic, and culture from
the elves, it is said—expand out from the
heartlands.

Recent Verrakan History
Though the city of Verrakis remained
staunchly independent for years, it was
finally sorely wounded during a magical
invasion of otherworldly creatures only a
few years previous. This invasion sacked
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Rise of Ikhten

name—because
the
empire
illumination (in order to read).

Cursed with mortality, humans delve into
the secrets of necromancy, long shunned by
the elves. The greatest necromancers build
tombs in the deserts of Ikhten, where
corpses can be preserved against time. The
creation of such edifices requires the work
of many laborers, who are promised
blessings for their families and good fortune
if they obey the magicians. In time, this
evolves into the empire of Ikhten. Men
spread throughout the deserts, uniting
widespread tribes.

spreads

Height of the Illumin
The Illumin Empire spreads its influence as
far as Culberon. Trade with Ikhten leads to
cultural exchanges, but the Illumin see the
remains of Ikhten as too disorganized and
infertile to have value. Token garrisons
occupy some Aswahi villages, allowing
merchants to bring back spices and exotic
fruits. The Illumin tongue becomes the de
facto standard of speech and writing,
eclipsing other languages, though regional
dialects and figures of speech remain.

Founding of Albeira
Situated on a central coastline area, Albeira
is at first little more than a walled town
established by Aerta Nicosa, a canny general
and statesman. Aerta goes on to gather many
followers and conquer surrounding lands,
forming the first ties of fealty and forcing
others to acknowledge his rule.

Bech Raiders
Centuries after its rise, the Illumin Empire
runs into stubborn Bechan tribes. While
enjoying military victories at first, the
Illumin nobles become engrossed with
internal squabbles. Military advances
stagnate, and Bech raiders capture many
frontier towns. For the first time, the Illumin
give up ground. Leaders among the Bech
tribes take Illumin properties and titles and
establish themselves as independent states.

Decline of Ikhten
Due to mysterious factors (most likely
drought and cultural stagnation), Ikhten
begins its long, slow decline. The
necromancers who survive often lock
themselves away in tombs and leave no
heirs, so the empire remains leaderless. Its
towns turn into little more than centers for
survival and barter, the rote perpetuation of
the needs of survival and little else.

Culberon Revolts
Culberon revolts against Illumin rule. News
of the event does not reach Albeira for six
months; by then, it is too late to mobilize the
centralized garrisons to the borders. The
emperor decides to relinquish the territory,
concerned instead with throwing lavish
parties and building fabulous new
monuments in Albeira.

Rise of the Illumin Empire
Successors to Aerta Nicosa spread his
influence further throughout the continent.
Magical orders and military guilds form,
marching across the land and crushing
disorganized barbarians on the outskirts.
Subject provinces are garrisoned and
subsequent generations forced to use the
Imperial language. Imperial culture leads to
better education, giving rise to the Illumin

Present Day: The Dying Kingdoms
The Illumin Empire is in turmoil. Its long
decline briefly halted by a campaign of
reforms led by a new Emperor, the Empire
has turned away again to decadence once the
Emperor was assassinated. Civil war further
weakened the Empire and it may be soon to
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Language and Terms

fall. Culberon, united under a Stewart king,
chafes at its identity as a nation, while the
Aswahi tribes are engrossed in their own
internal affairs and also busy dealing with
colonists from Verrakis. The Trade City of
Verrakis, fallen in a terrible magical
invasion, attempts to rise from the rubble,
but
criminal
enterprises
see only
opportunities to profit from the misery of
others. Circadia remains remote and closed
to outsiders, as Bech struggles to remain
strong but bears the hallmarks of a possible
turn toward expansionist imperialism. The
Parthians, energized to return to the world,
cautiously extend the hand of friendship, but
in the other hand carry a spear prepared for
the possibility of war.

The centuries-long spread of the Illumin
Empire, along with its policy of forcing
subject states to adopt the Illumin language,
led to the spread of a common, unified
speech. While some people retain particular
jargons or phrases, most people across the
continent can recognize and understand each
others’ discourses.
Aswahi (as-wa-hee): The hot, steamy
jungles of the equator; also, the tribal people
who live in those jungles.
Bech (besh): Harsh, mountainous land
claimed by the Bechans, a militant people.
Candlepenny: A small bronze coin,
imprinted with a candle, used by the Illumin
Empire. Simply “penny” for short. A
candlepenny can buy a few days’ worth of
food. Ten candlepennies equal one
oildraught. In accounting, this is noted as 1
p.
Circadia (sir-kay-dee-uh): An archipelago
of large mountainous islands with many
small river valleys, inhabited by a
philosophical and worldly people.
Culberon (cul-bur-on): A land of damp
heath and rolling hills, claimed by scattered
barbarian clans.
Elf: A nonhuman elder race, largely gone
from the world, known for magic, wisdom,
and grace.
Guilder: A nickel coin with a silver wash,
imprinted with the symbol of the Verrakan
trade guilds. Used almost exclusively by
those guilds, thereby forcing other empires
to adopt it as currency for important
dealings. The guilder and the draught have
roughly equivalent values.
Ha’penny: A half-penny, an unofficial
denomination observed mostly through
barter. A ha’penny can purchase a simple
meal (maybe two). Rarely actually used; in
some cities, people will literally snap a
candlepenny in two to make a pair of
ha’pennies.

Horses, Cavalry, and Knights
The logistics of a live-action adventure
obviously make horses an impossibility for
actual game play—it’s simply too dangerous
to have people riding and fighting from
horseback (not to mention expensive). In the
context of the game world, horses do exist.
They’re simply rare and quite a bit smaller
and more skittish than historical warhorses.
The typical horse is a valuable showpiece or
mount for a wealthy noble. Commoners rely
on oxen for their ploughs.
A side-effect of this is the lack of any sort of
cavalry or knights. Some nobles form
irregular light scout cavalry, but horses of
the Dying Kingdoms are not heavy enough
or courageous enough to use for shock effect
in close combat. This means that the most
dangerous combatants of the age are
probably the heavy infantry of Bech, or
elven archers. Of course, magic also plays
an important role in warfare, thereby
changing the nature of the battlefield even
more. The “knight” of the era is a warriornoble who serves a lord and functions as
medium or heavy infantry in battle.
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Ikhten (eek-ten): Desert land of nomads,
villages, and tombs.
Illumin (il-yu-min): The Illumin Empire, or
its remnants; once the greatest empire of the
world, now a shadow of its former self.
Oildraught: A silver-washed coin of the
Illumin Empire, of middling value. Simply
“draught” for short. A skilled common
laborer can earn an oildraught in a month.
Ten draughts equal one solarum. In
accounting, this is noted as 1 d.
Sauren:
Colloquially,
lizardfolk;
a
nonhuman species of reptilian humanoids,
known for their insular natures and
territoriality.
Scrip: A heavy piece of stamped paper
backed by the Verrakan whitesmith’s guild.
Because the paper is a note for exchange of
currency to the bearer, and stamped, signed,
and issued by the guild, it is generally
accepted currency, although the further one
travels from Verrakis, the less likely it is to
be accepted. Scrip comes in many
denominations.
Solarum: A gold-washed bronze coin,
imprinted with a starburst, used by the
Illumin Empire. In accounting, this is noted
as 1 s.
Troll: A nonhuman species of hulking
carnivores (and sometimes cannibals) that
thrive in swamps and mountains, known for
great strength and rocklike skin.
Verrakis (vur-ah-kis): Free city of; a trade
port and home to the (notably corrupt) trade
guilds.

other people to use its language.
Despite the unified language of the Illumin,
many places retain their own dialects.
Special words and terms are retained from
each culture. Thus, if you want to flavor
your language with your culture’s own terms
and accents, you can do so.
In the broader game, all of the countries
surrounding the Illumin Empire speak its
language, called the western tongue.
Regional variations are common. Characters
from beyond the eastern borders of Illumin
and past the long prairies speak the eastern
tongue, which is an unintelligible tonal
language. As with the west, different
nationalities and cultures in the east have
their own dialects, so even someone who
speaks the eastern tongue might not
recognize every word from a speaker who
hails from a different country. The nomads
who live in the vast steppes and prairies east
of Illumin generally speak both languages.
Elves also have their own language, but it is
widely used only in fully elven communities
such as Syrellin.
Characters who want to learn other
languages can do so without spending
character points – three events spent in a
foreign land is enough to be able to make
yourself understood and to comprehend the
basics of the language.

Religion
Organized religion does not exist yet. True,
in some places cults fester or men may pay
homage to idols and spirits, but there is no
widespread system of belief or “official
imperial religion.”
The lack of any sort of organized or
widespread religious dogma means that
secular authorities fill in such duties. The
common people are admonished to love and
fear their rulers rather than some divine
anthropic principle. The greatest reward that
anyone can expect is a comfortable life, for
everyone knows that except for the ancient

About Other Languages
The use of a single language for the many
places in the Dying Kingdoms is for a
simple reason: It makes play easier. There’s
no frustration of trying to understand other
people and being unable to communicate,
and no special advantage given to players
who happen to know other languages. It also
fits the historical narrative of a powerful
empire that spread its culture and compelled
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necromancer-kings of Ikhten, death is final.
Some scholars promote the values of
community and compassion, but they are a
rare voice isolated by the walls of their
monastic lifestyles. Indeed, in large cities
like Verrakis, most people are a surly,
suspicious lot, quick to take advantage of
strangers and slow to help someone in
distress.
The many cults that dot the settled lands
rarely spread beyond a local level,
thankfully. Quite a few are nothing more
than shams, designed to funnel the money
and work of commoners into the pockets of
charismatic speakers. Some cults actively
pursue malefic ends, to better appease
demonic mentors and garner power through
investments. A few are benevolent, teaching
ethical values and service to the elemental
spirits, but all too often such cults become
tools or pawns for larger, more cunning
groups.

Equal in value to the oildraught (for now) is
the guilder, circulated by the powerful trade
guilds of Verrakis.
The solarum, a gold-washed heavy coin
imprinted with a starburst, is the royal coin
of the Illumin. One solarum equals ten
draughts. Solarum coins usually show up
only in the coffers of nobility, who
sometimes delight in throwing around a
solarum or two and seeing how the
commoners react.
A subsistence farmer, miner, or other
professional earns about one draught per
month (one solarum, two draughts per year),
which are spent on food, taxes, and clothes.
Highly-skilled
professionals
with
specialized niches can earn more, especially
if they have excellent tools and workshops.
Adventuresome sorts (players’ characters)
are assumed to get by and eke out a living
month to month, and any additional income
is over and above such costs.
In many parts of the world, the local
authorities levy taxes and rents on the
common man. Tax collectors usually come
at harvest time, in the early fall, and assess
taxes as a share of produce. For the typical
commoner, this tax not an income tax, but
rather a rent on lands and materials. Typical
rates are about 5% of yearly income value,
so a subsistence farmer may pay about six
pence, but this varies with the local lord and
the economic conditions of the day.

Currency
Just as the Illumin Empire spread its
language, so too did it spread its currency.
Where before, barbarian tribes subsisted on
barter, the Illumin brought their hard coin,
transforming villages into towns and tribes
into economies.
The base unit of Illumin currency is the
candlepenny, a bronze coin imprinted with a
candle on its face. The candlepenny is
sufficient to purchase a loaf or two of bread,
a circle of cheese, and some vegetables—
essentially, meals for about half a week, if
you prepare them yourself. Most common
folk will never use a coin above this
denomination.
Above the candlepenny is the oildraught, a
silver-washed coin with a picture of an
oildrop. The oildraught is worth ten
candlepennies and serves as a medium of
trade for merchants.

Monsters and Hazards
While the only monsters in the heart of the
cities are of the humanoid variety, the
borderlands still teem with all manner of
nasty creatures. Some prey on humans and
other mortals; some hoard gold and
valuables; some have motives that are
inscrutable to mankind. All are dangerous in
some way.
At its height, the Illumin Empire kept
monsters at bay with vigilant patrols and
guardsmen. Now, with the empire in
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Demons, Nyatar

decline, monsters savage the small villages
on the edges of the empire, and threaten the
settled lands of other kingdoms.

The least among the demonic kind, Nyatar
demons often appear near haunts and in
service to cults. Though they lack sight, they
can sense their surroundings with unnerving
clarity. Their claws can rend steel and they
often have a variety of minor magical
abilities, spreading disease and poison in
their wake. While they are not very
intelligent, they are extremely ferocious.
Nyatar demons cannot communicate and so
dedicated demonologists usually make pacts
with their more potent cousins instead.

Bandits
Fitting firmly into the “human sort of
monster” category, bandits are a constant
menace to the roads between cities. While
the Illumin Empire (and the other kingdoms)
occasionally makes a concerted effort to
wipe out banditry, it is usually only one bad
harvest away, as disenfranchised peasants
make crude weapons and take to waylaying
travelers.

Dragons

Demons, Llovenar

Among the most fearsome creatures known
to humanity, dragons live in isolated places
such as high mountaintops, fetid swamps, or
forbidding deserts where they are hard to
accost. Thanks to their ability to fly, they
can range far and wide from such hidden
lairs to prey upon livestock, monsters, or
people, and they will devour any and all
such victims with relish. Dragons have
phenomenally thick scales, mighty claws
and fangs, and the ability to exhale various
dangerous substances—fire and poisonous
acids are the most commonly cited. While
some legends refer to dragon hoards as
enormous piles of treasure, the truth of the
matter seems to be that dragons prefer
sentimental or magical items of great value,
stashed away in their hidden homes. Worse
still, dragons are clever thinkers, long-lived
and magically adroit. Fortunately for
humanity and the other mortal races, they
seem to be quite rare.

Llovenar demons usually work for a
particular powerful maletar demon. These
middle ranks of demons enjoy taking on
fleshy forms and tempting mortals into
dangerous deals. Llovenar demons usually
have considerable fighting skills and a
smattering of magical abilities to enhance
their fearsomeness. Fortunately, they can be
banished much like nyatar demons, simply
by destroying their physical forms.

Demons, Maletar
Maletar demons rarely appear in person on
the physical plane, because it’s too
dangerous; they prefer to work through
intermediaries.
Sometimes,
though,
powerful wizards summon and bind them, or
they intercede to advance their own cults.
Maletar demons can take on a variety of
forms, though most enjoy causing terror in
mortals. Thanks to their age and magical
potency, Maletar demons have a wide range
of spells and powers, making them
exceedingly dangerous. Most of them also
have a retinue of tightly-controlled Nyatar
demons for general destruction work.

Dread Animals
Beasts of the woods, exposed to unnatural
energies, sometimes grow to unusual size
and strength. Such animals lose their fear of
the speaking races and often carry diseases,
magical effects, or other hazards. While they
are rarely intelligent and usually found only
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singly, they come in all manner of sizes, and
wise travelers give them a wide berth. Dread
wolves, dread rats, and dread spiders are the
most commonly encountered dangerous
animals.

wild. According to legend, genies can be
bound by oaths and by special binding sigils,
but this tends to infuriate them. Still,
travelers must be wary, because even a
hospitable genie could turn on its guest at
any time, and with their formidable magical
powers, genies can make dangerous
enemies.

Elementals
Invokers know the elementals well—spirits
of air, earth, fire, and water. Elementals
rarely manifest in the physical world unless
called by an invoker. When taking physical
form, elementals usually look like roughly
humanoid figures composed solely of their
element. Elementals can be actively hostile
to anyone who is not an invoker, so dealing
with them is best left to magicians.

Ghosts
From time to time, people who die with
particular difficulties or unfinished business
may manifest as haunting spirits. Ghosts are
typically invisible to anyone but a medium
or a necromancer. Most ghosts are sad
figures, trapped in a half-life trying to fulfill
some ancient purpose, but a rare few retain
some semblance of their former intellect.
While astute necromancers recognize that all
beings have a ghostly form shortly after
death, only in rare cases does a ghost linger
on beyond the sunset after its body’s demise.

Fair Folk
The fair folk exist outside the boundaries of
time, and in a sense are almost like demons
in that they are powerful, not bound to the
material world, and often mischievous.
While they can have stunning beauty, they
can also have nightmarish forms. In either
case, they often have superhuman levels of
skill, and they take their fae glamours and
magics for granted. Properly entertained and
appeased, they sometimes give humans
strange gifts, but their gifts are as likely as
not to come with a curse or quirk.

Goblins
While elves have long had ties to the Fair
Folk and are often beautiful, graceful, and
cultured, goblins are tribes of smelly,
obnoxious, aggressive creatures that are in
many ways twisted counterparts to the elvish
race. Living in rude huts and mines out in
the wilds, goblins despoil lands that they
inhabit. They are identifiable by their bright
orange skin, jagged ears, and scowling
countenances. Despite appearances, goblins
are usually quite intelligent, and groups of
them can be formidable foes. Goblins often
rely on traps in and around their domiciles,
to catch food or unwary travelers.
Fortunately, goblins are not exceedingly
tough, and a skilled warrior should have no
trouble with them unless they come in a
large group (which they usually do).

Genies
Genies—sometimes
spelled
“djinni”
instead—are a phenomenon peculiar to the
Ikhten lands. These whimsical creatures
seem to bear certain traits in common with
elementals; most genies have a specific
elemental affinity. Unlike elementals,
though, genies have very quirky agendas
and tend to have exaggerated personalities.
Often, genies enjoy fine food and drink,
stories, music, and culture, but they rarely
spend time among human society, instead
living in strange demesnes in the invisible
world or at distant oases or Dominions in the
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Merfolk

wraiths, they are still dangerous. Their
toughness varies widely. Most of them
exhibit some tainted powers and a
smattering
of
elemental
abilities.
Nightgaunts do not communicate.

Though uncommon, these enchanting
creatures are sometimes spotted by sailors
and fishermen off the coasts of Culberon
and Circadia. (For reasons unknown, they
seem to be very rare off the Ikhten coast.)
Merfolk have the upper bodies of humans,
but instead of legs they have long fish tails,
complete with scales and powerful fins.
Most merfolk spend their days basking on
rocks and shoals or swimming in sunlit
waters, where they catch fish with simple
nets and spears. On rare occasions, merfolk
may trade with land-dwellers, though only
in small groups. The merfolk usually offer
pearls, valuable shells, or treasures found in
wreckage, in exchange for metal items
(which they cannot forge themselves, as
they have no means to use fire underwater).
A few rare merfolk have the ability to take
on a bipedal form on land, although the
particulars of this magic are not well
understood by surface dwellers.
Merfolk are intelligent, understand tools and
language, and can be quite congenial,
although they are usually very shy.

Nockers
As common residents in the mines in Bech,
knockers vex laborers by making strange
noises in distant tunnels, sabotaging
equipment, and—on very rare occasions—
even ambushing lone miners and devouring
them. Nockers appear as hunched, wiry,
twisted humanoids with tremendous jaws
and iron teeth, and they never come alone.

Ogres
Cousins to trolls and goblins, ogres are
large, flabby, strong creatures that enjoy
feasting on human flesh. Unlike trolls, they
never developed much intellect or culture.
They sometimes wander alone, but are
equally likely to band together in small
groups, using their great clubs to hunt tasty
morsels. Due to their stupidity, they are
easily tricked, and they rarely have armor
beyond a mass of smelly furs.

Merrow
On some occasions, merfolk will become
cannibalistic and barely sentient. The cause
for this change is unknown to surface
dwellers. Merrow can be distinguished from
their more placid cousins by their claws,
sharp teeth, scraggly unkempt hair, and
blood-red eyes.
Although merrow have only a sort of low
cunning, they retain the ability to sing
harmonious, charming songs to entice
sailors to their doom.

Sand Creepers

Nightgaunts

Sauren

Shadowy figures, sometimes with bits of
flame emanating from their skin, these
creatures have no mouths and are invariably
hostile. Although they are more solid than

Travelers in swamps must beware because
sauren tribes are not always above eating the
occasional human or elf. Fortunately, even
the most degenerate sauren tribes maintain a

Occasionally encountered in the Ikhten
deserts, the sand creeper is a degenerate
humanoid creature of unknown lineage.
Sand creepers generally wrap themselves in
lengths of shrouds and heavy cloaks,
perhaps to protect against the environment.
Only the most far-fetched stories tell of sand
creepers ever communicating. They do,
however, sometimes use weapons, thus
indicating a marginal level of intelligence.
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command of language and a crude sense of
honor, so negotiation may be an option.

little more than myth, though they are a
myth persistent enough to inspire many tales
and supposed sightings.
Unicorns combine the body of a horse with
the hooves of a goat, the mane of a lion, and
a single, sparkling, twisted horn that rises
from the forehead. While a unicorn
physically resembles a magnificent horselike specimen, the resemblance is purely
physical. Unicorns are quiet creatures
blessed with healing and restorative powers,
and they are quite intelligent, able to sense
wickedness and to evade the notice of
anyone whose approach they do not
welcome.
Foolish folk might be tempted to hunt a
unicorn for its power or its pelt, but no
hunter has ever returned with such a
trophy—and many such would-be hunters
never return at all.
Perhaps most forbidding of all, rumors
whisper of the existence of a black unicorn,
a fearful creature that exudes wrath and
sorrow and that chases people until they
collapse from exhaustion, then causes them
to suffer fatal nightmares. Of course, if such
a creature did exist, who would survive an
encounter to tell of it?

Thorn Blights
While most commonly found in deep forests
or jungles, thorn blights sometimes show up
on scrub plains as well. These strange plantcreatures have a vaguely humanoid form
made of matted vines, and they use poisons
to incapacitate victims. The unfortunates are
then dragged back to compost heaps where
they feed the next generation of thorn
blights.

Troglodytes
The brutish race of troglodytes resembles
nothing so much as men with craggy
features, heavy muscles, thick teeth, and low
brows. Troglodytes seem to have a primitive
culture of sorts, but they lack any cogent
speech, and they do not have the ability to
perform magic. Nevertheless, they have a
low sort of cunning, and occasionally use
crudely-fashioned stone weapons and traps.

Trolls
Although many trolls are quite civilized,
some degenerates live in the hills and
swamps and still feast on passers-by. The
more intelligent seem to like challenging
people to riddle-contests, then devouring the
unfortunate losers. Hill trolls are as tough
and strong as one might expect, while
swamp trolls often adapt to their
surroundings and become rubbery-skinned,
agile, and clever trappers.

Unicorns
Creatures of great beauty and grace,
unicorns dwell only in the most remote
sylvan reaches. Stories tell of glimpses
caught in the wild places in Culberon,
though there are also Aswahi legends of
similar majestic beasts in the wilds in that
distant realm. To most people, unicorns are

Vampires
Vampires seem to be more fiction than fact;
at least, nobody but rude Bechan peasantry
actually believes that the decadent nobles on
the moors are really blood-sucking nocturnal
monsters. Nevertheless, magicians give such
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tales just enough credence to make people
wary of traveling alone on moonless nights.
Vampires, it’s said, can mesmerize their
victims and sneak about invisibly, but of
course they cannot stand the light of the sun.

warmth of other creatures. Wraiths most
often appear in haunts and graveyards, but
sometimes manifest at the sites of
particularly grisly murders. They cannot
speak, so communication is pointless; the
best course is generally to flee.

Zombies
It is an unfortunate side-effect of the study
of necromancy that some necromancers
become influenced by the Taint channeled
through
their
spells.
Unbalanced
necromancers often take to creating legions
of zombies to serve their crazed whims.
Zombies are somewhat tough and can be
dangerous in groups, but fortunately they are
usually quite slow and stupid.

A Vampiress?

Werewolves
In contrast to the other mythical monsters of
the Outlands, most sages consider
werewolves a very real blight, though
thankfully a rare one. According to stories,
werewolves resist injury from all but silver
weapons. Generally, werewolves become
savage and bestial under the light of the full
moon, but at other times they seem like
normal people.

Wraiths
Unquiet spirits of the dead sometimes return
from the Beyond to haunt the living. Wraiths
are said to have a chilling touch that can
strike down the strongest man, and a hatred
of the living that causes them to seek out the
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Skill Props: Remember, to practice a skill,
you must have at least one prop related to
that skill. This means you should have a box
with the props for your skill: bandages for
healing, tools for lockpicking, etc.
Makeup: If you play a non-human and you
don’t have your make-up, you’ll have to
borrow some from someone. Keep it with
your kit so that you never forget it.
Watch: A watch is useful to determine
when to be ready for game opening, when to
leave, and how much time to spend resting,
fatigued, casting spells, or using skills that
require time.
Paper and Pen: If your character is literate,
you may want to take notes or keep an
adventuring journal.
Food: While you might be able to swipe a
bite or two from a friend, most events do not
provide food. Also, the staff may not be
aware of your food allergies. Bring your
own food and water!

Chapter Ten: Adventuring
and Battle
Heroes on the frontiers of civilization have a
disturbing tendency to find themselves in
perilous situations. Of course, that is all part
of the excitement of the lifestyle!

Opening Movements
Before you enter play, make sure that you’re
ready for the game! Depending upon the
game, you might be in play for only a few
hours, or for a whole weekend or more.
Make sure you have everything you need,
and that you’re ready to be in character the
whole time.

Your Supplies
When packing your supplies for the
weekend, don’t forget the following:
Changes of Clothes: Your character
probably has at least one or two changes of
clothing. Also, it may be handy to change
clothes if you need to play a different
supporting role.
Weapons and Armor: You must supply
your own weapon and armor props.
Packets: If you’re a spellcaster, you’ll want
a lot of packets in the color for your
technique.
Toiletries: The rustic facilities at some park
sites don’t always have bathroom paper or
soap. It helps to bring a plastic baggie with
them. If you’re going to be out for a
weekend, you’ll want showering supplies as
well.
Blankets: If you’re going to be sleeping at
the site, you’ll want blankets—desert
locations especially can be very cold at
night. Even if you don’t plan to stay the
night, a blanket can be a warm substitute for
a cloak if it’s windy.

Weapons, Armor, and Props
While putting together your kit, pay special
attention to the props you’ll be using in play.
Not only do you want to make sure that you
remember your important equipment, but
you must be sure that your gear follows the
game’s safety rules. Unsafe gear will be
removed from play and you’ll have to leave
it in your cabin or car, where your character
won’t have access to it. Therefore, make
sure that your props all follow the safety
rules!
No Open Flames: Candles and torches may
look great, but they are far too much of a
hazard, especially in the summer months
when forest fires are all too common. If you
want a reasonably fashionable light source,
you can purchase a fake electric torch from a
costume shop, or you can rig a candleholding lantern to hold a glow stick instead.
No Sharp Edges: Especially for props that
you’ll be swinging around, make sure you
don’t have any sharp edges. This includes
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items you wear—if you carry a focus crystal
for mesmerism, pick one that isn’t going to
injure you if you fall down and land on it!
Similarly, try to make sure that your armor
fits comfortably; you may be wearing it for
several hours at a time.
No Breakables: You may want to carry
magic potions in glass vials and have a
mirror for your trap kit, but don’t bring
along breakable glass. One errant swing
could shatter the item and drive shards into
an unfortunate bystander (or you!).
No Heavy Swinging Objects: Your armor
is generally safe because you’re wearing it,
and you shouldn’t be charging people.
Similarly, your weapon props are designed
to be safe in combat. But what if you have a
wooden rod that you want to use as a magic
item or swagger stick? A solid hit from a
three-foot-long wooden rod made of inchthick hardwood can take someone out of the
game and off to the hospital. For this reason,
avoid using heavy walking sticks, lantern
props, or other items that can accidentally
swing and injure people.
No Costume Armor: If you decide to wear
armor, you’d better be prepared for the
hindrance of its weight and bulk. Don’t use
PVC or spray-painted shirts. Not only do
they lack any of the drawbacks that armor
should have, but they often look bad, thus
ruining the game’s immersion. If you have
access to special ultralight armor, the Story
Team will let you know.

costume jewelry with no value in play
needs no tag. A piece of jewelry that is
worth money does need a tag (because it
has value). An alchemical concoction
must have a tag (because it has a game
effect and value).
A few items with value or effect don’t
require tags. These are: coins, guild scrip,
gems, and ores. The value of the item is
implicit in its type. For instance, a
candlepenny is always worth one penny
for purposes of making or buying items.
Weapons, armor, and magical foci
especially require tags. You can place the
tag on the prop, or carry it in your bag. If
the item is lost or destroyed in the game,
you must give up the tag. Conversely, if
you acquire a tag for an item, it’s
incumbent upon you to provide the prop
for it. If you loot a suit of chain armor
from a dead brigand, you will need to
wear an actual chain shirt to make use of
the tag. If you only have the tag or the
prop but not both, you cannot use or claim
the item in question.

When to Begin
Play typically doesn’t begin until after
check-in and game opening, which is when
the Marshals announce any special news,
new rules, or important information.
The first hour of an event comprises checkin. During this time, the Marshals organize
the site, hand out character records, answer
lingering questions, and check props for
safety.
Once check-in finishes, the Marshals will
gather everyone for announcements. Listen
carefully; announcements can signal
important rule changes or special setting
information for the game.
After announcements, a Marshal will
announce the beginning of play. At this
time, you are in character until the game
ends!

Props and Tags
In order to use or own an item that has a
game effect or value, you must have a tag
as well as a prop. The prop exists so that
the item is visible and can be picked up
and moved. The tag shows that the Story
Team acknowledges the existence of the
item in the game.
Items that have no value or game function
do not require tags. Your clothes, for
instance, don’t require a tag. A piece of
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Game play then proceeds until an hour
before event end. At that time, the Marshals
will end game, call for check-out, collect
character sheets, and inspect the site for
clean-up. After that you can head home!

sunrise, the disease is gone and the character
is poisoned (and thus incapacitated) instead.
Dying
A character who has suffered a wound to the
torso, or wounds to two or more limbs, is
dying. The character will bleed to death in
ten minutes (unless an advantage,
disadvantage, or spell changes the bleed-out
time). A dying character is also generally
unconscious, although characters with the
Pain Tolerance advantage might sometimes
press on even while dying.

On the Adventure
To represent the hazards of combat and
adventuring, several special rules govern
such interactions as combat, diseases, and
exhaustion.

Character States
A character can go through several different
states in the course of play. Typically,
characters are healthy—freely able to use
their abilities, move around, talk, etc. Some
spells or powers can change this, though! In
order to clarify what states cause what
effects, the following list covers several of
the states that can happen.
Afraid
A character who is afraid flees from the
source of fear for ten seconds by the most
expeditious route.
Dazed
A dazed character is effectively fatigued for
ten seconds, unable to run, cast spells, use
special abilities, or use any skills except for
basic weapon and armor proficiencies. Note
that this is not the same as being stunned (in
which case the character cannot act at all).
Dead
A dead character is a corpse! Such a
character can’t do anything (obviously).
Powerful magic might be able to restore a
semblance of life.
Diseased
A diseased character is constantly fatigued
until the disease is cured. At the next
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Dragging your Wounded Friends

Incapacitated
An incapacitated character is immobile and
can’t use any skills or powers. The character
is still aware of his environment and able to
whisper, though. A character who has
suffered wounds but had their healing sped
is usually incapacitated. A poisoned
character is also incapacitated. Such a
character cannot do anything but whisper or
ward off a killing blow.

Often, you’ll want to get your injured
friends out of the line of fire, but you’ll
have to drag them away in a hurry. It’s
possible to drag or carry someone, but it’s
rough and may cause even more injury.
When you perform a drag or carry, you
don’t need to actually pick up the subject.
Just indicate that you’re dragging or
carrying the person, and help him or her
move along.
One person can drag another person at
walking speed. A dragged subject who is
stabilized or currently recovering from
wounds suffers from re-injury—every
healing wound re-opens and becomes
wounded again. This means that dragging
someone who has multiple limb wounds or
a torso wound is a chancy proposition, as
the subject will start bleeding again and
might die. Wounds that are already
completely healed (such as from a Heal
Minor Wounds spell) do not re-open in this
fashion; this only applies to wounds that
were stabilized or that had their healing
sped, but weren’t healed yet.
Two people (or one person with a Strength
effect) can safely carry another person at
walking speed. The subject doesn’t risk
further injury.
You can only walk while helping to drag or
carry someone, even if you have a Haste
effect or similar benefit.

Insane
An insane character is a babbling idiot
whose mind is wrecked. An insane character
cannot use any skills, spells, or innate
powers. (Technically, various other forms of
mental illness might be less debilitating, but
like the legal term for insanity, this
represents a specific game condition.)
Paralyzed
A paralyzed character is completely
immobilized and cannot move, speak,
attack, or use any skills or powers. Since
Mesmerism spells do not require any in-play
speech or gestures, the character can still
cast Mesmerism spells on himself if he is
holding his focus crystal.
Paranoid
A paranoid character sees everyone as a
threat, and attacks anyone that he can see.
Pinned
A pinned character can’t move his right foot.
It is pinned to the ground by some magical
power.

Fatigued
A fatigued character cannot run, cast any
spells, or use any skills except basic
weapon, armor and shield skills. Fatigue
usually goes away after ten minutes of rest,
unless another condition such as disease
applies. Note that this is not the same as
being stunned (in which case the character
cannot do anything).

Poisoned
A poisoned character is incapacitated and
will die at the next sunrise.
Stabilized
A stabilized character was dying, but isn’t
any more. However, his wounds must still
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Strikes, Hits, and Wounds

be tended before he will wake up or heal at
all. Generally, a character is stabilized after
suffering wounds but then gaining the
benefit of the Heal skill or a Stabilize spell
or effect.

With their tendency to wind up in combat,
adventurers will have to deal with the
inevitable results of weapons and spells
flying about. A lucky adventurer manages to
avoid such problems—but a good one
knows how to mitigate their effects.
A “strike” refers to any attack with a
weapon. This could be an arrow fired from a
bow, a sword swung at the enemy, or a claw
slashed by a monster. A strike may or may
not hit.
A “hit” is a blow that connects. Hits can
cause varying amounts of damage—two hits
of damage represent a blow roughly twice as
powerful as one hit of damage. Deflection,
armor, skin effects, and toughness can
absorb hits. If a hit gets through these
defenses, it causes a wound to the area
struck.
A “wound” is an injury to a body part. If an
attack scores a wound, it’s because it
penetrated defenses and affected the
victim’s body. Spells or effects that cause an
automatic wound bypass things that would
normally absorb hits, but they can usually
still be Dodged, Evaded, or Parried (as
appropriate). Once a body part takes a
wound, it is wounded. A body part is either
wounded or it isn’t; there’s no such thing as
taking “two wounds” to an arm. A wound to
the leg means that you must drop to one
knee. A wound to the arm means that you
must drop anything held in that arm and
can’t use it. If you’re wounded a second
time in an arm (but not leg) that’s already
wounded, it causes a wound to the torso
instead (assuming your torso isn’t already
wounded). A wound to the torso
incapacitates you and means you are dying!
A character also falls unconscious and
begins bleeding to death after suffering
wounds to two different limbs.

Snared
A snared character is effectively paralyzed,
but can still speak. Because the character
cannot gesture or use a focus, casting any
spell except a spell on himself is impossible.
Stunned
A stunned character spends ten seconds
doubled over, reeling, possibly choking or
retching from stress. The character can do
nothing else during this time. Note that this
is not the same as being fatigued (in which
case the character may still move and use
basic weapon skills). A stunned character is
not helpless and thus can defend against a
killing blow or against having items taken
from his or her person, but cannot move or
take other actions.
Terrified
A terrified character flees from the source of
terror for ten seconds by the most
expeditious route, and drops anything held.
Unconscious
Being
unconscious
is
like
being
incapacitated, only worse. An unconscious
character is immobile, insensate, and unable
to communicate or interact with his
surroundings. In short, he’s out cold. Some
spells or effects can render a character
unconscious. A character who was wounded
but stabilized is also generally unconscious
until the wounds are healed or some skill or
spell speeds their healing.
Wounded
A wounded character has suffered injury
that has penetrated magical and mundane
defenses.

Hits versus Wounds
Not all hits that land become wounds. A hit
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can have special effects against undead or
demons. Use the tag line “Silver.”
Thorn Strike: A Thorn Strike power causes a
weapon to inflict an extra +1 hit on its next
strike. Thorn Strike only functions on a
wooden weapon. Use the tag line “Thorns.”

totally absorbed by armor or spell effects
does not cause a wound.
Conversely, if a blow connects and causes
multiple hits, this does not translate to
multiple wounds. A body part is either
wounded or it is not—your arm cannot take
“two wounds.” This means that you never
need to worry about having enough healing
magic to restore multiple wounds to a
single limb; anything that heals a wound to
a given limb automatically restores that
limb.

Damage Cap
Regardless of the combination of strike
effects, attack skills, and other bonuses
added, no single attack may inflict more
than 5 hits of damage in one strike. To cause
damage in excess of this amount requires the
use of special advanced maneuvers that
simply cause automatic wounds or even
instant death. Combinations of bonuses that
would inflict over 5 hits in one swing
instead top out at 5 hits, with the excess
bonuses wasted and still used up.

Strike Effects
Thanks to magic or alchemy, some weapons
may have temporary benefits that allow
them to hit harder or inflict some sort of
special damage on the victim. Strike effects
of the same type don’t stack, but strike
effects of different kinds generally do stack.
Some types of strike effects include:
Bladethirst: Regardless of the source,
Bladethirst generally inflicts an extra +1 hit
on a single strike. Bladethirst only works on
an edged or piercing weapon (so it does not
function on staves or cudgels). Use the tag
line “Bladethirst.”
Disease: Causes the victim to suffer from
the effects of disease, which immediately
causes fatigue that persists until the disease
is cured. Disease strikes only affect the
target if they penetrate armor, but they do
take effect if the damage from the strike is
blocked by a skin effect or Toughness. Use
the tag line “Disease.”
Poison: Causes the victim to suffer from the
effects of poison, which immediately causes
incapacitation that persists until the poison is
cured. Poison strikes only affect the target if
they penetrate armor, but they do take effect
if the damage from the strike is blocked by a
skin effect or Toughness. Use the tag line
“Poison.”
Silver Strike: A Silver Strike causes a
weapon to attack as if made of silver, which

Defenses
The first line of defense is to avoid getting
hit! If you manage to dodge out of the way
of a blow, or block it with your shield or
weapon, then it has no effect on you. Spells
that hit a weapon or shield transfer to the
arm holding it, though. If the blow glances
off your weapon and then hits you, it also
has no effect.
A blow that lands solidly can still fail if you
have a defensive skill. See the appropriate
defensive skills in Chapter Three. You must,
however, call a defensive skill within two
seconds of taking a hit. If you don’t, you
can’t call it later and you must accept the hit.
Deflection
Deflection bonuses cause attacks to bounce
off without any effect. A Deflection rating
stops the rated amount of damage from all
incoming hits. For instance, a Deflection
rating of 1 removes 1 hit from every attack
that lands, and it never goes down!
Deflection ratings are hard to come by;
generally, they only result from powerful
magic.
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Armor
Armor helps to stop damage from affecting
a character. If you’re wearing armor, it has
an armor value, generally from one to five.
This is the amount of damage that the armor
can stop from any hit. Any time armor is hit,
it loses one (and only one) point from this
value. If the armor reaches a value of zero, it
is broken and must be repaired or refitted
(see the Armorsmith skill in Chapters Five
and Seven).
An attack that scores more hits of damage
than the armor’s current rating penetrates,
and the extra hits pass through to affect the
victim’s skin effects, toughness, and body.
Armor only grants its bonus to parts of the
body actually covered. If you’re hit in a
location that isn’t covered by armor, the hit
connects and bypasses any armor protection
you may have elsewhere.
Once your armor is damaged, you can refit it
with one minute of work. Refitting adds one
point of value back to any armor that’s
normally worth 3 or more. You can refit
armor while you’re wearing it, or refit it on a
nonresisting subject, as long as you can use
both of your hands. You can only refit a
given suit of armor once for each time it’s
been damaged. Thus, if your armor takes
multiple hits in one fight, refitting will only
repair one hit; you’ll need to repair the rest
with magic or Armorsmithing.

defense that will stop the rest! Once a skin
effect absorbs its rating in damage, it is
gone.
You can’t have more than one skin effect
active at a time.
Toughness
Some monsters and characters are just so
mean and ornery that they don’t go down
when they should. A Toughness rating
means that you can take extra hits of
damage. Toughness works just like a skin
effect, in that it soaks up hits before you take
a wound. Unlike skin effects, though,
Toughness usually comes from innate
resilience, not from a spell. Also, Toughness
stacks with a skin effect, if you have one.

Healing
Once a strike manages to penetrate your
defenses and cause a wound, you’re in real
trouble. Too many wounds, and you’re in
danger of bleeding to death! In order to
survive, a wounded character needs healing.
When a character is conscious but
wounded—say, with a wound to one arm—
the injury may be severe, but it is not
immediately life-threatening. Such wounds
will heal after several days (between events)
if they are not otherwise tended. If the
wound is stitched up with chirurgery skill, or
if you are a Fast Healer or have the benefit
of a power that speeds healing, then the
injury will close and be gone within an hour.
If you have any two of these benefits, the
wound heals within a half hour; all three,
and the wound heals in fifteen minutes.
During this time, you still can’t use the
wounded limb.

Skin Effects
A skin effect represents some sort of magic
that makes the subject hardier and more
difficult to injure. Skin effects have a rating
just like armor, but instead of losing only
one point each time they’re hit, they lose
points on a one-for-one basis. If you have a
Skin of Rock effect, for instance, which
gives you two points of skin, that spell will
stop cold the first two hits of damage,
whether they come from one strike or two. It
will even remove two hits from a higherdamage attack—hopefully you have a

Checking for Injuries
Once you’re unconscious, you generally
need someone else’s help to keep you from
bleeding to death. Fortunately, many skills
and spells can help you to survive.
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If you have obvious wounds, such as those
from weapons or common attack spells,
anyone can immediately spot those wounds
with a cursory examination. You can freely
tell anyone who checks what kind of
wounds you have.
Similarly, if you are dead (or appear to be
dead thanks to magic or a strange skill),
anyone can tell that with only a moment of
checking.
More unusual conditions may require the
use of special knowledge to diagnose. The
Diagnose skill can recognize poison,
disease, or sap attacks, and may sometimes
help in recognizing more exotic attacks.
Certain spells might tell if you are under the
influence of an ongoing magical effect.
If someone checks you for wounds and
doesn’t specify using any skill or spell to
search for special conditions, you can
mention any obvious injuries that you may
have, but you can only describe the effects
of any other attacks. That is, you can tell
someone “Forsooth, I am limp and
unresponsive” but unless the examiner uses
the Diagnose skill you should not say “I am
Diseased” or “I am Poisoned.”

have a stable but unhealed torso wound, you
can only lie in place, whisper, and ward off
killing blows.
Some spells or powers can heal wounds
instantly. An effect that heals minor wounds
can heal any one limb wound. An effect that
heals serious wounds can heal a torso
wound. More powerful effects might wipe
away all injuries instantly!
Persistent Wounds
In rare cases, you may suffer a persistent
wound. This is a wound that won’t heal
under normal conditions, such as a severed
arm or a mangled leg. If this happens, you
can only repair the injury with powerful
magic—any spell or effect sufficient to heal
the wound instantly. Spells, advantages, and
powers that speed up healing can stabilize
such a wound, but cannot heal it. Attacks
with the tag of “maim” cause persistent
wounds.

Rules of Engagement
In order to make sure that everyone has a
good time and nobody is really hurt, it’s
important to follow several safety rules.
These rules of engagement determine what
constitutes a legal hit, what sorts of moves
you can use in combat, and what will
happen if a Marshal catches you doing
something unsafe.
ALWAYS
CONCERN
YOURSELF
FIRST AND FOREMOST WITH
SAFETY.

Stabilization
If you’re knocked out by wounds, or if you
suffer a torso wound, you’re dying. Unless
you’re a Fast or Slow Bleeder, you’ll die in
five minutes. Keep a silent count; if you
reach 300 seconds, it’s time to come find a
Story Team member and announce your
demise. During this time, if someone uses a
spell or power to speed your healing or heal
any of your wounds, you become stable and
stop bleeding to death. A character with the
Heal skill can also interrupt your death
count by performing healing; this task takes
one minute to finish, and if it’s completed
without interruption, then you become stable
at the end. Once stabilized, you become
conscious, although you may still be
wounded and unable to do much. If you

Legal Swings
When you swing a hand weapon, you must
draw back your elbow or shoulder so that
the weapon moves through at least a 45
degree arc. If you do not make such an arc,
your blow is ineffective. You cannot swing
through more than a 135 degree arc, so it is
illegal to pull back too far. Moving only
your wrist to draw your weapon back does
not constitute an effective swing.
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Archery
When you’re using a bow or crossbow, obey
the normal safety precautions. Try to avoid
head shots, though obviously once an arrow
leaves your weapon it’s out of your control.
If an enemy approaches you in close
combat, aim for safe areas of the body and
reduce the pull on your bow if necessary.
Archers should avoid interposing their bows
or crossbows against enemy melee attacks,
and melee combatants should avoid
swinging at archers’ ranged weapons. Bows
and crossbows tend to be easily damaged,
and a normal bow would be unlikely to stop
a full-force attack from a sword or axe in
actual combat situations. Consider this a
courtesy of combat; occasionally a bow
might accidentally intercept a swing, but this
should not be a deliberate occurrence.

Never swing for the head or the groin.
Hitting the head or groin will probably take
your opponent out, but it means that a
Marshal will remove you from combat (and
possibly from the game) for safety
violations.
A good swing should hit hard enough that
you can feel it, but not so hard as to injure.
If someone swings at you too hard, do not
hesitate to call a Hold and ask a Marshal to
intervene. Swinging too hard is unsafe
combat. Just because you didn’t feel a swing
through your armor doesn’t mean that it
doesn’t hit, though. A solid hit that lands on
a breastplate still counts against the armor.
You may only connect with one hit per
second per weapon. Swinging faster
constitutes ineffective fighting.
You must call the full tag line for each legal
swing that lands, if any.
Remember, good fighting is cinematic, with
lots of back-and-forth and the careful use of
skills—not a quick series of taps designed to
show off your speed and ability to exploit
the rules.

Illegal Maneuvering
If you find someone performing illegal
maneuvering, call a Hold to deal with the
problem. A Marshal may intervene, and
unsafe fighting can result in a warning,
ejection from combat, or banning from the
game.
“Turtling,” the practice of hiding behind a
large shield so that only the head is exposed,
is illegal. Try to keep your shield moving so
that you minimize your exposure but don’t
force the opponent to swing at your head.
Don’t fight by craning your head out in front
with your body in back, in hopes that your
opponent won’t be able to hit you because
your head is the only viable target. This
constitutes unsafe fighting.
Do not charge your enemies—slow to a
walk before you reach weapon engagement
reach.
Never grab the body or limbs of your
opponent. There is too much risk of causing
an uncontrolled fall or breaking a joint.
Moderate the strength of your swings. If an
enemy has fallen, try to remember not to hit
hard over and over again.

Tapping
Tapping, or “machine-gunning,” is the
practice of striking a foe and then
swinging the weapon again with the wrist.
Since foam weapons are reasonably light,
this is fairly easy to do. In actual combat,
though, such strikes would barely be an
annoyance. Unless you draw back at least
45 degrees with your elbow or shoulder,
your swing does no damage.
To avoid tapping, remember to draw your
weapon back after each hit and don’t
swing more than once per second with
each weapon you use. Consistent tapping
may result in a warning from Marshals,
because there’s no need to start arguments
about whether a given hit is legal or not
when you’re deliberately using an
ineffective fighting style.
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Don’t pin a weapon by holding it against the
opponent’s body (either with your own
body, a weapon, or a shield). There is too
much risk of forcing the opponent to
stumble, or of spraining or breaking a joint.

as a muddy patch of ground, a sinkhole, or a
particularly nasty tangle of roots.
Forsooth
From time to time, you may notice a
particular prop or character that does not
have an immediately obvious representation
or function. Typically, a Marshal or
Supporting Cast character will explain the
function of such an item with a call of
“Forsooth” followed by a description, such
as “Forsooth! A river!” or “Forsooth, yon
demon is wreathed in flames!” These calls
allow you learn specifics of what your
character sees when a prop or costume
would be insufficient for the job, without
stopping play and damaging immersion via a
Hold (below).

Head Shots
Head shots are unsafe and thus illegal. If
you hit someone in the head, expect to sit
out the rest of the combat. Be sure not to
swing overhand at people, and take care to
avoid stabbing at the face.
A hit that connects to the head counts as a
torso hit, so it will generally take the
subject out of the fight, but if you make
such a hit, a Marshal will pull you from
combat for unsafe fighting. If you
consistently make head shots, you may be
asked to leave the game.
Similarly, don’t lead with your head in
combat. Just because people are not
supposed to swing for your head doesn’t
mean that you should put it out front to
keep your foes from attacking. This is also
unsafe fighting and a Marshal will warn
you or pull you from combat.

Hold
A call of “Hold” indicates that something
has gone wrong. In such a case, immediately
cease what you are doing, drop to one knee,
and place your hands and anything you’re
holding over your head. Wait for a Marshal
to examine the scene, determine the
appropriate response, and call for the scene
to resume.

Spoken Calls
In addition to the various calls that represent
spells and battle skills, you may hear
specific calls that represent a particular
condition, or that warn you of a hazard. Pay
special attention when you hear these calls,
as they typically exist to notify you of a
specific non-game issue.

Medic
A call of “Medic” indicates that someone
needs actual medical attention. Do not use
this term unless someone has suffered real
injury.
Tag Lines
To represent specific skills or spells, you use
tag lines. A tag line may or may not be inplay—for a weapon strike, it usually isn’t;
for a spell, it usually is.
Tag lines can indicate damage, special
effects, or defenses. For example, a hard
blow may land in conjunction with the tag
line “Mighty Blow 4.” This means that the
blow was so strong or enhanced that it
inflicted four hits of damage. To defend

Caution
The call of “Caution” indicates dangerous
terrain in a specific area. If you hear a call of
“Caution” nearby, you should pause to
examine your surroundings and possibly
arrange to move combat to a different site
for the sake of safety. Similarly, you can use
“Caution” to indicate to other players that
you have noticed a dangerous obstacle, such
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against it, the victim might call “Parry.”
This means that the target used the Parry
skill to block the blow.
You can only call a tag line if you have a
valid skill, spell, or power that gives you the
effect. You can’t call “Mighty Blow 4” just
because you feel like it!
In general, you must call a tag line within
two seconds of using a power, or vice versa.
That is, if you call a tag line for a thrown
spell, such as “Necromantic Bolt,” you must
throw the spell within two seconds. If you
take a hit and decide to parry it, you must
call “Parry” within two seconds of taking
the hit.
Spell tag lines must be recited before you
throw or cast the spell.
Even if your character is mute or silenced,
you can recite a tag line, as long as it doesn’t
represent an actual verbal component. For
most spells, the tag line represents your
character speaking mystic syllables (though
Mesmerism is an exception). For weapon
blows, defenses, and maneuvers, though, the
tag line is purely informational.

ignore the Marshals, you can be removed
from the game.
Marshals will sometimes take on monster or
character roles as well. Watch out—these
characters may have powers you’ve never
seen before. It’s usually best to assume that
a Marshal knows what he’s doing even if he
does something that would normally be
impossible.
Supporting Cast
Supporting cast members are players who’re
spending volunteer time as monsters or
semi-important characters. While the focus
of the game is on the players, many
locations will also need merchants,
criminals, lawmen, professionals, farmers,
and other such roles filled. A supporting cast
member is anyone who is taking on one of
these roles, or a monster role, for the time
being.
Supporting cast members are usually players
just like yourself, only they’re doing a little
help by taking on a necessary job. They are
typically briefed about the powers of their
characters, so if you see one do something
odd, that may be a new power—but if you
are pretty sure that it is an improper use of a
power that you know about, don’t hesitate to
point it out.
Supporting cast generally defer to players in
action. If there’s an argument between a
monster and a player about a hit, for
instance, then the player typically has the
benefit of the doubt—the game is supposed
to be fun for the players, after all.

Marshals and Supporting Cast
The players aren’t the only ones wandering
the fields of the Dying Kingdoms. Someone
has to play all those monsters and
villagers… and those people are Marshals
and supporting cast.
Marshals
In order to keep the game running smoothly,
Marshals remain on hand to make rules
calls, clarify situations, and introduce
adventure elements. Marshals will typically
be introduced at the beginning of a given
game weekend. You can always ask a
Marshal for advice, help, or clarifications.
When a Marshal makes a ruling, be sure to
heed it. Many Marshal rulings are for safety
reasons! If a Marshal removes you from
combat or asks you to be careful about
something you did, be sure to listen—if you

Opportunities and Consequences
Not every person in the Dying Kingdoms is
an adventurer, but humans (and others) in
this age do have great mettle. Still, eking out
survival from lands overrun by Taint and
monsters is a difficult and dangerous
process. Many who are ill-equipped for the
task fall each day, and even the heroic often
find themselves outmatched.
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Adventurous souls in the Dying Kingdoms
have an opportunity for greatness. Heroes
arise from extraordinary circumstances, but
those circumstances rarely spring up in a
mundane tavern or farmstead. The hero is
the individual who takes charge, who leads
from the front, who risks life and limb for
wealth, love, loyalty, or honor. Every hero is
someone thrown to desperation in a difficult
situation.
It is incumbent upon you to seek out your
heroic side. Heroes are not made sitting on
steps, and adventure rarely comes calling at
the door. To gain power, fame, and fortune
requires a quick wit, a steady hand, and a
willingness to risk everything. Even those
explorers not blessed with such virtues can
find themselves successful, if they have
sufficient determination and drive. That
drive must come from you—only you can
motivate yourself to go forth and seek out
adventure.
With adventure and heroism come
consequences. Not all who would be heroes
return home safely at night. Perhaps the
legendary victor of a great bardic epic was
immune to the perils of the wild, but not
everyone can be so fortunate. To brave an
adventure is to risk life and sanity. Some
may fall… but such is the price for pursuing
fame and fortune.
You must prepare yourself for adventure and
seek it out, and you must also be ready for
the inevitable results. This may lead to
greatness, or it may lead to an unmarked
grave. It is up to you to make your fate.

Take Your Hits: When you take a hit,
acknowledge it in some fashion so that the
other fighter knows it had an effect. Your
defensive tag lines will help with this, of
course (and if you don’t use those tag lines,
you don’t use the defense).
Watch Your Environment: Don’t start
fights in unsafe areas, such as rocky hillsides
or poorly-lit tree stands. Also, don’t fight
near anything with a flame, like a lantern or
bonfire.
Stay in Character: There is no such thing
as “out of character,” really, during game
time. Don’t slip into idle chatter or explain
something as “out of character.” If you don’t
want people to hear about it, don’t talk about
it! If a Marshal catches you acting blatantly
out of character (talking about the latest
movies, etc.), you may be penalized in some
fashion, ranging from having some
deleterious problem strike you to losing
experience for the event.

Intimate Contact
With consent, of course, you may engage in
touching or whatever contact both parties
consider appropriate, so long as it’s safe and
considerate of the surroundings.
Within the context of the game, giving back
rubs may be a signifier for “intimate
contact.” You may use the “Forsooth” call
to indicate the exact nature of that contact, if
it is important to specify. Certain characters
(or monsters) may have abilities that
function with intimate contact!
Because it is a sensitive topic and a trigger
for some players, you may not engage in
non-consensual intimate contact, even in a
game context. The Code of Conduct also
specifically prohibits the introduction of
rape or sexual assault into the game, even as
a purely narrative device.

General Courtesies
Despite the fact that everyone pretends to be
some sort of fantastical character, you
should still observe some basic courtesies
and rules.
No Touching: Don’t touch or grab people
without consent. You can touch with
weapons or packets, obviously, but don’t use
your hands unless you have permission.
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Grief Play
Some players think it’s the best kick to beat
up on other people’s characters, to
intimidate, steal, and murder. They say
they’re acting “in character” because they
are playing “evil” characters who are
motivated to do so. Some see it as a
challenge—their ability to out-think other
players and prove they’re “better.”
Deliberately pursuing a course of malice
toward other players is considered grief
play. This means that you’re getting your
kicks by ruining the fun for everyone else.
These games are community games;
everyone participates because everyone
wants to have a good time. If one person is
ruining the fun for a bunch of others—
whether by wantonly killing other
characters, or just by hoarding all the
action—then that’s going to drive people
away until there’s no game left. That’s no
fun for anyone.
Base your characters around concepts that
are at least nominally cooperative. There are
plenty of things out there that will kill
characters without people also having to
worry about other players. Besides, no
character can do everything well… and
someone else might come along and exploit
your weak spot.

check-out basket, pack up your things, and
make sure that your site is cleaned up.
You’re done!
Clean Up
Remember that the game sites used for
events are rented from other organizations.
If the site isn’t left in a clean, good
condition, that group might forbid future
use.
To that end, make sure to carefully clean up
before you leave. Sweep out your cabin (if
you have one). Check the restroom and
make sure it isn’t filthy and tracked full of
mud. Pick up cigarette butts, and make sure
you don’t leave them on the ground in the
first place.
If you leave your area messy, and the
Marshals have to clean it, you may lose your
experience points for the event. Consistent
check-out problems may result in expulsion
from the game.
Experience
At the conclusion of a game, characters gain
additional CP. You will generally gain one
for the event plus one point for each full day
of play, so an adventure day from 10 AM to
6 PM garners two points, and a weekend
event from Friday night to Sunday morning
earns three points (Friday and Sunday count
as half a day each in that case). You can
earn an additional point for exceptional roleplay or costuming, or from turning in a
reward tag (see below).
As usual, you can’t buy advantages
(including new magical talents or heritages)
with CP, but you can purchase new skills or
increase the levels of your current skills.
You can also buy mana for techniques that
you know, or learn new heritage powers.
Just write down your expenditures on your
check-out sheet.
You can earn a maximum of 4 CP in a
month. This can come from any
combination of games, bonuses for strong

Journey’s End
It’s a sad fact that many who seek adventure
find only death. But death is only one of
many possible endings. Some characters
may reach a ripe old age and retire… others
might find that a more magical fate awaits.

Check-Out
At the conclusion of the game, you’ll go
through the check-out process. Pick up your
character envelope from the Marshals. You
can then fill out a check-out form, which
allows you to do many things. After you’ve
filled out the form, put your envelope in the
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role-play, and the possibility of a bonus CP
from rewards.

prospect, or to engage in combats. You must
do such things at adventures in game events.

Downtime Actions
Once per month at the end of each game you
gain one downtime game action. This action
allows you to perform some mundane task
with your character’s free time between
games. This is above and beyond the normal
requirements of making a living—your
character isn’t at risk of starving to death or
having no place to stay; it’s assumed that
you are able to eke out a reasonable living
and still have some time left over. You can
perform any of the following:
Use a Production Skill: You can use your
downtime action as one cycle of your
production skill. Put any components and
money into your check-out envelope. Write
down an itemized list of what you’re
making. Remember, you can use your full
level of skill in any one production skill, so
if you have three levels of weaponsmithing,
you could make three daggers (level one
each) in that one cycle.
Use a Lore Skill: You can use a Lore skill
to gain access to special knowledge. Write
down your question and the Lore skill that
you want to use. You’ll receive an answer in
your envelope at the next event.
Earn Money: If you have a Professional
skill, you can earn money in your downtime
action. You earn one draught per level of
skill, deposited in your envelope at the start
of the next game.
Perform a Special Task: If you want to
perform some special task but there isn’t an
applicable skill, and it’s not something you
can do in play, this is the time to do it. This
might include helping the villagers to
rebuild after an attack, or taking a trip back
home to visit your character’s family.
Things You Can’t Do: Unless you have
special Story Team approval, you can’t use
your downtime action to explore, to

Dying and Death
A wounded character may bleed to death.
Any strike that causes a torso wound
immediately begins to bleed. The character
has five minutes—which you should silently
count out—of life left. Hopefully, someone
will perform a healing spell or use the Heal
skill on you. After five minutes without
treatment, death’s cold fingers reach in and
pluck out your spirit. You then go to the
Marshal cabin and inform them of your
untimely demise. A Marshal should jot
down your time and manner of death and
give you a shroud to wear. The spirit shroud
means that you are now a ghost!
While you are a ghost, you cannot speak to
anyone, and nobody can see you. Mediums,
however (per the advantage), can see you,
and you can talk to them in a whisper.
Unfortunately, the trauma of death causes
you to forget everything up to ten minutes
before your demise, so you may not even
know what killed you! You can, however,
always find your body (assuming it is
intact).
Also, as a ghost, you cannot use any skills,
powers, or abilities of any kind. You cannot
pick up or manipulate objects. You can only
walk or run.
If you are fortunate, someone might be able
to talk to you and hear of your plight. It
might even be possible for a necromancer to
reanimate you briefly in some fashion.
If your spirit is not somehow restored to life,
then at the next sunset (not sunrise) you pass
into the Beyond. Your spirit is then gone.
Killing Blows
Against someone who’s incapacitated or
otherwise helpless, you can declare a killing
blow. Such a strike takes you three seconds
to execute: You must have a weapon against
the subject and declare at normal speed and
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conversational tone, “Killing Blow 1,
Killing Blow 2, Killing Blow 3.” If the blow
is not stopped, the subject immediately dies.

character undergoes a change so significant
that it becomes no longer feasible to remain
in play (such as a mid-range character
becoming the lord of a new country, the
thrall of a demon lord, an insane cripple, or
otherwise unacceptable as an adventuring
hero).
If you do manage to reach retirement and
you undergo an arranged retirement for your
character, your next character gains a special
retirement benefit. This could be a unique
magical heirloom, a bonus hidden power,
access to a lost art of magic or fighting, a
special background, or any number of other
bonuses.
If you have bonus points from rewards, you
may use them on a new character after
retirement, but a new character may not
enter play at a total value above 35 CP.
Additional reward points may be spent for
money, item access, Influence, or simply
saved!
Note that there is nothing in the game that
will “remove” CP from your character. Even
if you lose CP due to a curse, spell, or loss
of an advantage, these count as spent CP and
still count against your character’s
retirement total.
Once your character reaches 100 CP, further
advancement no longer happens. You will
have time to finish your retirement story and
transition the character out of play, but the
character will not gain further CP or powers
while in play. Once retired, the character
might continue to improve, but at this point
the character is a Cast character and the
character’s
skills,
powers,
and
improvements—or
problems—are
determined by the Story Team.

Retirement
The fortunate hero who survives to a great
age reaps many rewards. In time, though,
every hero must give way to a new
generation. To represent the ever-moving
cycle and the advancement of youth with the
departure of the old, characters have a builtin “retirement” limit.
As you approach a total of 100 character
points, you should make preparations to
retire your character. Speak with the Story
Team when you near this total. Based on
your character’s actions, history, and beliefs,
you may gain certain options for retirement.
Your character might become a supporting
cast member, occasionally appearing again
to help in times of need. He might go on to
some other fate, as a ruler, a magical
creature, or an infamous villain. Regardless,
the character leaves your active play, and it
becomes time for you to make a
replacement. The canny old adventurer
retires so that fresh blood can come to the
fore.
If you do not make retirement arrangements
in advance, the Story Team will remove
your character. This usually means
permanent death, and does not qualify you
for the retirement bonus, below.
You may choose to make retirement
arrangements for a character before you
reach 100 character points. Doing so
typically indicates that your character has
fulfilled some great personal goal,
undergone a major change in personality, or
otherwise moved beyond the lifestyle of a
day-to-day adventurer. The Story Team will
work with you to determine what constitutes
an appropriate story-based retirement. This
does not mean that you may enter play with
a new character and immediately retire it for
a benefit; rather, this option exists in case a

Volunteer Rewards
The Dying Kingdoms game requires a lot of
work and maintenance to succeed. While the
Story Team handles most of the logistics, a
little help from the players is always
welcome. In order to reward such help, the
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Story Team hands out reward points. A
reward point grants you special benefits
such as bonus points on your character or
access to special goodies or discounts!
In general, you’ll gain reward bonuses when
you perform specific volunteer tasks, such
as spending extra time as Supporting Cast,
donating requested supplies, or helping with
set-up and tear-down. While the Story Team
ultimately decides what to award—and be
sure to ask in advance, because sometimes
they won’t need extra help—the guidelines
below should give you an idea of what to
expect.

Money: 1 point cashes in for 5 silver.

Inspiration
The Dying Kingdoms game takes inspiration
from the early classical sword-and-sorcery
genre, which is a genre of roguish heroes,
struggles of order against chaos, uncaring
gods, and decadent civilizations that give
way to vibrant barbaric cultures in a neverending cycle. Read and take inspiration from
works such as:
Elric of Melnibone, et. al. (Elric saga) by
Michael Moorcock: Elric’s saga tells of the
struggle of order and chaos, and of the
albino sorcerer-prince as he wields
Stormbringer, a soul-eating sword. Elric
performs many heroic deeds but also many
questionable ones, and he never has the
moral strength to put down Stormbringer
and be overcome by his own limitations,
instead putting others to death in order to
cover for his shortcomings. In this, he is
very much the microcosm of his own
kingdom of Melnibone—tortured, weak,
dying, yet unable to overcome his own
problems without relying on even more
drastic solutions that abdicate responsibility
(and death) to others.
Conan the Barbarian, et. al. (Conan
series) by Robert E. Howard and others:
Conan’s saga opens with the rise and fall of
many civilizations after Atlantis, and Conan
himself is a barbarian from a tribe that hails,
by winding degrees, back to Atlantean
culture, fallen into decadence. In his many
adventures Conan is both sneak-thief and
warrior, and learns the virtues of avoiding
magic and the whims of unpredictable petty
gods. Eventually he rises to a kingship of his
own, showing that youthful, hearty
barbarians and their cultures will rise up to
take over dying civilizations, but will in time
become aged and decrepit as well.
Lankhmar: Tales of Fafhrd and the Grey
Mouser, et. al. (Lankhmar series) by Fritz
Leiber: Fafhrd and the Grey Mouser are

Rewards by Service
Spending an extra encounter as Supporting
Cast: 1 point.
Donation of solicited materials (packets,
weapons, special props, costumes): 1 point
per $25 of materials.
Donation of time in construction (making
aforementioned materials): 1 point per 4
hours of work.
Assisting tear-down and clean-up at
endgame: 1 point.

Reward Bonuses
Bonus CP: 1 point, limit 1 per month.
Access to crafted items: 1 point gives you
the access to purchase any mundane crafted
item up to level 2, without having to find a
crafter in play. 2 tags give you the right to
purchase a mundane crafted item up to level
5. For example, you could purchase a suit of
armor without having to find an armorsmith
during the game. You must still spend the
monetary cost. You may use this benefit to
purchase certain specialty items: high
quality weapons and armor, concoctions,
and Talismans are available.
Access to bulk purchases: 1 point allows
purchase in bulk of common ore (iron,
silver, or gold), herbs, or hides at the market
rates, up to 10 items.
Influence tag: 1 point, limit 1 per month.
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opposites who stick together through lean
times and fat, using their talents to pull
scams, rob mansions, and woo women.
Between Fafhrd’s might and the Mouser’s
mind, the pair find themselves in all manner
of exasperating situations, often just one
step ahead of the city guard, the evil gods of
Lankhmar, and the many cults, guilds, and
political interests of the great city.
Night’s Master, et. al. (Tales from the Flat
Earth) by Tanith Lee: A series of stories
following characters who explore the
relationship of humanity with death and
other seminal forces of the universe.
Especially telling is the plight of the demon
lord Azhrarn, who is immortal and nighomnipotent, yet horribly limited by the fact
that he can never experience life in the same
way as mortals. Also a good look at how
demons deal with humanity; there is no deal
that will not be somehow twisted and
thwarted, but eternal existence without
humans to torment is a form of torture itself.
Shadow of the Torturer, et. al. (Books of
the New Sun) by Gene Wolfe: Severian the
torturer discovers that he is insane, learns of
love and loss, sleeps with his grandmother,
kills a whole lot of people, and eventually
becomes emperor over a future Earth so
distant from our own present that the world
is nigh-unrecognizable. Wolfe’s command
of language leads to a gritty yet eloquent
setting of alienness and occasional hints of
strange familiarity.
Witch World by Andre Norton: As happens
often in fantasy, someone from our world is
thrust into a strange fantasy world, where
witches have real magic and countries war
over low and petty issues.
A Wizard of Earthsea, The Tombs of
Atuan, The Farthest Shore (Earthsea
trilogy) by Ursula K. LeGuin: The wizards
of Earthsea rely on ancient knowledge and
wisdom to carry them across a world of
islands. Here, old gods lurk in ancient
temples, waiting for their sacrifices, while

the crazed try to evade death by retreating
into the world of dreams.

Sample Characters
While earlier chapters provide the rules for
making your characters, these sample
characters might give you an idea of how to
work various skills in conjunction and how
to spend your points to achieve certain
character types.

Human (Aswahi) Totemist
Characteristic: Toughness
Advantages: Aswahi Magic Tattoo (1 CP),
Supernatural Heritage: Forestwalker (2 CP),
Skin of Wood 1 (2 CP), Thorn Strike 1 (2
CP).
Mundane Skills: Survival (free due to
culture)
Combat Skills: Spear (1 CP due to culture),
Buckler (1 CP), Parry 1 (2 CP).

Human (Bechan) Soldier
Characteristic: Might
Advantages: Pain Tolerance (1 CP), Wealth
1 (1 CP).
Mundane Skills: Armorsmith 1 (1 CP due
to culture), Profession: Blacksmith (1 CP).
Combat Skills: Swords (2 CP), Medium
Armor (3 CP), Large Shield (3 CP).

Human (Circadian) Alchemist
Characteristic: Cunning
Advantages: Circadian Philosopher (1
Disease Resistance 1 (2 CP), Income
CP), Sharp Sense: Smell/Taste (1 CP).
Mundane Skills: Alchemy 2 (6
Herbalism (1 CP), Lore: Alchemy
Herbalism (free due to culture).

CP),
1 (1
CP),
and

Human (Culberran) Druid
Characteristic: Willpower
Advantages: Magical Talent: Naturae
Adept (5 CP), Naturae Mana 6-9 (2 CP).
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Elf Woodsman

Mundane Skills: Herbalism (1 CP), Heal (1
CP), Literacy (1 CP).
Combat Skills: Light Armor (1 CP), Staff
(1 CP).

Characteristic: Finesse
Advantages: Ambidexterity (2 CP), Elf
Tree Speaker (1 CP), Sharp Hearing (1 CP),
Sharp Sight (1 CP).
Mundane Skills: Herbalism (free due to
race), Survival (1 CP).
Combat Skills: Bow (2 CP due to race),
Swords (2 CP).

Human (Illumin) Petty Noble
Characteristic: Reason
Advantages: Illumin Baronet (1 CP),
Illumin Citizen (1 CP), Wealth 4 (4 CP).
Mundane Skills: Courtier (1 CP), Etiquette
1 (2 CP)
Combat Skills: Light Armor (1 CP),
Swords (1 CP due to race).

Sauren Hunter
Characteristic: Toughness
Advantages: Sauren Crystal Talisman (1
CP).
Mundane Skills: Artifice 1 (2 CP), Heal (1
CP), Herbalism (1 CP), Survival (free due to
race).
Combat Skills: Light Armor (1 CP), Spears
(1 CP due to race), Large Shield (3 CP).

Human (Ikhten) Necromancer
Characteristic: Willpower
Advantages: Ikhten Sensitive (1 CP),
Income 1 (1 CP), Medium (2 CP).
Mundane Skills: Chirurgery (2 CP), Heal
(free due to race), Herbalism (1 CP),
Literacy (1 CP), Lore: Healing Arts (1 CP),
Lore: Magic, Necromancy (1 CP).
Combat Skills: Staff (1 CP), Swords (1 CP
due to race).

Sauren Shaman
Characteristic: Willpower
Advantages: Magical Talent: Water
Invocations Adept (5 CP).
Mundane Skills: Alchemy 1 (2 CP), Heal
(1 CP), Herbalism (1 CP).
Combat Skills: Spears (1 CP due to race).

Human (Verrakan) Rogue
Characteristic: Cunning
Advantages: Sharp Sight (1 CP), Verrakan
Guild Member: Butchers, Bakers, and
Candlestick Makers (1 CP).
Mundane Skills: Appraise (free due to
race), Artifice 1 (2 CP), Footwork (1 CP),
Pick Pocket 1 (2 CP), Search (1 CP), Stealth
(2 CP).
Combat Skills: Two Weapon Fighting (2
CP), Thrown Weapons (free due to race).

Troll Mercenary
Characteristic: Might
Advantages: Pain Tolerance (1 CP), Troll
Hide (1 CP), Wealth 1 (1 CP).
Combat Skills: Cudgels (1 CP due to race),
Light Armor (1 CP), Large Shield (3 CP).
Attack Skills: Mighty Blow +1 (melee) x1
(2 CP).

Elf Magician

Troll Stonemason

Characteristic: Reason
Advantages: Magical Talent: Naturae
Adept (5 CP).
Mundane Skills: Alchemy 1 (2 CP),
Herbalism (free due to race), Literacy (1
CP).
Combat Skills: Bow (2 CP due to race).

Characteristic: Might
Advantages: Income 1 (1 CP), Mystery (3
CP).
Mundane Skills: Footwork (1 CP), Mining
(free due to race), Lore: Mining (1 CP),
Profession: Stoneworker (1 CP), Search (1
CP).
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Combat Skills: Cudgels & Mauls (2 CP due
to race).

Half-Elf (Outlander) Performer
Characteristic: Cunning
Favored Skill: Herbalism.
Favored Weapon: Staff.
Advantages: Magical Talent: Mesmerism
Adept (5 CP), Sharp Hearing (1 CP).
Mundane Skills: Herbalism (free due to
race), Literacy (1 CP), Lore: Myths &
Legends (1 CP), Profession: Troubador (1
CP).
Combat Skills: Staff (free due to race),
Two-Weapon Fighting (2 CP).

Half-Troll (Culberran) Brigand
Characteristic: Toughness
Favored Skill: Weaponsmith.
Favored Weapon: Mauls.
Advantages: Light Sleeper (1 CP), Pain
Tolerance (1 CP).
Mundane Skills: Appraise (1 CP),
Profession: Blacksmith (1 CP), Survival (1
CP), Weaponsmith 1 (1 CP due to race).
Combat Skills: Large Shield (3 CP),
Cudgels (1 CP due to race), Light Armor (1
CP).

The First and Last
The ultimate goal of the Dying Kingdoms
game is to provide a fun experience for
everyone. When you participate, remember
that the whole game exists because everyone
wants to come together for a good time.
When you participate, think about how you
can not only partake of some fun, but how
you can provide entertainment for others.
Be safe, be courteous, and be entertained!
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